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Ya’alon: IDF never intended to disarm Hizbullah

Operation Grapes of Wrath

ends in written accord

Kiryat Shmona residents Tamar Sutssa and Fanny Harush carry their mattresses from a bomb shelter as they return to their

homes yesterday after hearing a cease-fire in Operation Grapes of Wrath had gone into effect (Reuter)

Northern residents begin return to normal life

UNDER the new agreement
readied Friday, the DDF will be
able to hit back at Hizbullah in

south Lebanon even if the terror-

ists take shelter in villages there.

Chief of the General Staff Li-

Gen. Axonon Lipkin-Shahak said

last night

Military Intelligence chief'

Maj.-Gen. Moshe Ya’alon said

Hizbullah survived Operation
Grapes of Wrath with its weap-
ons intact and that it had never

been the EDFs intention to dis-

arm it.

The understanding announced
Friday by US Secretary of State

Warren Christopher and Prime
Minister Shimon Peres ended the

17-day Operation Grapes of
Wrath. A monitoring group
made up of the United States.

Israel, Lebanon, Syria and
France will supervise die agree-

ment. (Text of agreement. Page
2).
Shahak stressed in a news con-

ference inTel Aviv last night that

the agreement was not a total

cease-fire, as Hizbullah can still

attack the IDF, or a peace agree-

ment, but that it would bring

peace and quiet to northern Isra-

ARHEH O’SULLIVAN.
DAVID BUDGE

and news agencies

el “for a long time."

'‘Hizbullah understands that

tbe price it bad to pay for the way
it behaved is very great," Shahak
said, adding this understanding

could only be judged over time.

"1 hope and believe that HiZr

bullah got up this morning and
checked the damage it suffered

and saw that it caused itself' and
its surroundings very great harm,
” Shahak said. “1 presume that it

understands that the price it will

pay should it decide to fire Ka-
tyushas will be at least the price it

paid this time.”

Shahak said he believed life in

tbe northern Galilee would
quickly return to normal.

Ya'alon told reporters that

Hizbullah can continue to carry

out attacks in tbe security zone
after the operation and after the

agreement. “It can continue to

fire mortars and Sagger rockets

ou our positions, shoot anti-air-

craft fire on our planes, [and use]

suicide bombers and car bombs.
We did not barm this capability

of theirs and we did not intend to

do so. But it has to think very

hard before- it violates the agree-

ment when it comes to shooting

Katyushas and firing on civil-

ians." Ya'alon said.

Ya’alon said he believed Hiz£

bullah would try to violate the

agreement, but that the Syrian

and Lebanese governments, as

well as the IDFs deterrence;

would preyent this.

Maj.-Gen. Eitan Ben-Eliyahu'

assistant head of IDF Opera.;

tions. and soon to be OC Ais

Force, said the agreement was
“reasonable, because tbe resi-

dents of Israel and of south Leba-
non are no longer a target. They
are not part of the war.”

Ben-Eiiyahu said the Hizbul-

lah now knew what tbe price was

for violating the understandings

of the 1993 Operation Account-

ability and that tbe new under-

standings were “much better.***

Ben-Eliyahu said the IDF
caused extensive damage to Hiz-

bullah's infrastructure, including

their communications and ammu-
nition dumps.
“Tbe only price we paid wag

(Continued on Page 3) >

NORTHERN border residents

emerged from bomb shelters and
security rooms yesterday for the

first time in more than two
weeks, for a breath of fresh air

and to the hope of a more secure

and peaceful future.

Security forces informed resi-

dents that from 8 a.m. - four

hours after the cease-fire dead-

line - they could return home and
walk around in the streets.

Thousands of evacuees who
left Kiryat Shmona and other
towns and villages threatened by-

Hizbullah's Katvusha rockets.
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also began thinking about mak-
ing the longer journey back
home.
The announcement of the

cease-fire did not put an end to

the fears of residents, especially

after the last salvo of rockets on
the Galilee Panhandle just five

minutes before the cease-fire

deadline.

Many evacuees, particularly

those from Kiryat Shmona who
have been housed in Acre. Ne-
tanya and Ashkelon. vowed they

would not return until it was clear

the Katyusha threat had passed.

There were also many, includ-

ing Kiryat Shmona Mayor Pros-
per Azran and Meruiia Local
Council Chairman Yossi Gold-
berg. who expressed skepticism

over the new US-brokered agree-

ment and its ability to prevent

any more attacks on the North.
“According to what I under-

stand, the killing of our soldiers

and SLA soldiers in south Leba-
non is allowed again. And if Hiz-

bullah hits them, they cannot fire

back. If they do, Katyushas will

be fired again on Kiryat Shmona.
So what have we accomplished?"

'Azran said.

Goldberg said “the Hizbullah
and the Katyushas are-still in the

field, and the threat still exists.”

(Continued on Page 2)

Operation Grapes of Wrath
• 127 residents of the North were injured by
Katyushas, 3 moderately or seriously.

• 170-200 Lebanese citizens were killed.

• More than 50 Hizbullah members were lolled.

• 10 Syrian and Lebanese soldiers were killed.

-*More than 1,400 hwires were damaged in the

Gafilee, 1,200 of them in Kiryat Shmona.

'

• Hizbullah fired more than 700 Katyushas.
• The IDF fired more than 18,000 shells and the

IAF flew more than 1 ,600 missions.

• Estimated cost of.operation - NIS 300 million

• Estimated damage by Katyushas - NIS 100
million.

*. T
Jerusalem Post Staff

Hadass ah- International - speaking many tongues - is united

for medical advancement and Israel, in the following countries:

This time there is a mechanism
to monitor violations

THE US-brokered agreement is

virtually the same as the 1995 un-
derstandings. The major differ-

ence is that now. if Hizbullah de-

cides to violate it. there is a
mechanism backed by the US
which Israel hopes will prevent the

situation from escalating.

“Last time. America was the

matchmaker. This time it is the

guarantor." said Shlomo Avincri.

a professor of political science at

Hebrew University. “We are deal-

ing with a novelty here. We don't

know how it will work, but the fact

that the United States derided to

participate in the mechanism signi-

fies an American commitment to

the agreement."

After Ws Operation Ac-

ANALYSIS

ARIEH O'SULLIVAN

countability, anytime Israel felt

Hizbullah violated the understand-

ings. Israel could either take it sit-

ting down or fire back, risking a
Katyusha attack on the North and
further escalation.

Now. said Avineri, this mecha-
nism - which involves Syria. Leba-
non. France, the US and Israel - is

supposed to pressure those who
control Hizbullah to restrain it.

It is not clear whether this mech-
anism will work, but it is expected
to have more power since the
United States is behind it.

The LTS-brokered agreement
also drove home the point that

even the most minor peace ar-

rangements along Israel's last war
front must pass through Damascus
for President Hafez Assad's stamp
of approval. Indeed. Syria has
now emerged from the isolation it

was put in following the Sharm e-

Sheikh anti-terrorism conference,

and is now involved in preventing

terror.

Prime Minister Shimon Peres

had been careful not to spell out
the goals of Operation Grapes of
Wrath other than to stop the Ka-
tyushas. Peres called the operation

a “tremendous achievement for

the Israeli army." But the shelling

(Continued on Page 2)
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PA releases three

Hamas prisoners
JON IMMANUEL

THE Palestinian Authority has

released three Hamas leaders

during the past week and others,

icss senior, are being released as

their investigations end. PA At-
torney-General Kh.ilid ai-Gidrah

said last night.

Al-Qidrah said that charge

sheets against the first Hamas
prisoners to go on trial after the

four suicide bombings in late

February and early March, will

be completed "within three

weeks."
The three leaders freed are

Hamas spokesman Dr. Mah-
moud Zahar, released “six days

ago,” Ahmed Bahar. an imam,
and former negotiator and
newspaper editor Saved Abu
Musameh. released yesterday,

Al-Qidrah said.

Al-Qidrah said the police have

discovered coordination between

Islamic Jihad and Hamas and also

“Israeli radicals" which he said

had been shown by statements
made by Israeli radicals and by
Hamas activists. He said he could
not elaborate.

The arrest of Adnan-Ghoul,
Izzjdin Kassam No. 2. would
shed light on these connections as
well as help in locating Kassam
No. I Mohammed Dcif. he said.

Al-Qidrah said the releases

had nothing to do with Id Al-
Adha (Feast of the Sacrifice)

which begins today, or a feeling

of relaxation after passage of the

vote to amend the PNC cove-

nant. but only with the progress

of legal investigations.

But Rashid Abu Shuhac. Pre-

ventive Security Service deputy,

told Reuters it was a gesture to

mark the holiday and “dozens”
have been released in the past

week. Some 600 of arrested

remain in jail.

AMERICAN OUTLOOK
There is no American Outlook
with today's paper due to
technical difficulties beyond our

control.

Ovadia Yosef

asks Peres

to freeze

Hebron pullout
HERB KEINON and Kim

SHAS spiritual leader Rabbi
Ovadia Yosef on Friday appealed
to Prime Minister Shimon Peres

to freeze plans for the IDFs re-

deployment in Hebron until after

the elections.

In a letter to the prime minis-
ter. Yosef wrote: “Out of deep
concern for the welfare of Jewish
residents in Hebron, who will

find themselves facing Palestin-

ian Police, and out of concern for

a renewed outbreak of hatred
among Jews over an issue that is

hotly debated. I turn to his honor
with a special request to freeze

any final decision on the issue

until after the upcoming elections

to the Knesset and the
premiership.”

Vedior Aharonot reported Fri-

day that troops would leave 85
percent of the Hebron municipal
area on May 5. They will then
redeploy in the remaining 15 per-

cent of the city, at a ratio of two
soldiers per settler, the daily said

in ib unattrihuted report.

(Continued on Page 3)

The Hadassahfamily in Israel salutes

Hadassah-International

and extends a warm welcome to the leadership

and all delegates to the

10th Hadassah International Congress in Jerusalem.

Your devotion to Israel and to the Hadassah

Medical Organization represents our combined

efforts for the advancement ofHealth Care and

Medical Science all over the world.

We zoish you exciting and successful deliberations

and lookforward to working together on behalf

ofthe best in Medicine all over the world.

Hadassah International 10th Annual Congress

April 28 - May 2, 1996

Holiday Inn-Crowne Plaza Hotelr Jerusalem
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OPERATION GRAPES OF WRATH

Clinton: US
will not

tolerate

cease-fire

violations
H1LLEL KUTTUEH

WASHINGTON

’PRESIDENT Clinton stated

^Friday that
_

the cease-fire

7announced earlier in the day “will

.provide greater confidence and

greater security” to Israelis and

'Lebanese.
He warned that the US will not

abide a flare-up of the situation

again.

“The agreement will stop

-Katyusha rocket attacks on north-

era Israel and protect both

Lebanese and Israeli citizens. ...

. Because it is in writing, this

agreement will be less likely to

break down than the informal

understandings that had been in

place since 1993," Clinton told

reporters at the White House.

Clinton stroke with Prime
'Minister Shimon Peres and
_5ecretary of State Warren
."Christopher shortly after the two
announced the cease-fire. Peres is

'

- due to arrive here this morning for

a three-day visit

Clinton commended Peres,

Lebanese Prime Minister Rafik

Hariri, Syrian President Hafez

Assad and the French government

for providing the leadership

“which was very much needed to

end this crisis.”

“Now this agreement will only

last if aQ those who worked with us
to bring it about now work to make
sure it succeeds. We must not and
we will not tolerate new attempts to

disrupt the calm which has been
reestablished at such a terrible cost

“I know I speak for all

Americans in saying that our
thoughts and prayers are with the

innocent civilians and their fami-

lies, in Lebanon and in Israel, who
have suffered so much during the

last two weeks. Now we must turn

again to the bard work of building
a comprehensive and lasting

peace in the Middle East.”

Last-minute

Katyushas hurt

three in North
DAVID RUDGE

CROSS-BORDER fighting con-

’tinued until the last minute before

the US-brokered agreement came
into effect at 4 a.m. yesterday.

Just five minutes before the

deadline, Hizbullah fired two final

salvoes at the Galilee Panhandle.

One rocket scored a direct hit on
an apartment building in Kiryat

Shmona.
' ' " '

The remaining residents were
either in bomb shelters or security

rooms. There were no casualties,

although extensive damage was
caused to the building itself.

Dahlia Ben-Simon was among
those who had a lucky escape

when the last ofthe Katyusha rock-

ets to be fired during Operation-

Grapes ofWrath hit the building.

“Everything was quiet until

3:55 a.m., when two salvoes

shook the town. My sister lives in

the building opposite. She and her
.husband were asleep and their
'

'four children were ail in the secu-

rity room when one of the rockets

. fell,” said Ben-Simon.
. “There was some damage to

their apartment and to the build-

ings. but rather that than some-
body being hurt. We were all vety

Lebanese civilians jam the highway near Beirut yesterday while trying to retnrn home foliowing the start of the cease-fire ending
Operation Grapes of Wrath. See story below.

Text of cease-fire understanding

lucky,” she said.

The attack just minutes before
the cease-fire deadline was evi-

dence of Hizbullah’s determina-

tion to prove its ability to contin-

ue the fight until the bitter end.

About 15 minutes before the

announcement of the accord was
made simultaneously in Jerusalem
and Beirut, Hizbullah also fired a
Salvo at the Galilee Panhandle.

One rocket hit the roof of an apart-

ment budding of Kibbutz Kfar

Giladi, causing extensive damage.

Onewoman was treated for shock.

Altogether, Hizbullah fired over

20 rockets from Lebanon from, just

before the announcement until the

cease-fire came into effect Some
feD in the security zone, and in the

sea near UNIFEL’s headquarters in

Nakoura. Only a few hit the Galilee.

It was the same story earlier on
Friday, with Hizbullah continuing

to fire rockets despite the progress

in the negotiations and ongoing
1AF raids and artillery bombard-
ments oflaunching sites. In oneof
the salvoes Friday morning, a rock-

et scored a direct hit on a factory in

the Kiryat Shmona area^ligjttly

wounding two workers.

Following is the text of the “understanding
"

reached on Friday for the cease-fire in

Lebanon:
The United States understands that after dis-

cussions with the governments of Israel and
Lebanon, and in consultation with Syria,

Lebanon and Israel will ensure the following:

1) Armed groups in Lebanon will not carry

out attacks by Katyusha rockets or by any kind

of weapon into Israel.

2) Israel and those cooperating with it will

not fire any kind of weapon at civilians or

civilian targets in Lebanon-

3) Beyond this, the two parties commit to

ensuring that under no circumstances will

civilians be the target of attack and that civil-

ian populated areas and industrial and electri-

cal installations will not be used as launching

grounds for attacks.

4} Without violating this understanding,

nothing herein shall preclude any party from
exercising the right of self-defense.

A Monitoring Group is established consist-

ing of the United States, France, Syria,

Lebanon and Israel. Its task will be to monitor

the application of the understanding stated

above. Complaints will be submitted to the

Monitoring Group.
In the event of a claimed violation of the

understanding, the party submitting the com-
plaint will do so within 24 hours. Procedures
for dealing with the complaints will be set by
the Monitoring Group.

The United States will also organize a
Consultative Group, to consist of France, the

European Union, Russia ami other interested

parties, for the purpose of assisting in the

reconstruction needs of Lebanon.

Repair work beginning in the North
as some schools reopen today

SCHOOLS areJ* Qu& tcKredpen
’

.today in northern, towns and ^vil-

lages. - with the exceptiotj of
Kiryat Shmona - following the

agreement which took effect early

yesterday morning to end the

cross-border fighting. .

In Kiryat Shmona, which bore
the brunt of Hizbullah's Katyusha
rocket attacks, the return to class-

rooms is scheduled to take place

tomorrow.
The return to so-called “nor-

mal” in the North, however, is

likely to take much longer than

just a few days, as property tax

and other assessors begin the task

of evaluating the damage.
The Kiryat Shmona

Municipality has estimated that

more than 1,200 buildings,

including apartments, factories

and private businesses, have been
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damaged, as well as hundreds of
vehicles.

Helicopters were used yester-

day to fly over the region and help
in the assessment of the overall

damage by identifying buildings

which have been hit but not
reported because the owners or

residents are not there.

Property tax assessors are to

visit the region today to further

help in the task- Finance Minister

Avraham Shohal is also due to

visit the region as part of the

efforts to begin to restore normal
life to the region.

Sbohat has been appointed by
Prime Minister and Defense
Minister Shimon Peres to supervise

insituting repairs and helping to
return life to normal in the region.

As part of this effort, ,factories

in the North winch manufacture

products for tire defense industries

have been given approval to go
ahead with work without having
to submit tenders.

The flow ofevacuees returning

to towns and villages in the North
began yesterday morning and
increased in the evening with the

conclusion of ShabbaL
“The real war for Kiryat

Shmona is starting now - to put

the town, residents and businesses

back on tbetr feet,” said Yoran
Even-Tsur, spokesman for the
Kiryat Shmona Municipality.

“It’s not going to be easy and It

is going to take more than a few
days to get back to normal. There
are many people who are going to

The Jerusalem Post Sunday, April 28, 1996

IDF:
decision-

making
was right

inKana
THE shelling of Kana, in which

some 100 civilians were taUed,

was justified, and the decision-

making of the commanders who

gave the orders to fire was correct. •

the IDF team appointed to exanu

the incident concluded. How* I

the inquiry found that there1 fxlyj

“faults” in the conduct erf

commanders on the ground.

The te-ani, headed by OC
Artillery Corps. Brig--Gen. Dan

Harel. began its examination the

day after the April 38 incident. It

did not find any faults in the

artillery battery, those responsible

for operating the battery, the

Northern Command firing com-
mander, or in the troops on the

ground.
According to the inquiry, the

unit came under fire and was jus-

tified in making a quick response.

Six shells were fired immediately
by the artillery, but two unfortu-

nately struck in ' an area where
civilians had concentrated, near

the UN camp, where the

Hizbullah had fired at the IDF, the

inquiry said.

The inquiry also determined that

(hose responsible for the artillery

knew of the position of the UN
camp, but did not know of the

dvflians harbored in areas near it

who had been crowded into closed

structures due to rain that had
begun a short while earlier.

That day, the EDF did not send
out pilotless planes to examine
the area, and did not know what
was going on in Kana at that time,

as claimed by foreign elements,

the team said.

It did not find mistakes which
would warrant taking steps

against the intelligence officers in

Northern Command, who are

responsible for relaying informa-

tion to IDF forces on the ground.

IDF sources said there wasi
apparently a deficiency in the

manner in which the commander
of the force that came under fire

operated. They said the comman-
der’s response to the mortars fired

at his unit was apparently exag-

gerated. The commander had said

his unit had suffered casualties,

but when the smoke cleared it was
apparent-that there were bone.

• ff the commander had acted

more cautiously and carefully it is

possible that the shelling would
have been carried out more exact-

ly and under greater supervision,

the sources said.

Senior IDF sources empha-
sized. however, that such an
assessment was only in retrospect

and the team did not have the

ability to judge everything. What
should be judged, they said, is

whether the shelling was justified

and -was carried out due to a real

need, and through a correct deci-

sion-making process. Such a

process was indeed carried out in

every phase, the team said, and
therefore steps should not be
taken against those involved in

the incident. (Itim)

It is recognized that the understanding to

bring the current crisis between Lebanon and
Israel to an end cannot substitute for a perma-
nent solution. The United States understands

the importance of achieving a comprehensive
peace in the region.

Toward this end, the United States proposes
the resumption of negotiations between Syria

and Israel and between Lebanon and Israel at a
time to be agreed upon,, with the objective of
reaching comprehensive'peace.
The United Stales understands that it is desir-

able that these negotiations be conducted in a
dimate of stability and tranquility.

This understanding will be announced simul-

taneously at 1800 hours, April 26, 1996. in all

countries concerned.

The time set for implementation is 0400
hours, April 27, 1996.

V be?m' shock'when they retumc‘ahd
_ find

1

their homes ' damaged, or
t-'-even destroyed,” he said.;

'-" !:
-

“I am also afraid that there

might be some, even many, who
have seen how life-' is elsewhere in

the country, and might not want to

return at alL

‘Wot just homes, but liveli-

hoods have been tut — factories

and businesses which have been
dosed for more than two weeks.
We all hope that the general
expectations, for remuneration
and rebuilding and improving the
standard and quality of life here
after everything the people have
been through, will be met

“The residents of the North and
Kiryat Shmona in particular have
been in the front line. They deserve

to be treated appropriately and
that’s what they expect” he "said.

Thousands of Lebanese civilians

take the crowded road back home
TENS of thousands of Lebanese
civilians began reluming to their

homes in Ihe south yesterday

shortly after the announcement of

the US-brokcred cease-fire agree-

ment.

R >ads leading from Beirut to

ihc towns and villages in the

south, which residents fled from

after warnings from the IDF of

retaliatory action against

Hizbullah, were packed with

vehicles.

The returnees drove around
'craters in the roads on the journey

only, in some cases, to find they

had no homes to which to return.

Thousands of buildings were
destroyed or damaged dining the

operation, mainly as a result of
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shelling and 1AF raids against

Hizbullah targets in the vicinity.

UNIFIL spokesman Timur
Goksel said yesterday that the

peacekeeping force had recorded

a total of 600 air attacks in the

areas under its supervision during

the operation. This did not include

regions to the north and the east,

such as Beirut and the Western

Bekaa Valley.

During the same period, IDF
gunners fired around 25,000
artillery shells at targets north of
the security zone, said Goksel.
UNIFIL also recorded a total of

1,200 Katyusha rocket launchings

from Lebanon, although not all of

We regretfully announce the sudden passing of

JACK KEMP ?”T

Deeply mourned by.

Wife: Rayna
Children: Henri, Norman, Bernice (Scheiner),

and Jonathan
Famllos and Grandchildren.

The funeral wiD take place today, Sunday. April 28, at * p.m. at

Michmoret Cemetery.

RAMOT SHAPiRA EDUCATIONAL CENTER

mourns the passing of a dear friend, supporter and

Talmid Hakham

ARMIN KRAUSZ 7’t

and extends its sincere condolences to his family.

To Melr Lahav and Family
Our Condolences on the loss of your

Father
Rose, Henry and the Moskowitz Family, New York

those fired fell in the Galilee.

“We are now helping to repair

the roads that were badly dam-
aged in the attacks and in some
cases to create bypass tracks

around the craters,” said Goksel.
"We are also providing trans-

port for the hundreds of people
who left their homes and don't

have the means to return.” he said.

UNIFIL also issued an urgent

warning yesterday to all residents

to report any suspicious objects,

especially any bombs or shells

which fell in parts of south
Lebanon but did not explode.

According to reports from
Lebanon at least 160 Lebanese
civilians were killed during
Operation Grapes of Wrath. These
include around 100 who died in

the Kana village tragedy. A mass
funeral is to be held on Tuesday
foe the Kana victims.

Hizbullah said 15 of its activists

had been killed during the fight-

ing. The real number, however, is

believed to be as high as 50 or 70,
according to the IDF.

On the Israeli side, Magen
David Adorn announced feat it

had treated 127 people — 106 from
the Panhandle and Upper Galilee
region - for mainly light injuries

or shock in the days leading up to

and during the operation.

Of these, three were seriously

or moderately hurt and transferred

to hospitals. They include Hannj
Hitni. wife of "Kiryat Shmona
deputy mayor Yossi Himi, who is

still semi-conscious in Haifa’s

Rambam Hospital.

At least 1.400 buildings in the

Galilee were damaged by
Katyusha rocket attacks, the bulk
of them in Kiryat Shmona.

By far the worst damage was in

south Lebanon, however, where

roads, water and electricity sup-

plies were also seriously damaged
or completely destroyed during
the fighting.

Red Cross and relief agencies
continued to work to alleviate the

food and medical problems
throughout the operation, with the

tacit agreement of the IDF. The
relief agencies, especially those
affiliated directly with the UN. are

expected to be at the forefront of
attempts to rebuild the south after

the cease-fire agreement
Meanwhile, however.

Hizbullah’s “Jihad Construction”
company is already in the field

and working to repair the damage
— apparently as part of the organi-
zation’s efforts to win the hearts

and minds of Shi'ite residents.

The same Hizbullah-affiliated
company was primarily responsi-
ble for carrying out repairs to

over 6,000 homes in south
Lebanon in the immediate after-

math of Operation Accountability

in 1993.

Reports from Lebanon said
Hizbullah activists also handed
out propaganda leaflets to resi-

dents as they returned to their vil-

lages and homes in the south.

Hizbullah has agreed to abide
by the new understandings, which
it said represented a victory for

the organization.

Hizbullah had demanded a ces-

sation of all JtDF attacks by
artillery or air on Lebanese towns

and villages and the lifting of the

naval blockade of Lebanese ports,

as well as the right to continue the

“resistance” against the IDF and
the South Lebanese Army in the

security zone.

The organization’s leader

Sheikh Hasson NasraUab made it

clear yesterday that Hizbullah had
“not signed any deals with the

Zionist enemy,” and that it would
continue to carry out attacks

against the zone.

MONITOR
(Continued from Page 1)

of Kana ultimately delivered an

unnecessary blow to the IDF’s

image.

“The incompetence of the IDF

stands in sharp contrast to the

image they initially tried to por-

tray with the videos of the air

attacks and precision bombing,”

said Dr. Tuvia Ben-Moshe, a po-

litical scientist from Haifa Uni-

versity. “In its pathetic attempt

to show force, it not only couldn’t

stop the Katyushas but it struck

back at them, hitting civilians

instead.”

RESIDENTS
(Continued from Page 1)

Prime Minister Shimon Peres

Peres accused Azran of having

been hasty in criticizing the

agreement.

“Did you read the agreement.

Prosper?” Peres asked on an Israel

Radio debate. “This is a first-rate

agreement. For the first time,

there ate two partners who ac-

knowledged that they placed re-

strictions on Hizbullah. They are

the only possible partners fa the

region, Lebanon and Syria.”

In Metulla, lawyer Smadar

Weinberg, who is married with

five children, emerged with her

family yesterday.

“I hope, like everybody else,

that everything is going to be okay,

but like everybody else I’m con-

cerned about the fiiture," she said.

“From what 1 understand from

this agreement, nothing has

changed and we are simply return-

ing to the understandings that

were reached after Operation

Accountability.

"From the legal point of view

there is no commitment on the

part of Hizbullah, the Lebanese

government or the Syrians, to pre-

vent any more attacks.
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THE cease-fire in the North drew
Sharp criticism over the weekend
from the Likud and the rest of die

• opposition.

The government was accused of
caving in, failing to improve on the
unsatisfactory 1993 understand-
ings. having effectively given the

green light Tor assaults on the IDF
and bolstering Syria's position.

-

The assault on the cease-fire was
launched Friday evening by Likud
leader Binyamin Netanyahu, who
maintained that the “govern-
ment's nerve gave out in the end
and the operation failed to achieve
the key objectives of disbanding

the Hizbullah and winning Syrian
guarantees against renewed Hiz-
bullah activities.

“Despite the enormous sacrifice

and suffering by the residents of
the North mid despite the loyal

backing of the opposition, the gov-

‘emment failed to achieve any of its

goals. Instead of Assad's arm be-

ing twisted, paradoxically Israel's

arm was turned and Assad’s posi-

tion enhanced.”
According to Netanyahu “the

fact that this agreement is written,

unlike the understandings of three

years ago, is meaningless. The fact

supervisors, including the French,

have been introduced to the area

will not aid but hinder us and de-

prive us of freedom of action.”

Peres's stance before Assad was
“obsequious and he failed to so

much as secure the most minimal

condition of no attacks on the

IDF. Peres wasted the credit he

was given and (fid not complete

-the military operation, nor did he
adroitly handle foe diplomatic tide

b^. not insisting on sanctions

World

praises end

to fighting

SARAH K0N1G

against Syria if its aggressiveness

continued.

“Worse of all* there is no cer-

tainty that there will be quiet along

the northern border so long as the

Hizbullahemerged from this oper-

ation with its fire power undes-

troyed. The sad fact is that the

Hizbullah is still capable of launch-

ing rockets into Israel. They are

$jread put where they were and
with yet another agreement which

allows them to attack our soldiers,

which they will do. Moreover, the

agreement creates zones of refuge

into which we cannot fire, while

the Hizbullah can fire at us from
100 meters outside the perimeter

and then run back to foe village for

cover.” • •

Netanyahu argued that “no one
wants to gp to war but if an opera-

tion is launched and does not

achieve its purpose, things get only

worse. The pitiful paper Peres ne-

gotiated wfll not restore the sense

of personal safety nrissmg in the

North and everywhere else in

Israel.”

Likud MK Ariel Sharon conjec-

tured that ‘Teres was simply in a

greet hurry to get some piece of

paper that would get him out of

Lebanon. He had a date in Wash-
ington and could not leave so long

as the operation was in progress,

so be rushed to end it. The pitiful

results he came away with testify

to foe lack of patience and alacrity

with which he conducted the

talks.”

The Likud responses team is-

sued an official statement last

night accusing foe government of

having “formally relinquished re-

sponsibility for foe security of the

Galilee to the Syrians and Hizbul-

lah. This is the practical upshot of

the shameful agreement Peres

contracted.

“Only three weeks only after

Peres undertook to improve on the

1993 understandings, which gave

birth to the Grapes of Wrath, he

tells the residents of the North that

from now on they will be hostages

to foe arbitrariness of Syria and

die Hizbullah. Israel's government

lacks credibility, backbone and

leadership quailities."

Liat Collins adds
Tsomet issued a statement

claiming foe agreement with Leba-

non brought the country and the

North back to “an unacceptable

situation in which Hizbullah has its

finger on foe trigger and deter-

mines when to open fire. The
agreement does not allow Israel to

respond because Hizbullah terror-

ists flee after firing to centers of

civilian population."

Tsomet is also demanding to

know whether there are secret

agreements calling for Israel to

withdraw from foe security zone.

It said the aims of the campaign

had not been achieved and foe

situation for residents in the north

had worsened.

The Third Way praised the

cease-fire and called on residents

of foe North to return to normal

life there. It also called on the

government to compensate resi-

dents for the damage sustained.

It called on Prime Minister Shi-

mon Peres to prevent a return to a

situation in which residents have to

evacuate a town for two weeks.
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Meretz pleased with cease-fire

THE announcement of,the cease-

fire in Lebanon was- met with

neatly unanimous praise.

... . Palestinian. Authority .Preti-.

dent Yasser Arafat yesterday

balled it “a very-important agree-

ment” to halt what he called bra- •

.^el’s aggressOT.-agajflSt .J^estin- v,

ians^dJUbaq^-tftsrg^.v .

- L>
. A semor Palestine peace ne-

gotiator said the cease-fire could •

spark progress in Israel's tiuggish

negotiations with Syria, Lebanon

and the Palestinians.

Egypt welcomed tire cease-

firei saying it hoped the agree-

• .meat - would
.

restart regional

peace talks.

. “Egypt welcomes foe cease-

fire that has put a limit to.foe acts

> of. violence, against civilians...

and that would enable a return to

r.foe negotiating table on foe Syri-

an and Lebanese peace tracks,”.

Foreign Minister Amr Moussa

said in a statement.
- Iran hailed foe agreement, say-

ing it left Hizbullah foe winner.

Iranian Foreign Minitier Ah
Akbar Velayati said foe agree-

ment amounted to the first reoog-

nition of Hizbullah’s resistance

' agamst Israeli occupation.

Velayati, who took part in ip--

J

tensive international efforts in

..Damascus and Beirut during the

tfast nine days, told a news confer-

"ence at foe Iranian Embassy in

-Damascus the deal would

‘‘Strengthen Hizbullah.
'’ The Arab League welcomed

.foie cease-fire and said Israel’s at-

tacks failed to break foe Leba-

nese resistance.
• ... .“The Arab -League secretariat

expresses its relief that a cease-

fire has been reached,” it said in

a statement.

_ “It asserts that the brutal Israe-

li attack on Lebanon... did not

affect foe spirit, steadfastness

and resistance of foe Lebanese

people.”
« The league said the way to

peace was for Israel to abide by

the new agreement and to with-

draw from south Lebanon in fine

with UN Security Council resolu-

tion 425.
_ e

France' said its role in the ua-

brokered cease-fire marked its

return to the Middle East scene

after years of “contemplative

diplomacy.”
‘

Foreign Minister Herve de

Charette admitted he felt lonely

and had a tough time in his initia-

tion to the region’s tricky shuttle

diplomacy, but said:Tm coming

home and thinking: motion ac-

complished for France.”

“France can be proud: the

agreements which have been

signed bear its mark. Its weight

and impact in the region are

again powerful and respected,

he told the daily Le Parisian.

Libya called the cease-fire

worthless and said it Ar-

abs to make “humiliating

concessions.''

The cease-fire will solve noth-

ing because it ignores Israel’s oc-

cupation of southern I^banon,

said an editorial, earned by the

Libyan news agency jama,

which expresses the govern-

ment's views.

MERETZ leaders expressed

satisfaction with the cease-fire

agreement that brought an end
to foefighting in the North, with

party leader and Environment
Minister Yossi Sarid saying it

left Operation Grapes of Wrath
with more grapes and less

wrath.
.

“1 want to hope that all sides

have finally learned that there is

nothing more despicable than

conducting war on the backs of

emb'ans,’* he said.

Sarid added that it should now
he Clear that only a -peace treaty

.
withSyria and.Lebanon will bring

Damascus to resume quickly.

Meretz Knesset faction leader

Ron Cohen said the cease-fire

was the best security-military

agreement that could have been

obtained, and that as one who
had criticized some steps in

Grapes ofWrath, “I congratulate

foe architects of foe agreement

for achievement.”

Cohen said that foe agreement

provided for a climate in which

peace talks could be conducted

with Syria “not in the shadow of

Katyushas and artillery."

Cohen believes tfrar:!D1F_

troops should be withdraWiTfromP *
. , . ,

complete qmet to the Northland • .-thc secunty zone, to be replaced

urged peace, negotiations with by UNIFIE troops. (Itim)

Arabs win ‘hollow’UN condemnation of Israel

Although foe Arab states won a vote condemning Israel late Thursday

in the General Assembly, it was a hollow victory. The resolution

passed 64 to 2, with foe US and Israel opposed. However, 65 of the

UN’s 185 members abstained, and the rest did not cast votes. In effect,

then, 121 states declined to condemn Israel.

At the end of a three-day debate, the assembly’s resolution con-

demned the “Israeli military attacks against the civilian population in

Lebanon.” It called on Israel to cease attacks, withdraw from southern

Lebanon, and pay compensation for damage. The text carried no

criticism of Hizbullah, which cost foe Arab backers of foe resolution

much of their support.
Marilyn Henry

NEW DELHI (API - Indians be-

gan voting yesterday in a general

election that may defeat a centrist

party that has "held the diverse

country together for decades.

An estimated SO million voters

- about 50 percent of those eligi-

ble - braved scorching heat in the

first phase of voting that will go

on for a month, election officials

said.

Many polls published before

foe parliamentary election pre-

dicted the Hindu nationalist

Bharatiya Janata Party would fin-

ish ahead of the governing Con-

gress Party.

But the surveys also said that

no party would win a majority,

meaning the president would

have to invite the first-place fin-

isher to form a coalition govern-

ment with smaller parties.

Because voting is staggered

over several weeks, preliminary

results won’t be known until mid-

May.
Sonia Gandhi, widow of for-

mer Prime Minister Rajiv Gan-

dhi who was assassinated during

the last election in 1991, cast her

vote without comment. It is foe

first election since India’s first in

1952 that a member of the Nehru-

Gandhi dynasty was not running.

At the same booth a few min-

utes earlier, a woman in her 80s

was carried by six relatives on a

mattress to cast her ballot.

The apparent deadlock among
foe three main blocs dishearten-

ed some voters with the prospect

of an unstable coalition. “We
may have another election

soon," said a 44-year-old real es-

tate agent. VIjay Sharma.

Voting took place yesterday in

the states of Assam. Haryana.

Himachal Pradesh. Kerala, Pun-

jab. Andhra Pradesh. Karnata-

ka, Rajasthan and Tamil Nadu;
the union territories of New Del-

hi and Pondicherry; and two

chains of islands in foe south.

With the temperature soaring

to 38°C long lines formed outside

polling stations in schools and

other public buildings. In vil-

lages, sheds and stables were

cleared of animals and turned

into makeshift stations.

Nearly half of India's 590 mil-

RTLfiS

lion voters are illiterate, so each

ballot contained the name of the

candidates and symbols alongside

them such as a banana, whistle,

baby, or a sun.

Indelible ink was placed on the

left forefinger of voters to pre-

vent them from casting other

ballots.

If a BJP coalition takes power,

it is expected to step up India's

arms race with Pakistan, reduce

the rights of the Moslem minor-

ity, and slow down some of the

foreign investment that free-mar-

ket reforms have attracted.

By arrangement with

Dr. If Gav

The BJP also has promised to

fight widespread corruption in

India and be more efficient than

Prime Minister P.V. Narasimha

Rao. who often was indecisive

and plagued by party infighting.

But its nationalist agenda
would depend on how many seats

it wins in Parliament and what

alliances it must form in a

coalition.

As voting began, many voters

lining up in East New Delhi said

they would vote for the BJP,

even though they aren’t sure

what it would do in power.
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that it took a long time. I think 17

days is too long. I wish we could

have come to the agreement after

two days,” Bett-Eliyahn said.

Shahak defended the officers’

expressed satisfaction with the

agreement, in light of criticism

from the political opposition, say-

ing it was the IDFs obligation to

give its opinion regarding the se-

curity of the Galilee.

Peres said yesterday that the

cease-fire reached in Lebanon

opens “a completely new chap-

ter” in the Middle East

‘TPs the first time that we have

Syrians and the Lebanese govern-

ment as partners,” Peres said in

French after meeting with French

Foreign Minister Herye de Char-

ette, who took part in the trace

WlllBL

“AH of us seek tranquillity, se-

curity for everyone, and it’s per-

haps a prelude for a permanent

peace,” he said.

Christopher told a joint news

conference with Peres that the

cease-fire would take effect from

4 ajn. yesterday, and that both

sides had agreed not to target

civilians,

“After seven days of shuttling

in the region I am very pleased to

announce that we have reached

an agreement on a new set of

understanding's to end the current

crisis,” Christopher said.

“Carrying out of these under-

standings will end the Katyusha

attanlrc and protect citizens, civil-

ians in both Israel and Lebanon

allowing them finally to return to

their homes and leave the air raid

shekels,’* Christopher said.

He said foe written agreement

was an improvement over the

1993 oral understandings reached

after Operation Accountability.

•‘As such they should prove

more ftndnrrng and less SUSCeptl-

ble to misinterpretation,” he

HIZBULLAH

Lebanon and Syria have

agreed to ensure the success of

the cease-fire. Syria, with 35,000

troops in Lebanon, is viewed as

key to reining in Hizbullah.

Christopher said Hizbullah

would not launch attacks from

"civilian populated areas’ in

south Lebanon. It was not imme-

diately clear what this meant

since the Hizbullah gunmen live

or move among the local Shi ite

Moslem residents of south

Lebanon.

“We have achieved the goal of

our mission which was to achieve

an agreement that will save lives

and end the suffering of people

on both sides of the Israeli-Leba-

nese border. These understand-

ings us well beyond the oral

understanding that 1 negotiated

in July 1993,” Christopher said.

Peres said there were no secret

clauses to the agreement but he

revealed the existence of unpub-

lished understandings.

“There are no secret agree-

ments, there are certain under-

standings and they will be pub-

lished at a certain point later on.

Every agreement will be put be-

fore the Knesset,” Peres said.

In a radio interview hours after

the guns fell silent across south

Lebanon, Peres rejected opposi-

tion charges that Operation

Grapes of Wrath had achieved

nothing at the cost of more than

200 Lebanese lives, mostly

civilians.

“This is an agreement of the

first magnitude,” Peres said, add-

ing that it “to a great extent ex-

ceeds our expectations.”

Peres said Syria could be trust-

ed to keep its word on agree-

ments “nearly religiously.”

“Since Israel signed a cease-

fire agreement with Syria in 1974

over foe Golan Heights, not one

Katyusha rocket or bullet has

been fired there,” he told Army

Radio.

Peres praised Shahak for the

“successful end” of Operation

Grapes of Wrath.

"I want to express personally,

and in the name of the govern-

ment of Israel and the entire na-

tion, the deep appreciation of the

EDF and to yon personally for the

remarkable achievements we

reached during the days of the

operation,” Peres said in a state-

ment released by the Defense

Ministry.

The cease-fire drew sharp criti-

cism over the weekend from the

Likud and the rest of foe opposi-

tion. The government was ac-

cused of having caved in, of hav-

ing failed to improve on the

unsatisfactory 1993 understand-

ings, of having in effect given the

green light for assaults on the

EDF and of having bolstered the

Syrian position instead of under-

cutting it.

Cross-border fighting contin-

ued until the last minute before

the agreement came into effect.

Just five minutes before the

deadline, Hizbullah fired two fi-

nal salvoes at the Galilee Panhan-

dle. One of the rockets scored a

direct hit on an apartment build-

ing in Kiryat Shmona.
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The letter from Yosef to Peres

culminated weeks of intense lob-

bying by Hebron settlement lead-

ers in the haredi community.

Explaining the lobbying of the

haredim, Hebron settlement

leader Noam Arnon said, “Peres

seeds the haredi votes, he needs

to take their wishes into

account-”

The meeting with Yosef and

with the Council of Sages cen-

tered around what Arnon said is

the real and immediate danger to

Hebron’s Jews if the IDF rede-

ploys.

“The reality is that the rede-

ployment is a dangerous plan,”

Arnon said. “The city is known as

a Hamas center."
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UN Secretary General Boutros Boutros-Ghali accepts a check from South African President Nelson Mandela for the UN High

'Commissioner for refugees in Pretoria on Friday as celebrations marking two years of South Africa's move to majority rale got

'under way. <Remer)

South Africa celebrates

second year of democracy
WITH world leaders watching and military

commanders saluting. President Nelson
Mandela led national celebrations yesterday on
the second anniversary of South Africa's his-

toric all-race election that ended apartheid.

But the brutal murder of a Zulu princess and
-a currency crisis underlined the country's

political and economic problems.
** A nationally televised ceremony attended by
-UN Secretary General Boutros Boutros-Ghali,

King Hussein ofJordan and others in town for a
-major United Nations conference was the main
event on Freedom Day, a national holiday.
- Mandela, wearing one of the colorful casual

shirts that have become his trademark, praised

his compatriots for their achievements the past

two years and called for further commitment to

'the common good of the country.

He thanked the UN Conference on Trade and
Development for meeting in South Africa
beginning yesterday, saying the host role

showed that “as a nation, we have become an
equal and proud participant in world affairs-”

- “Freedom Day comes at a time when we are

making progress on all fronts to build South
Africa into a land of our dreams." said the

upbeat Mandela.
Blacks and whites, children and adults,

'clowns and animals paraded in sunshine

through the conservative city where many
apartheid laws to segregate the races were
administered.

' -

Air force jets flew in formation overhead,

parachutists descended into a cloud of balloons

m the multi-colours of the new South African

flag and choirs sang the national anthem.

“We pledge to continue contributing, in our
own humble way, to peace and development in

News agencies

PRETORIA

southern Africa, in Africa and further afield,”

Mandela said.

A parade of police and military vehicles

passed by, and an African praise singer in trib-

al dress delivered a lengthy recitation.

Two years ago, on April 27, 1994, millions

of South Africans stood in long lines to cast

votes in the nation’s first all-race election.

Mandela's African National Congress won to

make him the first black president after 300
years of white domination and 46 years of
apartheid rule.

Among the achievements since then noted
by Mandela was the drafting of a new consti-

tution expected to be adopted on May 8.

Mandela and Deputy President F.W. de
Klerk, who shared the 1993 Nobel Peace Prize

for negotiating the end of apartheid, were
scheduled to meet today to try to resolve lin-

gering disputes between the ANC and de
Klerk's white-led National Party on some con-
stitutional issues.

Despite the disputes, Mandela said he
expected the constitution to be completed as

scheduled.

“Like any truly historic act of creation, this

has not been and will not be easy.” he said.
• Problems were apparent yesterday with

news that a niece of the Zulu King Goodwill
Zwelithini had been hacked u> death in an
attack the ANC says was political.

The royal family identified the body of 35-

year-old Princess Nonhlanhla Zulu who was
found on a soccer pitch near a modest royal

palace where one of Zwelithini s five queens

Six killed as Japanese
media helicopters collide
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TOKYO (AP) - Two news heli-

copters covering a forest fire col-

lided, crashed and burned yester-

day morning, killing all six peo-

ple aboard, officials said.

The accident occurred at 5:42
a.m. near the Chikuma River
within the boundaries of the city

of Nagano, 179 km northwest of
Tokyo. Hiroto Suzuki of the

Nagano Prefectural (state)

Police, said.

Suzuki said of the six killed,

two were aboard a helicopter

used by Nagano Broadcasting
Systems, while four were on
board one used by T.V. Shinshu
Broadcasting. Botb companies
are regional television stations

serving Nagano.
Keigo Yamaguchi, a

spokesman for Nagano
Broadcasting, said it wasn’t clear

if the crash occurred during the

coverage of the fire or afterward

while his network’s helicopter

was on its way back.

Masanao Nakajima, an official

with T.V. Shinshu, said the heli-

copter used by his company was
in the midst of covering the fire

when the collision occurred.

Nagano will host the 1998
Winter Olympics.
On Friday all six people died

aboard a small plane that crashed
while landing in bad weather on
the northern island of Hokkaido.

and understand modem Hebrew. The course emphasizes essential

Hebrew grammar, and a wide variety of useful methods and skills,

enabling you to apply at once the knowledge acquired. The program
includes a 320-page textbook, two 90-minute audio-cassettes and a
video-cassette.
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lb: Books, The Jerusalem Poet, POS 81 , Jerusalem 81 000 Tel. 02-241 282
Please send me Prolog's Audio-Video Hebrew Course. Enclosed is my
Oheck for NI8 IBS, payable to The Jerusalem Poet or credit card details.

(Please add NIS 26 tor oversees air mall dellvety.)
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2 ONE-DAY TRIPS
with Shorashim & The

Jerusalem Post Travel Club
Spend a day away-from-ft-all on one of Sborashfm’s

entertaining and enlightening English speaking trips. You’ll
meet your sort ofpeople, visit off-the-beaien-track places awl

hear interesting and informative explanations from
antfaoratative guides.

Space Is limited so book early and avoid disappointment.

Friday EIN KEREM
May 17 Led by renowned tour guide and Ein Kerem

resident Walter Zanger. The tranquillity and
exciting peacefulness of the village remind many of
old Provence. Ein Kerem, which is the oirthplsce of
John the Baptist, has many churches. We will visit

the famous Church of the Visitation, St John*
Church, and - the most peaceful place In

Jerusalem - the Convent of the Sisters of Zion. The
tour, which starts from the Spring of Miriam at 9:15
am., lasts until 1:00 p.m. NIS65.

Sunday ANCIENT SYNAGOGUES OF GALILEE
June 9 After Jerusalem was destroyed in 70 CE, Jewish

leaders fled to Eretz Yehuda and, after the Bar
Kochba rebellion, to Galilee, where Jewish life

began to flourish again. The tour leaves from
Jerusalem, and picks up in Tel Aviv, Then we visit
the Arbel, Tiberias. Kfar Nahum, and Pekfin. The
tour guide is Yon I Shapiro, and the cost, which
includes entrance to all sites, a full lunch, and §
transportation in air-conditioned coaches, is I
NISI70. S

Reservations and further Information:
SHORASHIM, POB 7588, 14 Rehov Abarbanel

Rehavia, Jerusalem 91074
Tel: 02-666231 (9:30 a.m. -2:30 p.m.)
Ask for Romit, Tami or Varda

Sunday
June 9

Yeltsin ends cordial

visit to China
SHANGHAI (AP) - Ending a

visit iftat highlighted increasingly

cordial ties with China, Russian

President Boris Yeltsin left here

yesterday for Kazakstan.

During bis visit, which began

Wednesday, Yeltsin and Russian

government ministers traveling

with him signed 14 bilateral

agreements in Beijing, including

one setting up a hotline between

Beijing and Moscow.
Yeltsin joined President Jiang

Zemin and the presidents of

Kazakstan, Kirgizstan and

Tajikistan in Shanghai, China's

largest city.

There they signed a military

agreement reducing tension along

the 7,500-km Chinese border.

The product of four years of

negotiations, the document stipu-

lates that border troops will not

attack or cany oat military exer-

cises threatening the other side.

It also restricts military exercis-

es in scale, scope and frequency,

and requires each side to inform

the other of any military activity

within 100 km of foe border.

In statements following the

ygningj the presidents called the

agreement “epoch-making,”

“unprecedented” and “historic.”

They clasped hands in a group

handshake and clinked glasses in

a champagne toast.

But Yeltsin said the agreement

was only the firet step, and called

on the parties to begin work on

reducing border troop strength-

Kazak President Nursultan

Nazarbayev said it was a step

toward setting up a common
Asian market
China shares a 4,300-km border

with Russia, 1,700 km with

Kazakstan, .1,000 km with

Kirgizstan and 500 km with

Tajikistan.

Yeltsin, in Shanghaifor the first

time, packed in a busy day* visit-

ing the showcases of.China’s eco-

nomic reforms, including the

city’s Pudong economic develop-

ment zone. He also addressed 200

Chinese and Rnssian lyHJMssmai .

and peppered Shanghai’s .mayor

with questions about the city's

reform measures..

*T want to study Shanghai's expe-

rience in more detaiL What I have

seen so far is very impressive,”

fold The Associated Press.

Responding to Communist
opponents at home who have crit-

icized. Russia’s- own economic

reforms, Yeltsin said, “Our

Communists ._ are fanatics. But

here, they are pragmatists.”
r

Yeltsin’s visit was carefully

choreographed to highlight warn-
ing relations between Beijing and

Moscow, whose Communist lead-

ers broke off ties for three decades

beginning in the late 1950s

because of ideological differ-

ences.

Tins was Yeltsin's second visit

to China in five years and his third

summitwithJiang. ;;. •

The two leaders dearer have

developed a rapport Yeltsin whis-

pered to Jiang dining the signing

ceremony and tried to help the:

Chinese president put oh Ids ear-

phone. to hear the simultaneous

translation.

-

However; that rapport did hoc

win Yeltsin the agreement he

sought from China to hall all'

nuclear testing as part rtf acom-
prifoensve test ban treaty.

•

Canadian police quell jail riot

and her entourage were attacked and seriously

wounded Friday. _
TheANC pinned foe attack on the rival Zulu-

based infcatha Freedom Party, whose leader

Mangosutha Buthelezi has fallen out with his

uncle foe king, accusing him of siding with
Mandela, inlratha denied responsibility.

An all-party task force is to recommend next

week whether May 29 local elections in

KwaZulu-Natal province, put off last

November because of ANC-Inkatha violence,

should be postponed again

Foreign exchange dealers have listed the tur-

bulence in foe province as a major factor in the
rand’s collapse against foe dollar that has

harmed foe economy. The rand has fallen 18
percent against the (foliar since mid-February.

To stop the rot, foe Reserve Bank said it was
raising its commercial bank lending rate to 16
from 15 percent
Confidence has also been shaken by a strike

called next week by South Africa’s largest

labor federation, Cosatu, to protest at plans to

enshrine the right to worker lock-outs in the

new constitution, due to be finalized in May.
Strapped for cash, Mandela’s government

has been criticised for spending two million

rand (NTS 135 million) on the Freedom Day
parry and not on homes and schools for poor
blacks.

But- ministers said every cent that fostered

reconciliation of a nation divided by decades
of apartheid was well spent.

“Unity in Diversity” was the theme of the

celebrations for what Mandela has called his

"Rainbow Nation”, all of whom, he said, had
been apartheid's victims in one way or anoth-

er

WINNIPEG (AP) - After more
foan 300 prisoners turned them-
selves in, police inarched into a
riot-demolished cellblock and
took the final eight holdouts into

custody.

The detentions early yesterday

ended a day-long standoff that

injured dozens of people and
trashed Manitoba’s largest jaSL

The rest of the 321 prisoners had
surrendered earlier and were
either transferred to other jails or
to medical centers for treatment.

Inmates took over Headingtey
provincial jail Thursday night
when they overpowered guards
who were conducting a search for

drugs, police said. At least eight

guards were beaten and hospital-

ized. None of the injuries were
life-threatening.

The prisoners set fixes and
destroyed equipment. They seized

drugs from foe infirmary arid toed

hammers and makeshift dubs to

attack other inmates.
- Ant* man had his fingers cut off

during the rebellion* said Brian

Robinson, police site commander
at foe jafl. He discounted earlier

isports of death and castration.'

“The stories of castration are

incorrect,” he said “Some people

have received minor cuts' mid
scratches in the groin area.”

He said the bumed-ont jail

would not open for at.least a
mforilL “There’s ho light, there's

do heat and there's lots ofdamage
and water; burnt mattresses, burnt
clothing," he said “When you
walk in the area you’re in force to

four inches ofwater.”

.Manitoba. Justice Minister
Rosemary Yodrey praised police

and corrections' officers for their

work and promised that the ring-

leaders would be punished
. ..

“It
.
is my fervent expectation

font those responsible will be
brought to justice with foe. full

force of the law”
Headmgley provincial jaS,

located 10 km west of Winnipeg,

.Manitoba’s capital, houses con-

victs saving sentences of less

than two years for crimes such,as

theft and assault, or inmates

awaiting trial for serious comes
such as mtndet r ' 7

Police said there were rival

gangs in foe prison, tat this upris-

ing appeared; to target, prisoners

segregated Tor sex crimes or
becanse they are informants, v

Onassis auction raises $34.5 million
NEWYORK (Reuter)-The celebrity sale ofthe cen-
tnry ended with buyers throwing caution, frugality

and probably common sense to the windsto pay sky-
high prices for anything once owned by Jacqueline

Kennedy Onassis.

YoulikepiIfows.JadtielferfpBllows.ThreeofbCTp3-

fows-wath S50-wmit for$23300 ina Sofoeby’saop-

The auction house^ongmafi5r estimated the .sale

would'bringm $4 miliion andhad to admit itunder-
estimated the drawing power of the one of thecentu-
ry’s mest admired women.
Sotheby’s President Diana Kooks declared that

there had never been any sale like thisone as bidders
battled each other to boy a bit of history.

Two simple rocking chairs, used by President John
F. Kennedy to ease his severe back pain, sold collec-

tively for jnst under $1 millimi dollars in foe sale of
1,301 items that all smacked—no matter how humbly
or obliquely - of the Kennedy “Cametot” mystique. •

There was probably no other way to explain why
someone paid $48^75 for a silver-plated tape me*-

sure boqgit byfoe first lady m 1965.

Aset ofMacGn^gotfchfos wifo a red and black

golf bag inscribed-JFK Washington D-C" sold for

$772^00. ft was bought by a RspobUcfoi actorwith

.
a Kennedy tie - ABstrfaa-bommusdeman Arnold
Schwarzeneggerwho isinanfedto a niece ofthe late

.preszdmtt,MariaKnn»^Stnivei:’

^h^OT^^vting of 'iFK^by
Norman Rockewell fix- $t34,fXX) and

;
spent another

$189,50€Jfbr a leather desk set used by him.

.

Bat bewasnot the biggestspender of the sale-foat

honor went Jo ketchup king, Tony O’Reilly, the

chairman of-Heinz, who spent motion for a 40-

caratfommmd ringasa birthday presort for his wife.

Songwriter Card Bayer Sager paid $453,000 for

one rocking chain The other went for $442^001 She
planned to give ft to her fiance.

After foe sale ended; Brooks paid tribute to Jackie
O, saying: ’The success .of this auction does not
belong to Sotheby’s, ftbelongs to. Mrs. Onassis, ha
grace and style, her dignity and coinage.”

Federal agents

unearth bomb
plot near Atlanta

ATLANTA (Renter) — Federal

agents raided a primitive bomb
factory in rural Georgia on Friday

and arrested two members of a
militia group whom prosecutors

said were arming themselves
against a government attack.

The discovery of the bomb fac-

tory, although unconnected with
the Olympics, prompted a major
security alert in nearby Atlanta,

foe host city for fois summer’s

Centennial Games.
The Bureau of Alcohol,

Tobacco and Firearms (ATE7
) dis-

'

covered components for mating
pipe bombs daring raids on hous-
es in foe country settlements of
Knoxville and Americas.

Taiwan police seize

huge Ivory haul
TAIPEL Taiwan. (AP) - Police
raided a Taipei warehouse and
seized 1,000 kg of elephant tusks
and Other ivory products. Worth
100 million Taiwan dollars (NIS
10.8 million). .

'

Warehouse owner Huang
Chung-hsien and his assistant

Huang Hung-Iongwere arrested

in the raid, police saidyesterday.
Police said foe raid was carried

out after people were seen carry-

ing ivory products from ! foe
warehouse. The seizure included
51 tusks and four carved Buddha
statues but it was not known
where they had been smuggled
from.

. In - 1994* - Customs officers
seized 2,040 kg ofelephant tusks
worth 200 mu Taiwan dol-
lars (NIS 22.2 millioa) in a
warehouse in the northern port of
Keelung, in the biggest ever
ivory seizure in Taiwan.
Taiwan has cracked down on

the smuggling of wildlife contra-
band in recent years, prompting
the United States to lift sanctions
on foe import of wildlife prod-

.
ucts from theisland last year. -.

Two years ago, the legislature
raised the maximum jail term for
those trading -in illicit wildlife-

-

products from five to seven,
years.
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The Jerusalem Post Sunday, April 28, 1996 SCIENCE AND TECHNOLCCY

unveils its versio
JUPYSIEGELTOkqw^h

I
F Jerusalem is not doomed to
be a poor city of government
derlcs, yeshiva students and

Atm laborers, more projects Eke
(Malha) Technology

Park wm be needed to catapult the
ca^tai into a 21st-ceatary centerof
advanced, non-polloting industry.

.
W&m five years, 3,000 highly

wated and imagiiiatfve stafiersvm be winking in 80,000 square
metere ofspace at the pai±- build-
mgs, faced with Jerusalem stone
and set with jewel-like, bine-green
Wmdbws that look like luxury
hotels. Nearly a year after the first
binding was occupied, there are
already 800 employees in 19 high-
tech companies.
' The 60-dunam complex is locat-
ed" in a scenic valley in southeast
Jerusalem, plunked right across the
sheet from the biggest shopping
center is the Middle East, Malha’s

Jerusalem MaQ. and within earshot
ofthe bellowing siamang monkeys
at the Jerusalem Biblical Zoo and a
soccer ban’s' throw from Tfeddy
Stadium.

Hundreds of participants in the
Israel Bonds Jerusalem 3000 mis-
sion were bused in to Malha last

weekto attend the official npwnmg
ceremony of the technology park.

Much more interesting than ' the -

speeches and even more breathtak-
ing than the fireworks were the

encounters between the foreign
visitors and the high-tech entrepre-

neurs who received them in their

attractive offices.

Vejvsweek, which earlier this

month devoted two pages to citing

Israel as the “only rival to
California’s Silicon Valley ortisMte.

the US,,” could have chosen any of
the Manhat companies to prove
that Israelis are on die “Trading

edge” of industrial technology.

Qne company is in fact a sub-

sidiary of California’s famed
Silicon Graphics foe:, which offers

interactive thiee-dimensioiial

graphics, digital media, animation

and supacaaigming technologies

and has nm up $2 bfllion a year in

sales.
. .

—The -Israeli ~ start-up firm is

Silicon Graphics Biomedical Ltd.

(SGBX whose managing director

is Dir. Michael Berman, an Israeli

who returned
.
home from

Silicon Valley
California to head the company.A
tenth of the shares are held by the

Jerusalem DevelopmentAuthority,
which initiated the technology

park.

The 12,000-empIoyee mother
company in California established

the Jerusalem subsidiary to spe-

cialize in biological and medical
fields, using Silicon Graphics
hardware and software to develop

generic technologies and tools for

new industries.

According to project manager
Dr. Ofer Shobat, these include the

development of pfcannacsuticals

using three-dSmensonal computer
illustrations ofmoieties; teaching
surgeons and medical students
using thzee-dunensKmal simula-
tions ofthe human body; arid trans-

lating magnetic resonance instru-

ment (MRI) and computerized
tomography (CT) scans into three-

dimensional images for diagnosing
tumors and other disorders.

The company is also working in

the rapidly emerging field of com-
puterization of medical data for

hospitals and clinics. Another
promising area is telemedicine, in

which doctors in one city or coun-

try wfl] be able to diagnose or even
treat diseases in patients for away,

using videoconferencing and com-
puter images of scans transmitted

over high-speed telecommunica-

tions lines.

The Silicon Graphics work-sta-

tions are so powerful that with a
slight move of the mouse, the user

can twirl around a graphic depic-

tion of the human cranium and see

its insides from all angles. Click

the mouse, and fat and brain tissue

are added on to the bone; these

images can be sliced at any angle

for an accurate anatomical view.

ONE of SGB's neighbors is Ben-
Zvi Printing Enterprises, originally

founded near Mea She'arim in

1929 by the father of the compa-
ny's current managing director

Nahum Ben-Zvi. An outgoing man
who grew up with a linotype

machine. Ben-Zvi moved his press

from a factory in Givat Shatd to

offices in Malha that lack even a

smudge of ink.

“Instead of priming I wanted to

concentrate on the computer aspect

of the printing industry. This

means preparing text and graphics

in a large variety of languages for

printing here and mostly abroad,’’

Ben-Zvi explains.

The company prepares for press

scientific books and journals in the

natural sciences, medicine, mathe-
matics. the humanities and Jewish
studies. “As a country of unmt-
grams, it s very easy for me to find

highly qualified translators, editors

and proofreaders. It's worth the

while oF a company in

Switzerland, for example, to send
us the hard-copy text for prepara-
tion, with (he illustrations in place,

for them to prim the final product.”
Ben-Zvi uses powerful Sun

work-stations to process the mater-
ial. which often includes abstruse

mathematical formulas and scien-

tific diagrams that almost no one
else can handle.

ANOTHER start-up company in

the technology park is GenTec
Ltd* whose chief executive officer;

Jacob Davidson, is a new-immi-
grant lawyer from the US and
whose chief scientist, Alexander
Rosen, is a recent immigrant from
the CIS.

The six-month-old company is

specializing in smart cards, which

Davidson regards as “a tiny per-

sonal computer - minus the screen
and keyboard.” These credit card-

like pieces of plastic contain chips

that can store and process records,

electronic money and thousands of
other bits of data.

Davidson expects the market for
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The 80,000 square meter Manhat Technology Park (two buildings in foreground) is expected to house 3,000 workers within five years.

small cards wil] grow geometrical-

ly in the coming years, as they

replace credit cards and store pen
sonal records and other data. One
merely has to “fill" the cards with

money from your bank account,

via an on-line automated cash

machine, and use it to buy a oew&
paper or a pizza, pay one's bills

and order merchandise.

Most smart cards today require

metal-to-metaJ contact (i.e., the

metal strip on medii cards)!

GenTec has developed cards that

instead use magnetic waves or
alternating capacitors for trouble-

free use. without metal contact .

The cards can also be used to

allow access to workplaces and
high-security locations using bio-

metrics: place your eyeball over a
sensor, and the device will read
the pattern of the blood vessels in

the retina; if the pattern matches
that on the smart card, the door
opens. >

A Chicago accountant and real-

estate man who invested in the

problem-ridden Internet provider

Netmedia Internationa] decided to

buy the company and establish it in

Jerusalem. Shalom Menora recent-

ly opened the firm in Malha 's tech-

nology park.

Menora, who has moved with
his young family to the Har Nof
quarter of Jerusalem, says the

number of Internet subscribers he
has is “growing by over 50 percent

per month.” The business consists

of 25 to 30 computer experts who
make sure that the servers are

functioning well and who provide
customer support around the

clock.

“There are much bigger compa-
nies, but our subscribers are very
happy because they get trouble-

free access to all parts of the

Internet We have a local phone
number for access from all area
codes in Israel."

All of the pork's residents praise

the location, saying the comfort-
able and pleasant surroundings
facilitate their work. Recognized
as a “development area A,"
investors get loans and grants from
the government and the reservoir

of qualified personnel is immense.
What they most hope for is to grow
so much that they'll need more
space than that available even in

Malha.

Ants have a knack of finding food Nobel Prize comes to multimedia

cOi^^ quidctf?:
a
'

flow db spjhany ofmein them get
' *

there within minutes? Do they

“talk* to cadi oOier? Abigail, Tel

Aviv.

Dr Jacob Kkig, a chemist at Ben-

Curian University's applied

nejearch institutes. wkospedaEzes

in communications among insects,

replies:

Ants, like a number ofothertypes

of insects, have a strong sense of

sfaefl. living in a developed social

framework, they send outscouts that

findfood. They are programmednot
only for their own survival, bra foe

that of the group. Once they have

located a good meal, they produce a

chemical a trail pheromone

from a gland in their body. As (hey

walk to and from their target, they

leave a trail of this chemical or the

ground, just as Hansel and Gretel

leflt pieces of bread to find theirway

in the finest Other acts smell the

pheromone and find theirway to the

food
.

Each species produces ns charac-

teristic pheromone and Iras appro-

TELL ME WHY
JUDY SIEGEL-fFZKt>V»CH

prigfe pheromone receptors in the

brain. Ifyoasee ants moving in lines

on .the ground, disrupting the dirt

will mate them confused as they

win have lost theirpheromone trails.

Tbnnites also leave such frails.

In the kitchen, wiping the trail

with soap will eliminate die

pheromone, bra if another ant finds

food, if will quickly produce a new
trail.

Why nwstthepfasticboides used
to nudee soda be changed on the

dateprintedan theside, even ifthey

are not usedfrequently or haven't

been usedforabngtime? Orit, Tel

Aviv. .

Doit Finer, sales manager the

Soda Chtb company, answers:

Making soda at home using our

Soda Qub nmrhme is economical

and environmentally friendly. The
plastic bottles drat are inserted axe

made 'from a very strong plastic

caDed PET, and theirwaking life is

two-and-a-half to three" years. We
recommend to uses that they treat

'the bottles with care, andnot heat or

scratch them or pot them in dish-

washer. They are very resilient and

can withstand hundreds of infusions

of gas each year. Each bottle is

marted with the date at which it

should be replaced. The cost is just

NIS 15.90(and until the end ofApril

there is a two-for-aoe offer).

Glass objects tend to break, but

plastic ones don’t, so people natural-

ly tend to keep plastic containers for

a long time. But even plastic get

scratched under normal use, so.

because the gas pressure is high, we
limit its functional life. We check

Stores’ stock regularly to ensure that

bottles aren’t tej* in stock for a long

time. Stop making soda with it after

the expiry date, bit you can contin-

ue to tse it for other things, such as

keeping water in the refrigerator. Ifa
bode is deformed or shows cracks,

it shouldbe thrown out immediately.
Since it is hard to remember bow
many times it has been used over a

period oftime, we advise observing

the expiry rule no matter how fre-

quently you make soda.

Why, when thepicture ofa work-,

mg computer screen or a TV set is

broadcast on your television set,

does the screen Jticker? Jerry,

Jerusalem

Rafi Yehoshua, an engineer at TV
Channel 1, comments:

The picture on a TV or computer
screen is created by line after line of

pixels (color elements) being shot at

the screen by an electronic “gun.”

The number of lines varies accord-

ing to the size and type ofscreen and
of theTV camera taking the picture.

Thus there is usually no synchro-

nization between the linesofthe pic-

ture you see and the lines on your

ownTV set This causes the flidker-

Haveyou always wondered about
the scientific explanation for ordi-

naryphenomena?Now you can get

an answer. Mail your question to

TELL ME WHY, The Jerusalem

Post, POB8J, 91000Jerusalem, or

fax it to (02) 389527. Please include

your first name and place af resi-

dence. Calls will not be accepted.

The unidyllic life of kibbutz, moshav doctors
/"SERVING as a kibbutz cx moshav physician

w^sounds Eke an Idyllic existence, but a study

JhcjP**Mdoctars in that situation feel sometimes

3 rhi

p

they’re serving a life semenco. Conducted fry

at the Tfcl Aviv University and Ben-Gtmon
. < - rhwlir nroc nltnHlJnpn

in the latest issue of the Israel Journal of Medical

S
%ed35 to 45, a majority of them mat,

J**
r*^Sns attended “focafi groups, mwfuchtoey

.were asked about the boundaries between their

fe patients, week satisfaction, impact on fear

ofthe country doctors complai^ that

iance tbsy fived with the peoptethey

were often treated as apKceofcommtzzral prop-

ei

<3nft physidan recalled that

feted a bead injury, be was cm»-.

^fcy-because they didn’t want to disturbtbevet-

eriharian at 3 pJn- during ins siesta.
. .

• Ibe most common complaint.wasi the tack at

. • v lJm hie mh And iUS DPV3K
year oounoaneswwwu
life. They were cSstmhed an day,

every day even

on Shabbat^- to treat minor

; The boundary problem also fed patiente to be

embanassed over intimate ruminations. Doraors

were reluctant to perform breast'

screen women for cancer; and afemafe doctor

who had joined the local kibbutz choir said some

choir mtanbOT had stoppedemrur^to

their personal or intimate probkmB. People were

doctor dkin’t ask how they were

when they met in the communalto® room.

Rural dimes generally provided much work

satisfaction, however; as-tfedo^wK abk to

^vfoe “whole-peso*, wholenfamOj^
_

rare

tLl—j —forrimr manv cases to otfiffspedalists

total to a smau^t
Soup, many dodos felt MsawradwMted B

on after Sve3^ few

any rural physidan^who^ worked^m one place

for mote than 20 or 30 years.
...

Doctors considering wodc m a innU s«atog

sEbUfd be aware of *e pitfalls as well as the
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rewards, the anthers conchafe. They must investi-

gntB whether ttiey wiD fit in and should consult

colleagues before deciding.

GETTINGOLDERBUTNOTBETTER
Tfeo percentofpeople overthe age tti75 smoke,

white 28% smoked in the past bra kicked fee

habit, according to an epidemiological study

released recently. 'Id addition, elderly men are

nearly twiceas likely to smote as elderly women,

saysfee studyby theAssociation forPlanningand

Development of Services for the Elderly (Eshel)_

and Joint-IsraeL

Eshel estimates that fee number of people in

Israel over 65 wfl! rise within the next nine years

by 25%, from 52QJXX) to 648&X).

The survey was confected by Sheba Hospital

researchersamong 1,820 old people. Afifih of the

women and almost a third of the men exercise,

life walking and swimming. Ttoo-tirirds of those

interviewed saw a doctor at least once during fee

month before they were gusied. The most com-

mon physical complaint was arthritis or rheuma-

tism, followed by hypertension, heart disease,

digestive disorders andurological problems.

Symptoms ofdepression were much morecom-
mon among women (56.8%) than men (29.4%).

Nearly a quarter of the group complained about

visioniprablems, while nearly a fiffe about hear-

Tngffiffimhiwi Nearly * quarternmihrintn rfreSS

and bathe, and women are more physically limit-

ed than fee men.

HEARINGDOWN UNDER
&ngeons should be careful what they say while

operating. Dutch researchers have found feat

patients can remember simple words they heard

while under general anesthesia. According to a

report in Research Reports from the Netherlands,

scientists at Erasmus University in Rotterdam

tested 240 patients who underwent surgery at

nearby St Clara’s Hospital

While each patient was under general anesthe-

sia, a tape of a person reading simple wards was

played once for each patient Afro- fee operation,

they were presented wife the first syllable of a

word and asked to complete it by giving the first

word that came to mind. Most of them gave the

word feat had been on the tape.

According to fee researchers, the experiment

showed that patients were unable to consciously

rememberwads they had heard under anesthetic,

bra if given certain characteristics of fee word,

such as the first syllable, they were more likely to

name fr rimn any other word starting with the

same syllabic, even 24 hours after fee operation.

The explanation for this phenomenon is not

completely dear.When bearing awad during the

operation, its representation in memory is activat-

ed and information processing takes place at the

unconscious level Patients seem to “listen in”

during their operation, making them very suscep-

tible to any negative or insulting remarks So doc-

tors: don’t discuss their chances of survival ... or

their medical bills.

NORPLANTAVAILABLE
A number of hospitals have received Health

Ministry approval to insert Norplant implants,

which serve as an effective contraceptive for up to

five years. Norplant consists of six tiny tubes that

are inserted under the skin in a minor operation op

fee innerpartof the upper arm. They release prog-

esterone continuously in minute quantities to

delay ovulation and the thickening of the cervical

mucous so it becomes impregnable to sperm.

After its removal its ccsitraceptrve effects end and
The, woman may become pregnant
* The private Assula Hospital in Tel Aviv says its

gynecologists have been specially trained and cer-

tified to perform Norplant insertions and

removals. The cost of the implant is NIS 836,

white the charge for the procedure is NIS 464.

Although Norplant is considered a viable alter-

native for women who can’t late contraceptive

pills or use an intrauterine device, a senior

Jerusalem gynecologist predicted that it would

not be widely popular, because it may cause

unscheduled, penodic bleeding; this will discour-

age observant Jewish women from using it

because offamily purity requirements.

"W"EWS boast about the large

R number of their co-religionists

p
fj[
who have won the Nobel Prize.

Now they can see and bear them in

a unique muhimedia project at Ben-
Gurion University.

The interactive computerized

material is available in Hebrew.
English and French, and includes a

database of thousands of tides, pho-

tographs. films, authentic record-

ings and graphic material listed by
the name, country or field of each

laureate. Toe project was edited and
developed by BGU historian Dr. Eli

Ben-Gal, wife help from the late sci-

entist and controversial thinker.

Prof. Yeshayahu Leibowitz.

The project covers Jewish laure-

ates from around the world. The
lobby of the main Zalman Ararme
library at fee Beersheba university

has been equipped with computers

containing the program. With the

press of a few keys, an encyclope-

dic amount of information can be
obtained on the prize winners, their

era and accomplishments.

If, for example, one writes

“Agjaon.” one will see pictures of

his birthplace in eastern Galicia,

Germany between the two World

Wits. Jerusalem in fee Forties, and
his life and works. There is also a
film of his conversation with fee

king of Sweden who presented him
with the Nobel Prize for Literature.

Ben-Gal who was for 20 years

chief historian of Beth Hatefutsoth,

says the material was collected by a

team of researchers from archives,

institutions, the Library of Congress
and fee private collections of laure-

ates. Access to the material is free

to students, lecturers and the gener-

al public. It will also be supplied to

any academic institution around the

world feat wants to use it

The project was initialed and sup-

ported by Marcel Bleustein-

Blanchet, owner of the pioneering

French advertising company
Pubiids, who died two weeks ago at

the age of 89. and did not have the

privilege of attending the opening a

week later.

WEEDING OUT WEEDS
The yields of experimental plots

for growing com in Kenya have

POST SCIENCE REPORTER

tripled, thanks to an innovative

weed-fighting strategy developed
by a Weizmann Institute scientist

together wife Kenyan researchers.

Reported recently at the Sixth

Parasitic Weed Symposium in

Cordoba, Spain, the experiments

focused on eradicating fee parasitic

weed Striga hermonthica (witch-

weed), which ravages grain crops in

a number of places around the

world, especially sub-Saharan
Africa. Abort 100 million farmers

lose half their yields to this thriving

weed: in Kenya alone, it infests

80,000 hectares planted with com.
causing an annual loss of some $10
million- The weeds also have an
indirect but harmful effect on fee

environment, because fanners often

encroach upon nature reserves in

search of uninfested land.

Witcfaweed thrives by attaching

itself to tire root of a suitable hod
crop. It sends a “feed me" signal to

the host and consumes not only the

crop's energy but most of fee soil's

fertilizer and water as welL

Untfl now, there has been no
effective way to control parasitic

weeds, says Prof. Jonathan Gressel

of the institute’s department of plant

genetics. African farmers usually

pull them out by hand, but by the

tune they emerge above the ground,

they have already sapped the crop.

Herbicides are ineffective for fee

same reason, and they also enter the

food rfiam,

Gressel’s innovating solution

relies ou anew use for a certain type

ofcom that has been biotecfinologi-

cafly developed in the US. The com
has a gene conferring resistance to a

herbicide and is thus not banned

when sprayed with il Instead of

spraying entire fields, be suggested

(akfog seeds that are resistant to die

herbicide and soaking them in it

before planting. Once the plants

sprout from the seeds, fee parasites

unwittingly devour the weed-killing

chemical from the crop roots or soil

and die. By the time the crops ripen,

the weed-killer has disappeared and

does not affect fee food supply.

Scientists from fee Kenyan

Agricultural Research Institute in

Kisiima have tested tfris approach

for five crop seasons,; and..witch-

weed infestation was dnunafrcally

reduced.

CD-ROM FOR
STARRY-EYED KIDS

Young children are naturally fas-

cinated with nature - animals,

plants, the stars and fee weather.

Now, a new CD-ROM for young-
sters aged four to eight explains

nature's principles in an enjoyable

way. t

Called Boker Or, the NIS 129,

disk, produced by software Compaq
ny Keshet Orion, explains concepts

relating to fee sky, sun, clouds, col-;

ors, directions, shadows, beat and
light Users become junior scien-

tists, making guesses, explaining'

phenomena, classifying things and;

investigating problems. The compa*
ny developed the program over a
period of three years with experts'

from the Center for Education and
Scientific Research at the Jordan!

\hDey College.

Boker Or is fee first in Keren-

Orion's Mffky V/ay series of edu-t

tainment software for explaining;

science to children. Future programs

to be released will deal wife spaced

and the sky, the transition from day.

to night, and star constellations.-

Without realizing he is learning, fee!

child follows colorful animations;

and video films and participates in-

games using the mouse. ",

CANCER ASS*N ON LINE
‘

The Israel Cancer Association is^

one of the latest local voluntary;

Organizations to establish a home-

page 00 fee Internet’s World Wide!

Web. It was initially established in;

English, but a Hebrew version will-

follow. The latest information on the',

association’s activities in informa-;

tion, research, support for patients*

and their families, the purchase of.

medical equipment and special pro-;

jects is listed. “

Users may also make donations toj

the association via the site, which*

was established free by fee^

Gitam/BBDO public relations com-'.

any and Ventura. Hie address is-pacy ai

WWW.rxancer.orgJL

PINK PANTHER
Screen Saver Entertainment : on CD-ROM
Enjoy the hippiest, coolest cat in cartoons - on your computer!!!

'

• FuDy animated cartoon screen savers .

'

• CoolwaBpaper

• Guest appearances

• Unforgettable Pink Panther tbema music

Produced by Asymetric Entertainment Works on Windows - 3.5* disk

JP Special Price NIS 99 ind. p&h in Israel

i To: JPMart, The Jerusalem Post, P08 SI.

i Jerusalem 91000
1 Please send me The Pink Panther on CD-ROM

|
1 Enclosed is my check, payable to The Jerusalem Post

|
|

Credit card orders accepted by pftone/fax. ®

, Name

.Tel. (day).

02-2-3 1;
f- J Fat- 02-2':'
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The agreement

I
T is hardly surprising that Prime Minister

Shimon Peres and US Secretary of State

Warren Christopher have proclaimed vic-

tory after obtaining an agreement with Syria for

. a partial cease-fire on the Lebanon border.

Operation Grapes of Wrath was not a picnic.

For 16 days Israel pounded Lebanon with artil-

;
lery and air power, causing 160 fatalities, most-

ly civilian. More than 20,000 Israelis and

200,000 Lebanese have had to leave their

homes and seek shelter. In Israel, 1,450 homes
. and several plants and installations have been

hiL The damage in Lebanon has not yet been

assessed, but it surely runs into billions.

To end it all without declaring that the results

are satisfactory is to admit that the operation -
- and the often humiliating diplomatic pilgrim-

ages to Damascus by Christopher and other

foreign ministers - have been in vain.

The only positive aspect of Grapes of Wrath
is that it has caused no Israeli deaths and that of
the 60 who were wounded, only two suffered

serious injury. But the tragedy in Kana, where
106 Lebanese civilians were killed as a result of
an artillery error, has caused untold damage to

' Israel’s image and undoubtedly intensified the

hatred of the Lebanese for Israel.

With the guns and rockets silenced, it is

tempting to join Peres and Christopher in their

jubilation, but the written (though unsigned)

agreement is at best a return to the status quo
ante. That it is now a written document rather

than a verbal understanding is hardly an im-
provement. What was wrong with the 1993
understandings was not that they were subject

to varied and arbitrary interpretations, as both
Christopher and Peres have claimed, but that it

granted Syria a license to use a proxy array - the

Hizbullah militia - to wage war against Israel,

while it was purportedly negotiating peace with

Jerusalem.

Worse, in 1993 the government agreed that

this proxy anny would operate under conditions

which forced the IDF to fight with one hand tied

behind its back. While Hizbullah was allowed

to recruit, organize, train, store weapons and
hide in villages, Israel, was obligated by the

understandings not to attack these villages.

True. Hizbullah was prohibited from “launch-

ing attacks’’ from populated areas, but there

was nothing to prevent its gunmen from using

the villages as shelters immediately after firing

mortars, Katyushas and machine guns from a

few hundred meters away. This ludicrous situa-

tion is now perpetuated by the written agree-

ment.

It is difficult to recall such a treacherous

agreement in recent history. There have been
cases in which dictatorial regimes negotiated

while their proxies continued a war of attrition.

But no government negotiating peace has ever

given its partner to the talks license to kill its

soldiers through proxies. On the contrary, nego-

tiators always demand a total cease-fire during

the talks. Nor has the IDF retained its “freedom

of action" in Lebanon, as the government

claims. It can only respond to firing; it cannot

do what must be done against a guerrilla force:

keep it off balance and on the run by taking the

initiative.

Such limitations are costly. Since the 1993
understandings were reached, 66 Israelis and

scores of South Lebanon Array soldiers have

been killed in Lebanon. Worse, this forced

passivity has demoralized the SLA, inducing

many of its soidiers to defect and collaborate

with Hizbullah.

Nor has it done the army any good to adhere

to the understandings. In chasing Hizbullah

units, or shelling the sources of enemy fire, or

bombing Hizbullah targets from the air, inevita-

ble mistakes caused the death of civilians. The
Hizbullah then used this as a pretext for firing

Katyushas at Israel. That it did so only on
Syrian orders should have been clear long ago.

Whenever Damascus wanted complete calm on
the Lebanese border - as, for example, during

the week of President Bill Clinton’s visit - the

Hizbullah did its bidding with exemplary disci-

pline. as it also did in observing the cease-fire

yesterday morning.

The only innovation of the present agreement
is that now there will- be a monitoring group,

made up of Syrians, Lebanese, French, Ameri-
cans and Israelis, to which complaints about

violations of the agreement will be submitted.

But no one can seriously expect the Syrians,

who claim that the Hizbullah is a grass-root

group of patriotic freedom-fighters striving to

liberate their country from Israeli occupation, to

punish Hizbullah for using villages as bases.

If there is one achievement Christopher can
boast. it is that he has apparently managed to

convince Syrian dictator Hafez Assad that it

would be advantageous for him to calm the

Lebanese border for a while. The administration

has made no secret of its belief that the negotia-

tions process will benefit if Peres, who has s .

agreed to relinquish the Golan, is elected prime
minister. And if Assad has been persuaded that

his chances of getting Israel to withdraw to the

June 4. 1967 tines will be enhanced by Peres’s

election, he may indeed keep the northern bor-

der quiet for the next few weeks.

Peres obviously believes that Assad will re-

strain Hizbullah sufficiently to prevent the

shelling of Israeli towns, and that the negotia- .

tions will get back on track. But the glaring fact

is that he has failed to achieve the minimum
goal of Grapes of Wrath - a complete cease-fire

in Lebanon. Assad is certain to remember this

failure, and Peres’s easy acquiescence in it,

when his representatives return to the

negotiations.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
EBAN’S PEACE

*
Sir, - We in Israel and Jews all

over the world in the '60s and earli-

er, admired and respected Abba
Eban as he brilliantly defended Isra-

el. He was one of our heroes.

I cannot understand how be can

praise the so-called peace process

with Arafat and the PLO that has

brought us so much turmoil and de-

struction (“The old opposition,”

April 9). Only recently we had four

bombings in one week.
Since the Oslo accord in 1993,

213 Israelis were killed and hun-

dreds wounded by Palestinian ter-

rorist attacks. These terrorists were
encouraged to carry out their despi-

cable violent actions by Arafat and
his speeches in which he consistent-

ly praised martyrdom and supported

continuation of a violent struggle to

take over all of Israel, even while he

was negotiating with Israel.

Only a few weeks ago Dt. Nabil

Shaath, a so-called moderate Pales-

tinian and adviser to Arafat, said

that he was ready to send 30,000
soldiers to fight Israel if Israel did

not give in to the Palestinian de-

mands of returning Jerusalem, evac-

uating all Jewish settlements, etc.

There are constant violations of

the Oslo agreements. Innocent Pal-

estinians are being killed and tor-

tured. The Zionist Organization of

America and US senators and con*

g
essmen have been critical of the

do Accord. They, along with AI-

PAC, have stated that Arafat has not

done enough to fight terrorism. US
Insurance companies refuse to issue

life insurance policies to people vis-

iting Israel as they consider Israel a

war zone (even before the recent

wave of bombings by Hizbullah).

What kind of peace is Eban talk-

ing about? Do we have to keep los-

ing Jewish lives and allow condi-

tions that threaten our very own
existence?

It is sad that many of our people
continue to have a passive attitude

as before World War fl. Just as
Hitler's speeches were ignored so
are
_^

le Speeches of Arafat ignored.
Eban foils to recognize Binyamin

Netanyahu’s genuine quest for

peace with security. Netanyahu has

prajsed the peace treaty with Jordan

and he calls it a blessing which can

serve as a model for future peace

agreements.

As deputy foreign minister at the

Madrid Peace talks in 1991, Netan-

yahu facilitated the peace talks with

Jordan and other Arab nations and

he made a strong plea for peace with

any Arab nation and Palestinians

willing to accept the right of Israel

to exisL

At that time, Netanyahu referred

to the Palestinian Covenant which

calls for the destruction of Israel and

he emphasized that this is not a

direction of peace but war. Five

years have passed and the Palestin-

ians still re(use to change their cove-

nant despite the one-sided Oslo

Accord.
I truly hope that our people will

leant the facts, by listening to the

Arafat and Nabil Shaath tapes, and
face the truth before it is too late.

. ,
BERURLA KLEIN

Jerusalem.

THE ARAB VOTE
Sir, - After the recent spate of

suicide bombings, Shimon Peres

promised that there would be no
pullback from Hebron until the cap-

ture of Mohammed Deif. Now that

the Arabs have threatened not to

vote for him in the forthcoming

election, he has reneged on his

promise to the Jewish people. If

Shimon Peres could tie to his own
people, wbat makes the Arabs think

that he won't renege on his promises

lo them? The answer lies in the fact

that Shimon Peres has more chance

of winning the election with the

Arab vote than the Jewish one.

Peres reneges on his promise to

his own people, playing right into

the bands of the cleverer blackmail-

ers. That should lead the rest of us to

question what kind of leadership

qualities Shimon Peres really

possesses.

JUDY LEV
Ra’anana.

WHO HELPED THE
HIZBULLAH?

Sir, - After Operation Account-
ability, when the Shi’ites fled to

northern Lebanon and Assad’s name
was mud in Beirut, Clinton sent

Warren Christopher to Damascus.
Christopher then offered Rabin the

return of the Shi’ites to South Leba-

non and a Syrian guarantee to pre-

vent Katyushas on Galilee in return

for Israel’s agreement to allow the

Hizbullah to continue killing Israeli

soldiers in the Lebanese security

zone. Rabin accepted. Assad's posi-

tion in Lebanon and in the Golanlion in Lebanon and in the Golan
Heights negotiations was saved.

How many Israeli soldiers have
been killed in the security zone since

then? .And who is responsible for the

Katyushas now falling on Galilee?

Rabin? Peres, who endorsed the

agreement? Or perhaps Christopher
and Clinton?

Jerusalem. YQHANAN RAMATl

VICTIMS OF TERROR
Sir, - One cannot help but marvel

at Uri Avnery’s seemingly endless

breast-beating and self-flagellation

for “Palestinian" suffering (who
never seems to display similar con-
cern for Jewish suffering), as he
mourns and laments upon (he effects

of the “closure” imposed by Israel

(“This peace is killing us,” April
15).

Labeling the closure of the territo-

ries imposed by Israel after the latest

succession of Arab terrorist bomb-
ings in which 61 people were killed

“a cruel siege” and an “additional
nail in the coffin of the “peace pro-
cess," Avnery then proceeds to list

and detail the disastrous results of
the government’s action.

Obviously, Avnery has no room
(nor desire) to include on his list the

disastrous results of these nefarious

Arab terrorist attacks upon the inno-
cent victims, their families, and by
extension, all Israelis.

SHIFRA HOFFMAN, President.

Victims ofArab Terror
Jerusalem.

A minute to doomsday
A few years ago. al 9:50 a.m.

/\ on Holocaust Remem-
jL Vbrance Day, a suspicious

object was discovered in a hospi-

tal in. the center of the country.

Visitors were requested to leave at

once, and the nurses were just

beginning to move the patients

when the sirens sounded in mem-
ory of the Six Million.

Some of those present hurried

out of the building, but most
remained, standing in silence dur-

ing two long minutes.
Such a scene could transpire

only in Israel. No other country

has such a past; no other country
such a present. And no other

country has such citizens.

The sad part is that on the
state’s 48th birthday we cannot
escape from the baggage of the

past nor shake off the yoke of the
present to guarantee ourselves a
rosier future.

Two years from now our coun-
try will be SO, and two forces

loom over the approaching
jubilee. At the point where they

meet lies a threat to the existence

of the Western world as a Whole,
and to Israel in particular.

The paradox: Israel’s indepen-
dence is guaranteed, but its exis-

tence isn’t. Israel, cannot be
invaded, but it can be destroyed.

In this centnzy we have seen

two ideologies - Fascism and
Communism — exterminate mil-

lions ofpeople in their attempts to
take over the world. Now Western
civilization is threatened by a reli-

gious faith that draws its energies

from the fanaticism of inflamed
mobs.
Islam, essentially do different

from any other religion, has
spawned a fanatical breed of
believers for whom xenophobia is

both solution to their frustrations

and fulfillment of their desires.
.

Their chief devil is the US, but

.their second devil is IsraeL These
two countries are portrayed as the

standard-bearers ofmodem, secu-

lar, emancipated, drugged. Aids-
infected, totally corrupt Western
society. And Allah wants them

.
wiped off the face of the earth.

•

However bloodthirsty funda-
mentalist Islam became, it would
have remained a limited threat

without tbe worldwide dissemina-
tion of nuclear weapons- Nuclear
power is the most oatstanding

product of the progress that the

ayatollahs abhor.

YOSEF LAPID

including peace - with the

Palestinians and Syria, are mar-
ginal in the face of the ever-

increasing nuclear threat

Katyushas fired on Galilee are a
very serious matter, but they are

child's play compared to foe real

danger threatsing IsraeL

When President Yeltsin refused

to accede to President Clinton's

While there is still

time, sane countries

must destroy the

nuclear potential of

the ‘crazy states,’

beginning with Iran

wilL Sooner (Mrfoter somfwnewiS -

cry *ABahu akbarf* and press foe

button. And there is no question

m which direction the aim wBI be.

Wbat can we do?
We can’t just sit back. It would

be criminal to carry on with our
- lives as. if nothing had changpd.

We must do something drastic,

immediate. But what?
. First of aEL, we must digest the

information instead ofrejecting it
If we keep it at arm’s leqgtfy we
won't be atde to sanunon np tbe
strength tn frinfirmt it.

This is foe ultimate order erf the

day: With «»»mm|*nmfaTng deter-

mination and before it is too late,

foe Sgmfc iMmiitliqf -rnnat riastHVy

the nuclear potential of the “crazy
date; " hymning irift fen):

There are precedents foebomb-
ing of foe nadear reactor near
Baghdad and foe Gdf war pre-

vented Saddam Hussein, tem-
porarily at least, from aocom-

ALL THE issues that concern us.

recent request that he refrain from
setting up a nuclear reactor in

Iran, he brought the hands of the

doomsday dock nearer to zero

hour. T

Spears- and shields, irem,batter-

ing rams and fortified

marhme guns and flwnnr ptattng,

aerial bombardment and concrete

shelters— all developed in parallel

and preserved a balance.

Nuclear weapons have broken
the rules of the war game. One
hydrogen bomb can wipe out mil-

lions of people, and there is no
way to guard against it Nothing
but sanity can save humanity
from the final catastrophe.

Perhaps even sanity won't save
us. But as long as nuclear
weapons remain in foe hands of
sane governments ofsane nations,

there is hope forjhnman survivaL

Tbe atom bomb did not endan-
ger world peace in Communist
hands, because foe Communists '

were rational and reasonable
scoundrels who gave due consid-

eration to foe balance of foe

oudear threat.

But in the hands of Moslem
fanatics breathing tbe fire of their

holy mission, directed by God's
command to destroy unbelievers,

nuclear weapons become Allah's

final justification and conclusive
argument.

As soon as these weapons fall

into the hands of the ayatollahs,

humanity can say good-night For
Murphy’s Law applies' to nodear
weapons too: If it can go wrong, it

The writer is an editorial writer
for Ma'ariv. . .

PICTURE POSTSCRIPT POSTSCRIPTS
A TV commercial has been'with-
drawn from broadcast in New /

Zealand after-. viewers com-/-
plained it satirized foe assassina-

tion of John F. Kennedy.
The commercial -wais for mi

anti-cattle' parasite chemical sQld .

by Agvet a New Zealand. subsid-

iary of American agricultural
chemical company Merck,

: Sharp
'

and Dohme. ' . y J
It portrays

;
a ranch with %

“gras^r knpll”j.a masked figure is

seen- loading ra gter in a' bam la-

beled the
41

"Hay. Bale Deposi-
tory,” obviously based-'on foe
Texas School Book Depository;
foe calf labeled “J^'^Tfoen"
drenched with, the chemical

T
HE future of . foe peace

process lies not in the

bands of Hamas' suicide

bombers, but m all of us - the

.

electorate- - .

The tororists, whose intimate

goal is the demise of the peace

process, may have some people

doubting^ merits of the peace

accords, but the doud of smoke

from their suicide bombings must

not be allowed to obscure the

dear choice on May 29: -

No issue m the developing

campaign is more on our minds

than security.

Which party and which candi-

date have the ideal solution?

None. It is impossible to prevent

aU acts of tenor duringjhe peace

process, just as it was before tbe

process began-
Pnryfatnwnpttgfg wilting to die

for a twisted version of Islam can.

always find a way to threaten us.

Today foe peace process is their

enemy. Yesterday itwas foe occu-

pation. .?•

While there are no ideal sofaj

tkms, some are better than others.

The opposition would have ns

believe that anything is better

than a process which reliesBjxn

Yasser Arafat as a partner: .And

yet; two and half years after foe

historic handshake on the White

House lawn, theybave yet to pro-
vide a realistic alternative;

Arafat might not be the ideal

choke for a negotiating partner,

but he is the elected choice of the

Palestinian people, and ibis is

why we're negotiating whh lmn.

Only agreements readied with

a. . leader who enjoys foe

ftJesrfnian people’s overwhelm-

ing mandate wul have validity.

Incredibly foe Ukndi rejects

Arafat's rale, while offering no
realistic alternative.

Israel and foe international
community most continue |o

(dace measure on Arafat to five

Iran is the place where tire dark
power of fanatical fsfaug meets
the ability to ; manufacture

-

nuclear weapons. & is only
,
a

question of time, andtigtAMfr
,
nfng nn# ^- toy* -

SoatachLebanon
ontfate, nor tire Golandctehanc-

our future. Not even Jerusalem
wffl fix ran destroy. Bvoy citizen

of Israel (hicinrthy.im Aiah^-
stands at risk qf physical dcstrucr

tion. It might not happen today or
tomorrow, but frconfiFhappenthe

day after. Rye years.here or there

are nothing in the history.-of

nations.

It isn’t enough for a Foreign
.

Ministry think tank to mnE over

'

the issue. It isn’t enon^ fbr a fcw
professors to be' aware of foe
extent of the danger, tt mn’t even
enough that foe Mossadfadcring
something about iL

If the State of Israel doesn't -

dedicate its.best efforts to efinu-

nating the nadear threat, the .

nuclear ducat will eliminafc the

State .of IsraeL And playing
ostrich wbn’t help-in formatter -

of life and death.

Issues like the Jewish presence'

m Hebron are impmtant. Bat they
’

are rendered trivial by the risk

that looms overus: the restoration

of Ik! Aviv to hs.origmal -state: a
barren desert, this time round a
radioactive one. ....

-
• ...

up to -fas part of foe agreements.

Bm tfaOTWSTjo doubt that, in the

wake of foeladed terroristattacks

Therease no ideal

solutions, but some

era

addtimis&ana e-Sheikh summit,

he is talriagOT aggressive stand

THE arteSts of senior militant

leaden bp foe Palestinian police

;
and the continuing show of feree

in b&fo tire West Bank and Gaza
Strip are promising steps. No
Palestinian figure other than
Arafat would have the ability to

carry out such actions.

Similarly, the lOT and General
Security Service have not relent-

ed in tiieir pursuit of terrorists

since die peace process began.
The -GSS recently disclosed that

during. .1995 it prevented seven
attempted anode attacks, five

atteugxs to enter Israel with car

bombs, 10 kidnappings of sol-

diers and civilians and an attempt
to hijack a bus.

-And foe IDF uiajntafos the abil-

ity. to search.: for. terrorists, -as

shown m its recent roundup of
- hundreds of Palestinian militants.

These seqirity measures will be
-boostedwith foie infusion of $100
million in anti-terrorism - aid
premised by' President Clinton.

On Mazcbf 28, Congress cleared
the way for the first half of .tins

money to be transferred!

.
The Clinton administration's

pressure on Arafat is certain to

continue, and the president has
moved up his . next review of
Arafat’s compliance with his
commitments to. Israel .from
September to June.

Undoubtedly there will be other
terrorist attacks.

... The question -for voters in the
upcoming elections, therefore, is

which vision for the future is

more desirable: the. process of
• disengagement and. separation
suggested by Israel’s experienced
prime minister and- the reserve
generals leading the Labor party,
or a return to' foie status quo and
foe responsibility of - occupying
25 million Palestinians.

'

which is described as foe^^Majric
Bullet’* . .

•

.
The writer issecretary-general

ofthe LaborJParty. .

'

THREE SOLDIERS - When the commanding officer walks by,
everyone salutes - even if yon happen to be wooden.

(Werner Braun)

AFTER A century of sipping, the

US Federal . Board of .Tea . Ex-l
pens’ days are'nunibered. v

The Senate approved abiH that

eliminates the board and repeals

the 1897 Tea .Importation Act*
which required ; that each lot .of

_

imported tea meet its taste
standards.'

.

The board was seen as an 1 ex-
ample of outdated

. and needless
regulation^ a waste- of gpvertL-
ment money. The ttH. /arofoved
without debate, would also end a
levy on tea imports to partly, fi-
nance foe quafoy .'mspfcdtidig^

x "

- SCHOOL students in. foe

Indian city of Kanpor have been
-. ordered to take their exams bare-

foot — because too
.
many were

• found stuffing crib notes into
their shoes.

The students were, frisked by
- ®to-tofoig policemen before they
went into their classrooms for fi-

nal exams. Besides bits of paper
fo ^focir shoes, some had scribbled

formulae on -their.bodies

» . .
.T^ faJlCRtt of foe shqe baa wts

that many students found their

iJbotwem-imsai^wheu they came
but . ... *>.«-.• - -

-- •
-
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Black-and-white: Still in the picture
W2S?i«RBSa'
T su«Ject comes around to black-

and-white photography, “lament” is
1

the
more accurate descnptioo.

Is black-and-white gome the wav of

wL»
d0d

°L ^ccordicg to Popular
Photography (January 1991), “Only a
any percentage of the billions of pic-
tures made each year are shot in black-

'

rod-white, and the numbers are dimin-
ishing.

Jn evei7 sphere ofphotography, mono-
chrome is under fire from the seductive
Mse, speed and cheapness of color. Less

.

man a decade ago, black-and-white still
dominated photo reportage.
Photojonmalists took their pictures and
rushed into the lab to process them
before deadline.

Today, news photographers are closing
their B&W darkrooms. Everything is
shot on color negative film, and
processed on one-hour machine Most
black-and-white photos stfll seen in the
press today are converted from color
prints.

The fact is the eye does not see in
black-and-white. It’s- unnatural.
Someone wisely once said, “If color
photography had been invented first,

monochrome would never have been
thought of.*’ .

For veteran press photographer Joel
Fishman, color is “the fast food of pho-
tography” and monochrome “the five-
star meal.'* He told “On Camera” in a
recent conversation that black-and-

ON CAMERA
•••• DAVID BRAUNER
white’s heyday is over. As a result,

black-and-white today imparts an aura

of history, feeding nostalgia for a

bygone era, winch advertisers exploit, as

in the recent 1960s-look BezeqTV cam-
paign. .

“Black-and-white images are forever,

no less a part of Western history than

the Afiwuz Lisa” asserts Fishman, who
holds a PhD in modem European histo-

ry from Columbia University. The clas-

sical images of monochrome photogra-

phy are part of the mind-set of the 20th
century.

.
‘ Fishman suggests that Abe
RosenthaTsphoto ofUS Marines raising

toe flag at Iwo Jima, Edward Weston's
pepper, Alfred Eisenstaedt’s Times
Square kiss, EddyAdam’s sidewalk exe-
cution in Saigon and David Rubinger's
three paratroopers at the Wbstera.Wall
are but a few ofthe great images inextri-

cably associated with black-and-white
that will never die.

Black-and-white’s advantages begin
with its abstract qualities. “As in

cubism,” says Fishman, “one can show
and'distinguish planes much more easily

in a two-tone image." Textured surfaces
reveal graphic patterns and natural geo-
metric shapes. Black-and-white is,

therefore, the ideal medium for scientif-

ic, archeological and architectural work.

FISHMAN notes there is a conservative

school ofthought that says, "The picture

is not the photographer’s own unless he
processes it himself. The options given

the B&W worker in chemistry and
papers can genuinely make a picture bis

own unique product”

The mystique of black-and-white is

not what it says, but rather what is left

for the imagination to fill in. By manip-
ulating the contrast alone, the artistic

photographer can change the whole
mood of a landscape picture or make a

humdrum portrait into something sub-

limely emotive. Recalling a wedding he

photographed in Mea She’arim,

Fishman cites a black-and-white image
he made of the ketuba signing “a picture

of cosmic interest.” In color, the same
picture “looked cheap,” because the

throwaway pen used for the signing was
bright orange.

Another advantage of black-and-white
is its stability. Archivaily treated prints

will remain stable, it is estimated, for

hundreds of years, whereas color dyes
deteriorate.

Quality black-and-white portraits and
family photos made in the early decades
of this century convey, in Fishman's
words, “a sense of dignity and self-

esteem,” whereas “in the color, fast-food
era of modern photography, people die

all too often without leaving an honor-
able memento of their presence on
earth.”

Black-and-white, be says, is still the

preferred medium for publicity material

among musician^ and performing

N
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The mystique of black-and-white in a moody seascape.

artists. ty of panchromatic (black-and- white)
Monochrome photography also distin- films in harsh suolight or low light or in

guishes itself in difficult lighting situa- interiors lit by fluorescent and tungsten
ticms, where blue, green and orange bulbs sometimes makes it the only
casts unseen by the human eye would be viable choice for the professional,

ruinous to color materials. The Qexibili- The role of black-and-white in the

iDavid Brauner)

future? For Fishman, its basic justifica-

tion is as “a high-class art form.” It

works because it is pure, direct and sim-
ple. Black-and-white may have lost its

dominant role in photography, but it is

far from out of the picture.

A woman appreciating her many worlds

CONSCIOUSLY Levantine, were practicallv all foreigners, 2

,
Prood of ff • SRAYA SHAPIRO herself. The French were bitter wit

Jacqueline Kahanoff made a ' — ———— rh* nr t,.Consciously Levantine,
and rather proud of it,

Jacqueline Kahanoff made a
resolute^ effort to integrate into the

Hebrew-speaking society when die
came to live in Tel Aviv and
Beersheba some 40 years ago.

Her enthusiastic gum on that

course was Aharon Ami; poet and

,

editor of a remarkable Hebrew
quarterly KesheL He pabh&hed, in

an excellent Hebrew version, a
number of Kahanoffs spirited

essays.

Eventually, the essays were pub-

lished in book farm jointly by xariv

'

and Hadar pubhshmg bouses.

Kahanoff was bom in Egypt
when Fuad was king and a British

high commissioner was in control,

the Turkish nobility tides lingered

on, the Jews were reportedly rich,

the Ttalmns shrewd merchants, the

house servants Sudanese* the intel-

lectuals Greek, Frewh was the &i-

gua franca, and aS of them swore

by Egyptian narirmaKsni- '

“All spoke different languages,

but they were antiby-to pgc anoth-

er,” wrote' Kahahaff/ recalling her

youth.On Stmday1£&Er Italianmaid
used to take her to church. She had
a French bonne, who was ultimate-

ly replaced by an English gov-

erness.

-She hated the Engfidt governess,

who insisted on being trim and dif-

ferent from the “natives.” And die

hated the British soldiers in their

SRAYA SHAPIRO

barracks.

Her father’s parents came from
Baghdad. The grandfather wore a
tarboosh and a tong robe and had a
white beard. Kahanoff considered

him a priest, because he emanated
“something ancient which was
called Jewishness, and which was
urine too because it was his.”

Her mother told her she shraQd

say she was “European” if people

asked her what shewas. “I suffered,

because Iknew it.was a He
”

At school, she recalled. Reach
instztutrices discoursed about

Patrie, Libertfi, EgaHt£, and
Fiatemite, well knowing these

words had fitfle or no relevance to

their pupils, witom indeed, never

really wishedto become Raich.
“So really, we were nothing,”

TCahmvdTrHWted-

“Somehow, we aspired at

*'vengeance — vengeance from the

insolence of European domineer-

mg^ ss wefi as from toe Moslem
icajttoty^wfaich despised all minori-

ties.”

The Levantines in her dass were
mostly Jews and Greeks. “Ws felt

we had been here since time

immemorial, amiwe shall stay hoe
frxever, andwell change thewodd
without altering ourselves much.”

K*anoff*smotherstran^y urged

her “not to be too clever,” or she

would miss her opportunity to find

a matrfi.

The example of Ashkenari par-

ents who permitted their daughters

to study in Paris failed to impress

the Thnisian-bom mother. ‘Then let

me take some job!” pleaded

Kahanoff. But her mother was
adamant in her refusal, “because

people might think your father got

broke.”

At the beginning ofWorld WarlL
she went toNew York with ber hus-

band, a Russian-born American
physician. America baffled her,

because life there was different,

“strange and somewhat crazy, droll

and frightening”— also ice-cold and

steely.

New York was huge, “I feh I was
so tiny, so trampled down, anony-

mous, quite forlorn within the

stream of hurrying people.”

-America was big; -repetitive, ugly.

Tbtalty different from what she had
imagmed after reading' two
American novels.

* She did not stay long in the US.
She divorced and went to Paris,

whose culture she thought she was
familiar with, having studied in

Cairo in a French-language fycee.

But here, too, she realized she

was foreign. The friends she made

were practically all foreigners, as

herself. The French were bitter with
the memories of the war they had
lost. “They moved around as man-
nequins in the theatrical surround-

ings of Paris.”

In the mid-1950s she came to

Israel.

“I am a typical Levantine,” wrote
Kahanoff, “inasmuch as I appreci-

ate in equal measure what 1 have
inherited from my Oriental origins

and what I had acquired from
Western culture. In Israel, this

mutual fructification is called

’Levantinization' — I consider it as
enrichment rather than impoverish-

ment.”

Veteran Israelis, she noted,

believed that “a sort of war” is

being waged between the

Ashkenazi and the Sephardi tradi-

tions, and that iftoeAshkenazim do
not get the upper hand, lsael will

lose some of its independence and
become “Levantine.”

Wrong! Wrong as the Arab coun-

tries were when they bad dispar-

aged Levantmization, Kahanoff
wrote. Islam was at its apogeewhen
the Arab conquerors were submit-

Jacqueline Kahanoff was remem-
bered recently at the first session of
a group of intellectuals determined

to enhance the notion here that the

Mediterranean is the cradle and

arena of European rivilizarioo -

despite its internecine squabbles.

Italians cling to home
for need or convenience

MAMA'S boys and girls

are in no hurry to leave

home.
Millions of Italy's ~mammon

r

feel no shame and little pressure

from peers or parents about lin-

gering on wefi into their late 20s
or 30s.

They pay nothing for lodging or

the services of clothes washer,

maid or cook - i.e.. Mama - while

they wait for toe “perfect job" or
toe “perfect apartment.”

But with toe lifestyle growing
more entrenched, Italian business-

men are starting to worry about

the economic implications of so

many people avoiding adult

responsibilities - tike jobs.

Sociologists and psychologists

debate how such dependency
shapes character. And priests in

this overwhelmingly Roman
Catholic country have taken to the

pulpits to urge the cuddled to

move out, marry and multiply.

“Are we a nation of 4mam

-

moni'T asked a survey recently

done for Cliche, a weekly pro-

gram on state TV. “Si,” said 76
percent of those polled.

Among reasons most cited for

staying at home: a sluggish job
market, high big-city rents and
parents so permissive they let off-

springs’ girlfriends and
boyfriends sleep under their root
Claudio Procaccia, 31. moved

back in with mama after a year

Jiving on his own, alone and rent-

free in his brother's apartment in

the heart of Rome. He said he was
worn out after long days in uni-

versity archives, where he is a

research assistant while working
on a doctorate in economic histo-

ry. “Tbe idea of making my own
text and cooking my dinner and
then ironing my shirt - it took me
an hour to do one shirt - just did-

n’t go down well.”

Procaccia still uses his broth-

er’s apartment to hang out with
friends, but eats and sleeps at

mother’s, where a live-in ser-

vant makes his bed and does his

wash.

Is it ever right to destroy an animal?

BEING active and response

ble in the field of animal
welfare is by no means an

easy task, even under the best of

circumstances.

But when, in 1988, the televi-

sion show Kolbotek depicted the

Tel Aviv-Jaffa Society for the

Prevention of Cruelty to An imals

as something that resembled tbe

animals' greatest enemy, every-

one associated with the SPCAwas
shocked and, in some ways dam-

aged.

The program dealt with the

question of the painless destruc-

tion of animals fra which there

was no real hope of finding a

home or proper care.

The unsuitability of the animal

was usually due to its poor health,

old or bad behavior.

According to Hilda Friedstem,

tireless veteran worker in animal

rights for many vears and bead of

iheThl Aviv-Jaffa SPCA, the broad-

cast was superficial and ^sought

only to produce a sensational media

event She said photographs and

statements were presented totally

out of context and no effort was

made to ascertain the facte-

HEADS N- TAILS
D’VORA BEN SHAUL

Friedstem said that she and that they !

other members of the SPCA suf- were nov.

feted grave injury from this pro- SPCA was
gram, and she sued the Israel fare and p
Broadcasting Authority and the their prim*

staff 'of Kolbotek for libel and The auto

slander. That die did indeed suffer NIS 15,00

from this broadcast is certain. Far peosate thi

removed from toe center of activ- in bringmj

ities- that toe broadcast so badly matter end

distorted, this writerwas also abu- But tbe

sively attacked verbally and in ended, bee

writing for defending Friedstein sharply dh

and the SPCA
To back her complaint to toe _____

courts, Friedstein produced evi-

dence that far from being a “cruel

and merciless” method of destroy-

ing f**-rtam animals, the method
used was toe one recommended
by and currently in use by toe

Royal SPCA in Great Britain and

the Veterinary Association in toe

US.
Tbe court found these docn-

ments convincing, and it recently

approved an out-of-court settle-

ment The IBA apologized to toe

SPCA and its members, admitting

that they had been in error and
were now convinced that Ihe

SPCA was operating with toe wel-

fare and protection of animals as

their primary goal
The authority also agreed to pay

NIS 15,000 to the SPCA to com-
pensate them for their legal costs

in bringing suit There the legal

matter ended.

But tbe arguments never really

ended, because animal lovers are

sharply divided over the issue.

Some say no animals should

ever be destroyed under any cir-

cumstances, and they are adamant
in their view - just as other devot-

ed animal welfare workers feel

that some animals have to be
destroyed to provide tbe best care

for toe most animals. This is not a

simple case of right and wrong.

Both groups have the best interest

of the animals at heart but differ

about how to attain their goals.

Certainly this will be disputed for

a long time, but it is definitely a

case for legitimate dispute and not

for media sensationalism.

“I’M VERY happy, even if he did-

n't come back for sentimental rea-

sons.” said his mother, Virginia, 65,

after rushing borne from caring for

a married daughter and two grand-

children, all down wife the flu. Mis.

Procaccia smiled as she defended

ber son's decision. “Children can

count on parents, but parents also

can count on their children.”

Beppe Seveignini, a social com-
mentator, said Italians “put com-
fort and quality of life before

independence. They lack ideal-

ism.... They simply don’t see the

point in struggling.”

“I’ve never thought about get-

ting out,” said Jacopo Maggio, a

31-year-old architect who lives in

his parents' house in the upper-

middle-class neighborhood of

Montemario in Rome.
“It’s as if this were my own

house.... My mother only says,

‘Just dose the doorwhen you come
in late.’ ” Maggio does his own
shirts, cooks, even runs the vacu-

um, over his mother's protests.

A report by the Eurispes

Institute, which keeps tabs on
social trends, said that for Italians

25 to 34 years old, roughly one of

every two males lives with one or

both parents. For females, who
are more likely to be asked to help

ont at home, or to many earlier,

it’s one out of three.

The same report noted that the

army ofstay-at-homes is Jess like-

ly today to chip in for household

expenses. In 1983, 23% con-
tributed something. A decade
later, only 9% did.

ATTHE Censis think tank, direc-

tor Giuseppe Roma said most of
the resumes he gets are from peo-

ple in their 30s seeking their first

job. “At 30. they're already tired.

I wouldn’t hire them.”

“Mommismo” poses a “serious

problem for our country's econo-

my,” Roma said. “Not only are

young people entering the work
world late, they're entering it

badly prepared.”

At a recent conference, business;

leaders complained about grow-
ing reluctance of young people to

'

climb the job ladder from the bot-

tom, Roma said. Italian young
people “are sticking to what's

secure, and what’s more secure

than the family?” he said.

Italy’s high jobless rate - rough-

'

ly 12 percent nationwide and dou-;

ble that in toe south - is often-

blamed. But that’s an excuse,!

Roma argues. "Everyone says

they can’t find a job. but what
they are really saying is: ‘I’m a
college graduate. 1 don’t want to

do just anything.’
”

Silvia Cossu, 26. said many
Italians her age “tom up their

noses at what they consider,

degrading work, tike [being]

maids.'*

Procaccia, toe doctoral candi-

date, said arithmetic was factored

•nto bis decision to return to

mother’s. While spared rent at his

brother's apartment, his monthly
university stipend of 1 million lira

- about NIS 1,800 - had fo pay
for food, utilities, repair bills and.

yes, a cleaning woman. (AP)
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A captivating and detailed work,

revealing the beauty, majesty and

holiness of the Holy Temple in an
unprecedented maimer. Emphasizes

the central rede which the Holy Temple
occupies in the life of the Jewish people

and all rnanirmri Clearly demonstrates

how the commandment of G-d to build

the Temple is a central theme in

Judaism and that it is alive and well in

Jerusalem... waiting to be fulfilled by
the Jewish people. Twelve profusely

illustrated chapters, over 170 pp., more
than 100 full color renditions and plates.

Project headed by Rabbi Yisrael Ariel

Temple Institute. Large format,

hardcover.

JP Price NIS 134.00

plus delivery costs

To: Books, The Jerusalem Post, POB 81,

Jerusalem 91000, T6L 02-241282.

Please send me The Odyssey of the

Third Temple. Enclosed is my check

payable to The Jerusalem Post or

credit card details for:

NIS 139.00 by mail

NIS 144.00 door-to-door (where

available)

NIS 172.00 overseas airmail

Visa Qlsracard Diners

CC No.

Exp ID No

Mame

Address

City—.

TeL (day)

Signature

Max Stem: Bereshith
This is the second collection of biblical compositions by Max Stem, comprising an

important collection - 'while based on the sources, they breat out of the bontere.of the past

and touch the future.' Recorded on this disc are Bereshith: Creation of the Wbrid, Songof

the Morning Stars, Piyutasla: Sephardic Fantasy, Sonnet for Orchestra, Serenade lo a Cty. .

Performed by Ashdod Chamber Orchestra, Israel Sinfonieita Beer Sheva, Wendy Eisler-Kashl

andMin Stemfield, Jerusalem Symphony Orchestra, siring sextet and soloists.

Total playing time 63 minutes.

|P Price: NIS 47, ind. VAT, and p & h in Israel

Still available: Max Stem: Ha'azinu, Biblical Compositions

JP Price: NIS 49 ind. VAT, and p & h in Israel
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Three Israeli Composers
The Asbdod Chamber Orchestra has received critical acclaim, not only for its high musical

level and the variety of its repertoire, but also foe its artistic commitment to Israeli ard Jewish

music. Here it presents worts by three contemporary Israeli composers.

Yfehezkd Braun - Mizmor, Psalm for Strings

Andre Kaidu - Treat HaMeleeh (King's Fanfare/

Haim D. Zukerwar - Tehifat HaNavl (The Canticle of the Prophet)

Performed by the Ashdod Chamber Orchestra, with Roy Shiloah, violin, :

and Orit Orbach. clarinet, conducted by luis Gorelik. S

Tool playing time 62 minutes. c

_ ^ - IP PrSce: NIS MjncT \AT, and hjnjsrael

l
To: Musk Chifa, The Jennaffm Post, POB 81, Jerusalem 9T000

l Please send me the following CD's oflsraell music
*

i Title Qty

Enclosed it my check, payable lo The Jerusalem Post, or see my credit card details

VISA QJSftACARO DINERS AMEX
I GCNo-

J
Tel. (day) ID No

J
For overseas airmail, please add NIS lOperCD.
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Bolton, QPR go down, but Man. City alive
es

LONDON (Reuter) - Midfielder

Steve Lomas threw Manchester

City a Premier League lifeline

When he headed the goal in their

j-0 victory at Aston Villa

yesterday.

•'With Southampton - scoring

through Matthew Le Tissier -

hpd Coventry also winning, the

result left City in the bottom

three but on the same number of

points, keeping alive their hopes

of survival with one match to go.

The other three teams’ vic-

tories condemned Queen’s Park

Rangers to relegation, despite a

tousing 3-0 home win over West

Ham with two goals from Kevin

GaUen.

QPR were joined in Division

One next season by Bolton,

which lost at home to Southamp-

ton. Le Tissier capitalized on a

mistake by defender Jimmy Phil-

lips in the 26th minute.

- Coventry won 2-0 away to

Wimbledon, both goals coming
.from Zimbabwe international Pe-

ter Ndlovu.

Sunderland, already sure of

promotion to the Premier
Lfeagjie, secured the first division

championship with a 0-0 draw at

home to West Bromwich.
.-t The Premier League title race

continues with leaders Manches-

ter United at home to Notting-

ham Forest today and second-

placed Newcastle away to Leeds

tomorrow.

Lomas, a Nothera Ireland in-

ternational, turned a headed cen-

tre from Niall Quinn into the net

in the 69th minute for his fourth

goal of the season.

In their last game next week-

end, City are at home to third-

placed Liverpool who beat Mid-

dlesbrough 3-0 with a goal fay

striker Stan Collymore.

QPR bad been in the top flight

since 1983. Bolton were promot-

ed only last season.

Sheffield Wednesday were
drawn back into the relegation

battle after a crushing S-2 home

defeat by Everron, for whom
Russia’s Andrei Kanchelskis

scored a hat-trick.

Wednesday are sixth from bot-

tom with 39 points, two more

than Southampton, Coventry and

Manchester City. All four have

one more match.

Nigeria’s Daniel Amokachi
opened the scoring for Everton in

the fourth minute, Wednesday
equalizd three minutes later

through former England striker

David Hirst only to fall behind

again a minute later when John

Ebbrell scored.

Kanchelskis, whose speed al-

ways troubled the Wednesday de-

fens, struck in the 21st, 54th and

65th minutes. He also hit a post in

the 69th.

ON HIS WAY - Liverpool’s Sieve McManaman (right) takes on

Premier League dash at Airfield yesterday.

Belgium’s Marc Degiyse re- Everton’s win put them back

plied for Wednesday after 64 into a four-way fight fOT one

minutes. UEFA Cup place with Arsenal

and Blackburn Rovers, who drew

PREMIER LEAGUE: Asms Vitu U, Mao-
dKffer CKy I; Blackburn 1, Areas! 1;
BoHea 0, Somiampton u Lhcrtmol I. MM-

DIVI5ION ONE: Grimsby L Tramnere 1;

Leicester 3, Birmingham <h Loloc 1, Barns-
ley 3; MHhraU 2, Stoke 3; Norwich 1, Wat-
ford 2; Port Vak i, Chariton 3; Portsmouth
0, Ipswich 1; Reading 0, Sheffield United 3;

Southern) 1, Oldham 1; Smderiznd 0, West
Bramwlch h WotrataunpUm 0, Hodders-

DIVISION TWO: Blackpool V, WafsaO 2;

Boimaumth 2, Chesterfield 0; Brighton 0,

York 0 (match abandoned after 16 min-

utes); Bristol City 4, Rotherham 3; Crewe

L Oxford 2; Notts County 4, Swansea 0;

Peterborough 3, Hufl I; Shrewstmry L
Swindon 2; Stockport 2, Bristol Roms 0;

Wrexham 0, Bernley 2; Wycombe 4, Car*

dfcsbrongh 0; Qseess Park Rangers 3,W«x Hun 0; Sheffield Wednesday £, Ever- P W D L F APIs
p-Swtndon
Oxford Untod

P W D L F APIs

ton 5; Tottenham j, Chelsea 1; WtaMedon
0, Coreatry 2.

p-Sundertand
Derby
Crystal Palace

45
44
44

22
20
20

17
16
IS

6
S
9

69
67
66

31
47
45

S3
76
75

44
45
45

25
23
22

15
11
13

11

10

70
72
65

33
39
40

BO
80
79

-at P W D L f A rts Stote 44 19 13 12 59 47 70 Notts Courty 45 21 15 9 S3 38 7B
Man Utd % tt 7 6 85 35 78 44 18 9 56 69 Crewe 44 21 7 16 74 57 7D
paweasda
Liverpool

35 73 4 6 63 35 73 45 65 GO 68 Bradford 44 21 6 17 67 66 69
36 20 a> 7 68 32 89 Ipswich

HudderefWd
44 18 11 77 88 65 Stockport 45 19 12 14 61 47 G8

Aston VOa 37 18 9 10 52 34 63 44 17 12 15 60 55 63 Wrexham 45 17 16 12 75 55 67
Atanal 36 16 11 9 47 31 56 Sheffield United 45 16 13 16 56 53 61 Bristol Rovers 45 19 10 16 55 59 G7
Evarton 37 16 10 11 S3 44 68 Port Vale 44 15 14 15 56 62 59 Chesterfield 44 16 12 14 54 51 66
ttackbum
Tooenham

37 17 7 13 58 45 56 45 15 14 16 52 GO 59 Wateal 44 17 12 15 55 43 63
38 15 12 9 46 36 57 Birmingham 45 15 13 17 60 62 58 Wycombe

Bristol C«y
45 15 15 15 62 57 60

Not Porea 35 14 12 9 46 4fl 54 44 14 16 T4 56 64 58 45 15 15 15 54 58 80
Ctesea 37 12 14 11 44 41 50 44 15 11 18 56 65 56 Bournemouth 45 16 10 19 51 SB 58
West Ham 37 14 B 15 42 51 50 44 13 16 15 62 60 55 Rahertram 45 14 14 17 54 61 56
Wdtfle3hrough 37 11 10 IB 35 47 43 Grimsby

Norwcti
45 14 13 18 54 68 55 Brentford 45 14 13 IB 41 49 55

Leeds 35 12 6 17 39 53 43 45 13 15 17 58 55 54 Shrewsbury 45 13 14 IB 57 68 53
Wnrttedan 37 10 t 17 55 TO 40 WotMBrtomptor 44 13 15 15 55 SO S4 Petertxjrounh 44 13 13 16 56 60 52
Sftefl. Wed. 37 10 9 18 47 60 39 LBhnfi 13 12 20 43 63 51 Burnley 44 13 13 18 53 64 ts
Coventry 37 B 13 IB 42 GO 37 Oldham 44 12 14 18 51 50 50 York 43 12 13 16 55 69 49
Southampton 37 9 10 18 34 52 37 Heeding 44 11 17 16 49 62 50 Carlisle 45 11 13 21 55 71 46
.Manchester City 37 9 TO 18 31 56 37 Portsmouth 45 12 13 20 60 69 49 r-Swansea 45 10 14 21 41 78 44
*QPR 37 9 6 22 38 54 33 Watford 45 10 18 17 62 89 46 r-Brrfiton

r+toi
44 10 10 24 44 64 40

r-Bcftcn 37 8 5 24 38 89 29 r-Luton 44 10 12 22 37 61 42 45 5 16 24 34 75 31

DIVISION THREE: Cardiff3, Hereford 2;

Darltogtoo 3, Chester 1; Doncaster 2, Wig-
an 1; Exeter I, Bnry 1; Pdfoam 0, GQBng-
kam 0; Hartfepoo) 0, Chester 2i Leyton

Orient 3, Barnet 3; Mansfield L Colchester
Northampton L Lincoln l: Rochdale 0,

Plymouth 1; Scarborough 1, Scunthorpe 4;

Torepay 0, Cambridge 3-

P W D L F A.PU
o-PrushXI 45 22 17 6 76 38 83

pGifaifjtafti 45 21 17 7 48 20 80
Etartsmm 45 20 17 B 67 38 77
Bure 4S 21 13 11 83 48 7B
Plymouth 45 21 12 12 85 49 7S
Wigan 45 20 10 15 81 54 70
Cddwster 45 17 18 10 90 SI SB
Hereford 44 18 14 12 59 46 68
Chester 46 17 16 12 70 52 67
Banal 45 17 16 12 62 45 67
Northampton 45 17 13 15 49 43 64
Scunthorpe 45 15 14 18 64 58 99

Bury
Plymouth
Wigan

Hereford

Chester
Barnet

Northampton
Scunthorpe
Doncaster
Exeter

Rochdale
Fuffiam

Mansfield

Cartridge Utt
Lincoln

Hartlepool

Layton Oners
Card®
Scarborough
Torquay

a Middlesbrongh defender in.a
(AP)

1-1, and Tottenham, held 1-1 at

home by Chelsea.

'Arsenal equalizd with a contro-

versial 75th minute penalty by

Ian Wright after going behind to

a first half goal from Scotland’s

Kevin Gallacher. Colin Hendry

was adjudged to have fouled

Dutchman Denes Bergkamp.
,

Spurs, with England’s Darren

Anderton making his first start

for seven months after injury, fell

hp.hinri TO a Marie Hnghcs goal

but equalized through Chris

Armstrong. They have not -won
in four matches.

SCOTTISH PREMIER: FaBdrfc L Hfocr-

aian 1; Hearts L KjtomwoA^ IMU2,
Cddc 4; Raith 2, Motberwefl 0.

45 13 16 14 46 51 57 P w 0 L F A Pts

45 14 13 18 57 59 55 34 25 8 3 79 24 81
45 12 17 16 57 60 53 35 23 11 1 70 24 80
45 11 20 14 53 62 53 Hearn 35 16 6 13 54 52 54
45 13 12 20 58 71 51 Aberdeen 34 15 7 12 49 41 52
45 12 14 19 52 73 50 Rate 35 12 7 16 40 53 43
44 12 13 19 46 60 48 35 11 8 16 39 51 41
45 12 11 22 44 61 47 Hibernian 35 10 10 16 42 57 40
45 11 12 22 41 61 45 Motherwefl 35 9 11 15 27 38 38
45 S 16 21 39 68 40 Pane

*

35 a 6 21 29 61 30
45 5 14 26 30 79 29 r-Faftdrk 35 6 6 23 80 58 24

NEW YORK (AP) - The Florida

Panthers' eliminated the. Boston

Rmim from the NHL playpffs

with a 4-3 home victory last night.

The win gives Florida a 4-1 win

in the series. _ _

The Brums had avoided a “isf

round sweep on Thursday nigjii

in Boston, scoring dnee gosls ia

six minutes of the second penod

and beatine foie.Pantheis 6-2.

FRIDAY’S GAMES •

R»itprs 3, Canadian 2

Brian and Alexei Kovalev

scored in the first four minutes of die

third period as host New Yodc best

Montreal 3-2 Friday night to lake a 3-

2 lead in ifae series.

The Rangers were clinging to a HJ

lead through two periods before

Ififtri* and Kovalev each scored his

first goal of die playoffs.

.The Rangers, needed, both, goals as

they held off a late comeback by the

Canadkas, who scored twice in the

bwT 14 minutes and were stormtug die

net in the final seconds.
- Penguins 4, Capitals 1

#

•
. Mario Laaieu made sure Pitts-

burgh kept the momentum from the

NHL’s longest game in 60 years, fi-

nally scoring his first goal of tbevseries

as foe heat .Peogcdis moved to within

a victory of eliminating fatigued

Washington.
Goaltender Ken Wrcgget stopped

39 of 40 shots as the Penmans, now in

position to sweep the final four games

after losing the first two at home,
-became- the -first team in the scrics-to

win an home ice.

Lemma, ejected early in foe sec-

ond period of the Pragmas’ history-

making, four-overtime:victory in
Game 4.' and Wregget made sure
time was no Capitals comeback flris

time. The Penguins twice blew 2rfr

leads while loring die fiat two games
at home. Just .as Washington did
Wednesday. 7

Wregget extended Ms two-game
scoreless streak to 146 -mantes,: 30.

visiting Tampa Bay in a penalty-filled

ga
Scto*s power-play goal

scores by MBa*l Rmbcrg, Pat. Fal-

seconds — the equivalent of 2}6
games before Andrew Brunette
scored at 1451 of foe secmL Wash-
ington coach Jim Schoeafeld was
ejected with idB5 left after be got' into

a shorting match with Pltabmgfr as-

sistant coach Bryan Trotfiec. - •

Jets 3, Red Wlngi l >

in .Detroit, Nikolai KhabibeJfo
made 51 saves nd Wmrapegptfaff
its move to Arizona by baiting host

DefrofL . .

Darrin Shannon, Dave Mansbn
and Atari Zhamnw Beared: for fob

Jets, who traB13-2 -

m

the series.

Kno Qcoueffi scared for foe Red

30 years later, Geoff Hurst gets his World Cup ball back
LQNDON (Reuter) - England World Cup
hero Geoff Hurst has finally got his ball

back, 30 years after he scored , a hat-trick

with it lo give his country victory in the

1966 final.

After a frenzied three-day bailie be-

tween Britain’s tabloid newspapers, the

Daily Mirror splashed across the front

page of its edition yesterday a picture of

Hurst, greyer and stockier than in his play-

ing days, kissing the distinctive orange

ball.

;;Tbe Mirror trumpeted it had convinced

Helmut Haller, who scored the first goal in

West Germany’s 4-2 defeat in the Wem-
Wey final and ran off the pitch with the ball

after the match, to hand it over in return

for a charity donation.

Haller, the paper said, turned down a

fortune to accept the - unspecified - dona-

tion to (he children's cancer appeal from

the Mirror, entrepreneur Richard. Branson

and cross-channel rail company Eurostar.

The ball, it said, would be pur ron
s

display

in a glass case at Eurostar's terminal in

Waterloo station through which fans are

expected to stream for this year’s Euro 96

European soccer championships.

But, showing that not all British sports

fans are good losers, the rival Sun said its

readers had been enraged by what it de-

scribed as a £100.000 payout - only part of

which would go to the charity.

And in an article headlined “Helmut’s

ball deal blasted” and. in a typical pun.

“Kraut-rage”, the Sun blasted the Haller

family and the Mirror for what it called a

“grubby deal”.

The ball was finally brought to London
on Friday by Haller's son. Juergen, who

rarrived a].day after his -father. Hurst, who
.' scored' the/ final goal in the dying seconds of

' the match?"1013 the' Mirror. “It’s like I’ve

won the Cup all over again.”

The Mirror said Haller had been aston-

ished by the passion stirred up by the ball,

which had lain forgotten in his cellar for

years. But it reported him as saying: ‘Tve
come to realize over the past few days that

this isn't just a football Ifs a symbol of

your biggest sporting success. It’s only

right you should have it back"
Enjoying its scoop over four pages and

the lead editorial of Saturday’s paper, the

Minor rubbed salt in the wounds of its

rival, printing a mock score line of Mirror 1

- Sun 0, and describing its victory as “the

greatest win since 1966”.

The final whistle has not quite gone.

Hurst’s agezjr,ba^aantJHallerfs haBrinp
just one of four beiog brought to: England

by people who ' believe they dwd 'o&? of

soccer’s most precious relics.

Dave Davies has asked police forensic

experts to study the tour over the weekend

to pinpoint which one had the best claim.

But the Mirror said it had found the

ideal person to check the ball’s authenticity
- the man who made it 30 years ago.

It said 61-year-old Malcolm Wafawright

of Dewsbury, Yorkshire in northern En-
gland, who made the ball when he worked
for Slazengers, would not mistake the gen-

uine article. “ITJ know right away that it’s

one of mine. I made about 100 by hand and

I know my own wort;” Wainwright said.

loon and Shiou Pbdein. \ •

The victory gave Philadelphia a- 3-2

lead in the series.
.

. .

teCiair, who scored twee in row-

day’s 4-1 road viewy. took » ®
the slot from Ero Dedanhiis rt 2.43

of foe fofcd.period^

slapshot over goalie Daren Puppas

8
*f£eis -goalteader Rob HcrfalY nar-

rowly missed a third career postsea-

son shutout when John Cullen beat

him with 24)1 left. Hextall finished

with 23 saves. .

Fivers captain Eric undros t&zo-

lished the physical tone of the game in

the first period. Thirty secondsjfter

checking Igor Ulanov right out of tas

helmet, he flattened Micbri Feurivtfb

another big bit. Petit was helped off

foe fas, but returned in. the second

period. ’

. .

Among foe other casualties, were

Flyers center Dan Quinn aid Tampa

Winger Brian Bellows, who were both

cut above the eye oo high-sucking

penalties.

Limbos had his nose bloodied in

the middle period on ah illegal -mid-

ice check by Lightning center Aaron

Gave*.

For the game, 18 players were

whistled for 37 penalties.

Maple Leafs 5, Bines 4 (OT)

Mike Gartner’s "third goal of the

night, a tap-in 7:31 into overtime,1

boosted, host Toronto victory over.SI
I/iiik

.

The now head lock to St,

Loms for Game 6 with foe Blues lead-,

ing the series 3-2.

Avalanche 5, Canucks 4 (OT) _

Joe Sakic screed his third gw rf

foe gym* SI seconds into overtime,

fitting 'Colorado over visiting Vancon-

ver, giving the Avalanche, a 3-2 bad

in foe aeries. •_

Sakic's three goals .oflstf three by

VaiKoavtr's Trcvar. linden.
•

” After Vancouver goalie Corey

Ifiat* made a sprawling stop early in

overtime, Sakic chased down the

: loose pock in the rigid corner and. hi&

shot'sa3ed just inside the post

. Bosch hart 28 saves and Colorado’s

Patrick Soy had 16.

jato^fbvfodBrtahBSrfflfiSjrnT. f">yf

The. swarming Red
dose -out foe series and avoid a4r^i
bade to Rfiimbeg, . ousfaot foe

.
Jere

12-3 in first penod, 20-4 in foe second

and 52-19 iiarfoe game. •

Manson’s unassisted second god,
from just inside the bine Kne, de-

flected off foe -stick of" defenseman
Viacheslav Fetisov and sailed past -

goalie Chris Osgood to break a 1-4 tie

at &52 of tiie tmxd period.
'

Zhanmov scored ms second mto an

empty net with 41 seconds remainzqg.

TBt0RSDAT*S GAMES
Flyers 4, L^dnfeg 1

"•

In Philadelphia, John. LeClair
scored his. feorfo goaf of foepIaytA
and pl^sicat Philadeiphw idled ova-

*

Vnbblpiayoffs
' Hnt fend (Best-of-7)

EASTERN CONFERENCE •

Fkvife4,Bo«a«3(l*st tojiiti -

B«tep 6, tekkaZ (Th«r4.

(Florida wins series 4-1)

HfiaddpMa4 Ikhyh Bay l(Thtor.f

(NY leads series 3-2) :

;

' " ' '
'

nttioargk 4, Wafoingtnn 1 (Friday)

.

(Kmsbatoi leads series 32)
Today. Prtsbui^ itt Wadimgtcai

WKTE8N COTIEERENCE •

CHcaga wot Series over Calgary^f-0

.Win 3^J»eindtl'(FH£fJ
- »

(DetroU: leads wries 3-2)

Today: "Detroit ar Winnipeg
-

Toronto 5, SL Luton 4 (OTT (Itar.)

:

(SL Lotos Heads series 3*2).

Toronto at St Louis

Colorado 5,Vaaanr4 (OTHThnr.)

idgha Cokndo at Vancouver

British

javelin

champ hoping

for Olympic
t comeback

31-year-old Sabonis big contender

for Rookie of the Year award
Russia beats Canada to remain

perfect in world hockey tourney

CARDIFF, Wales (AP) - Twelve

years after winning a gold medal

at the Los Angeles Games, Brit-

ish javelin thrower Tessa Sander-

son begins a comeback at age 40
next month, hoping it will lead

her to a sixth Olympic appear-

ance in Atlanta.

t 'Sanderson has ended her four-

year retirement and, after train-

ing at the University of Miami in

Florida, will compete in the

Welsh Games in Cardiff May 25

alongside two current British

Olympic champions, sprinter

mfeford Christie and hurdler Col-

in^Jackson.

"Sanderson, who first competed

in the Olympics at Montreal in

1976, finished fourth at the last

Olympics in Barcelona and be-

lieves she is still capable of chal-

lenging for a medal in Atlanta.

^.Christie, the 100-meter titlist,

& keeping everyone guessing

about whether he will defend his

title in Atlanta after saying dur-

ing an emotional outburst on a

TV show last year that he would

not.

'Jackson, who won the 110-me-

ter hurdles in Barcelona and also

is'world record holder, has decid-

ed to end his personal boycott of

British meets. He feD out with the

British Athletic Federation after

pulling out of foe AAA champi-

onships last year with a leg mus-

cle injury and then went on to

compete in another meet in Italy.

>*“Nqw, I am much happier,

much calmer," the Welshman
said. “I am is good shape, look-

ing forward to foe Olympics and

enjoying my athletics again.”

PORTLAND (AP) - When Ar-

vydas Sabonis has the ball, his

Portland teammates know they

better beware. Not since Bill

Walton wore Trail Blazer red and

white has a center been able to

pass like this.

“At the beginning of the sea-

son, if you weren’t looking, he’d

hit you in the bead or something

with it,’’ Harvey Grant said.

“You’ve got to be ready."

It might be a behind-tbe-back

bounce pass for a layup, or a no-

look over-the-shoulder toss for a

10-foot jumper, or perhaps that

sweeping one-handed bullet to

the perimeter.

“I always like to pass the bad"
Sabonis said “When you’re giv-

ing a pass, it’s two people enjoy-

ing at the same time.”

Magic Johnson offered this

assessment:

“He can do what most big men
can't,” Johnson said. “He can

shoot outside, he can score in-

side, and be can make passes. I’m

not talking passes when you get

double-teamed. That's the easy

pass because there is a guy open

somewhere. I’m talking about

guys cutting in traffic, making a

nice bounce pass for the score.

"He has a real good feel for the

game, the whole game.”

The NBA was full of skeptics

when, at age 31, his legs wracked

by a series of serious injuries over

his long European career, the 7-

f001-3, 290-pound Lithuanian fi-

nally came to play in America.

His body would never hold up to

the rigors of the NBA, they said

He was too slow to run foe court.

His time bad past

No one knew what to expect.

“Wed" teammate Rod Strick-

land said, “they know now.”

Now people are making a le-

gitimate case for him being

aiocJ the oldest rookie of the

year in NBA history.

Coach PJ. Carlesimo said oo
rookie - not Damon Stoudamire,

not Joe Smith, not anyone - had

the season Sabonis did

“He’s a better player than all

those guys,” Carlesimo said “I

don’t think people think of him as

a rookie because he’s not coming
out of college and he’s not a 21-

or 22-year-old kid But he’s been

the best player. If one of those

guys has bad a better year than

Arvydas, people are crazy.”

Sabonis is suddenly a hot me-
dia property around the NBA,
where his on-court smarts and
fundamental skills trigger memo-
ries of an earlier era.

After he was adekd to the start-

ing lineup March 8, the Blazers

went 18-4. In the process, Sa-
bonis averaged 17J points, 10.6

rebounds and 1.7 blocked shots

per game even though he never

played more than 32 minutes on
any night. Despite the concerns

for his endurance, he's played in

52 of foe last 55 games.

Nobody has enjoyed playing

with Sabonis more than
Strickland

“I know he moves great with-

out the ball and if I put the ball

anywhere near him, he's going to

grub it,” Strickland said “He has

great bands. He knows the game
so well it just makes it easier."

Sabonis’ style has won over the

Portland fans, something he no-

tices and appreciates.

“When I start to play in the

first quarter, all foe fans accept

me loudly with all foe applause,”

Sabonis said through an inter-

preter. “I feel that emotionally

from the audience."

Sabonis understands English

better than he lets on. But he’s

not comfortable in lengthy inter-

views unless he has an interpret-

er. In an interview this week, he

admitted that he’s had some
tough adjustments learning the

rigors of foe NBA.
“There are a lot of games and

all games go at a fast speed, one
after foe other,” he said “You
don’t even have time to thinlc, to

be happy or not, to be sony, be-

cause you have to think about

tomorrow.”

For most of the season, Carle-

simo used Sabonis cantiously,

playing him only in the second

and fourth quarters. The team
struggled. Players fought with
each other and foe coach. Playing

on a losing, unhappy team was
something new for Sabonis, who
helped foe Soviet Union ,ndn an

Olympic gold medal in 1988 and
Lithuania to a bronze in 1992.

Finally, when Strickland re-

turned after going AWOL tor six

games in a dispute with Carle-

simo, Sabonis became a starter.

Almost immediately, foe Blazers

acquired a consistent toughness

they'd been sorely lacking.

Through the season, Sabonis
had to work on his game, expend-

ing his offensive repertoire to

combat foe constant double- and

triple-teams and adjusting to foe

rough play in foe trenches.

"In foe beginning," he said, “I

wasn’t sure about myself enough

to understand that yon have to

use more force and more
energy."

In Europe, Sabonis was known
for his on-court theatrics, espe-

cially after questionable calls by
referees. In foe NBA, he’s been a
stone-faced giant. He laughed
when asked about foe change.

“With yonr age," he said,

“you’re getting smarter and you
know you cannot change
anything.”

VIENNA (Reuter) - Russia kept

its perfect record after collecting

a fourth straight victory with a 64
win over old rivals Canada at the

world ice hockey championship

on Friday.

Defending champions Finland

recorded its second win in as

many nights, thrashing Italy 9-2.

Russia’s victory effectively

guarantees it first place in group

A, bat Canada’s chances of
reaching the quarter-finals are

now in in serious jeopardy.

Valeri Karpov scored twice for

Russia, including a critical goal

with less then three minutes
remaining

Taking a pass from behind foe

Canadian goal, Karpov lifted foe

puck over sprawling netminder
Curtis Joseph to put Russia in

front 54. -

Alexei Yashin setfled foe issue,

scoring into an. .empty het wife

just five seconds left .

'

The two teams had traded

goals late in foe second jieriod to

keep the score deadlocked at. 3-3

and then 44.
The game, played before a seD-

ont crowd, was a typically intense

meeting between- the two coun-

tries who have won a combined

47 world championship- and
Olympic tides. .

'

Russia however, is in a much
better position to add to itsr total

of 27 gold medals than Omada,
which mast beat the US today to

secure a- place .in the.
quarterfinals.

In another group A match,
Germany scored twice in 19 sec-

onds in foe third period on -the

way to a 3-0 win.over Austria.

Michael Heidt, Peter Draisaid

and Torsten Kienass each scored
once while Klaus Merk recorded

foe shutout'

Russia top the group -A stand-;

fogs with six points followed . by!
-the US and Germany with four
each, Canada -with three, ’Austria

with two and’ Slovakia with one. i

Finland moved into a share of
first place in foe group B stand-:

fogs with ib& Czech Republic* and1

Italy after picking up foeir second
- win in as many days. •

Sweden is fourth with, three
points, Norway with two and
France .wifo zero. ..

The top four teams.in each/
group qualify . . for -.-thtf

quarterfinals.

Sheffield hits 11th HR to tie April mark
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - Gary

Sheffield connected for his llfo

home run Friday. night to tie a

major league record for homers

in foe month of April in a 3-0 win
for tiie Florida Marlins over foe

San'Francisco Giants.

Three others! have .hit II
homos in ApriL* Willie StaigeU

with Pittsburgh to 1971; Graig
Nettles with foe New York' Yan-
kees in 1974 and Schmidt
with Philadelplua m 1976.
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-0 over Cleveland Mac. TA increases lead

•iS

^ .fail' rifli

CLEVELAND (AP) - Anthony .

Mason dominated the inside/ cot
lecting 23 points and 12 rebounds

yesterday as the New York
Knicks beat the Oeveland Cava-

liers 84-80 - for a 2-0 lead in the

best-of-5 series.

The Knicks can wrap up the

.

first round with a victory

Wednesday night at Madison
Square Garden, where the Cava-

lieis were 2-0 daring the regular

season.

"The visiting team has won 12

off the last 14 New York-Geve-

laod meetings, including
.
regular

.

season and postseason games,

The Knicks are 7-1 at Cleveland's

Gund Arena since it opened in

1994.

Cleveland trailed 44-41 at half-

time and never caught up inn the

second half, although it twice got

within a point

Both times, Mason answered -

with a put-back that gave the

Knicks a 50-47 lead early in the

third quarter, and a lay-up and

frail shot, that put them ahead 69-

65 with 7:16 left in the game.

The Cavs closed to 80-78 on

Terrell Brandon’s 19-foot jumper

with 18.6 seconds to play but

could get no closer. The Knicks

«uwte four of their six foul shots

in- the dosing seconds to seal it.

Patrick Ewing scored 16

points, 14 of them in the second

half, and grabbed 12 rebounds

for the Knicks. Brandon led

Cleveland with 21 points and 12

assists.

On Thursday, the Knicks de-

feated the Cavaliers 106-83, as

New York ran off 20 straight

points in the fourth quarter and

made a team-record 17 3-

pointers.

John Starks had six 3-pointers, -

Hubert Davis had five and the

Knicks Shot 17-of-22 from behind

the arc. The 17 3s were twaaway

from the NBA playoff record of

19 set by Houston at Utah last

April

Patrick Ewing scored 23 and

Starks 21 for the Knicks. Dan

Mzgerle had 23 and Tertdl Bran-.

don 18 for the Cavs.

Magic 112, Pistons 92
'• Orlando began what it hopes will

be a jonraey bade to the NBA Finals

with a victory over Detroit -
.

•

Dermis Scott made six 3-pointers,

fend scored 23 points as the defending

Eastern Conference champions-'

ruined the Pistons’ first taste of post-

season action «>

,
Origcdojbjrafce i ?*

=

outscoring Detroit 33-17 m me tnno

quarter after the-gamer
.whs :

tied a»f

halftime.

StaaquOle O’Neal had 21 points and

% Anfernee Hardaway 18 for the

fount Hill led Detroit with 21

minis. Allan Houston had 19 and Joe

Dwaao 14.

After the Pistons overcame a 13-

point deficit in the first halt the Mag-

ic broke the game open in me thud

quarter with balanced sconng and

good defense, forcing six wmovos

and holding Detroit to 31 percent

- Robinson and 'Del Negro each

scored ll.m'ihe'fofrd as San Antonio

built. a 24-j»int_lead and led 95-71

heading into the final ' period.

The Suns .
shot, just 42 percent from

the field, compared with the Spurs’

62ft.' j
A frustrated'.'Ctiaries Barkley led

the Suns with *V» .point* on 7-for-17

.. -oting.. lie .i-ju mni rtbou»«*»

Kevin Johnson added 14 points.
_

Avery Johnsuir bad 18 assists *ud-

12 points,- Sean Elliott added 16

points and WQL Pcidue 17.

Perdue, who cainr to San Arnuoio

in exchange t'.ir Dennis Rodman m
the offseason, had a career playoff-

best in scoring, far bui^wing his reg-

Ll.ir-season average of 52 points. His

'lerociotis dunks m the fourth quarter

kept the Alambdome crowd bowling

as the Spots kept the game out of

reach.

Balls 102, Heat 85

The Bulls were unable to shake

visiting Miami for a half, then fin-

ished their playoff, opener the same

way they ended 72 regular-season

games - victorious.

Michael Jordan scored 35 points

and Ron Harper excelled in the ’mo-

mentum-shifting third. quarter.

Tun Hardaway scored 30 pome, for

Miami. Alonzo Mourning had only 10

points and two rebounds and spent

most of game on the bench in foul

trouble.

Mourning fooled out with 3:49 ten,

exchanging insults with Scottie Pip-

pen as be left the court. Mourning

and coach Pat. Riley then were eject-

ed for arguing with the referees, and

Chris Gatling was ejected shortly

thereafter as be drew die Heat's sixth

technical foul.

Miami also had 28 turnovers, sever-

al of them coming in the key stretch of

the third quarter when Chicago
' pulled away.

Chicago, which became the first

NBA team to win 70-plus games in a

and fjpichprt 30 games ahead

of eighth-seeded Miami, scored 36

points off Miami’s turnovers. The

Heal had dealt Chicago one of its 10

rej

julicc > c

’

!-

v i i rv

St

Sc^
&
was 6-for-9 from behind the

3-point line, while O’Neal scored at

jeast20 agiunst the Pistons for the

first time this seasoo.

Spnrs 120, Sons 98

vinnv Del Negro scored 29 points,

er Spins scored m ^gures as

had s*n Antonio trounced Phoenix.
_

fe.rLonio began pulling mjj
the second quarter, «P*“g

1

,£

season
sloppy, slow-paced game m-

doded 56 fouls, 32 on the Hern.

Bulls coach Phil Jackson pulled a

mild surprise by starting Tom Kukoc

at forward instead of Dennis Rod-

man, and. Kukoc scored 21 points.

prvtmim, sporting bis red, oran^ and

yellow "flame” hairdo, grabbed 10

rebounds. . .

The Heat led 61-60 early m the

third quarter when Harper’s rebound

basket began a 7-0 run that put the

Bulls ahead to stay.

SuperSanics 97, Engs 85

Seattle, trying to overcome the bit-

ter disappointment of first-round fefl-

Bies foe past two seasons, beat visit-

ing Sacramento, despite playing

without suspended Shawn Kemp.

Gary Payton, Seattle’s otter All-

Star, scored a career playoff-high 29

points in a 45-minule ironraan perfor-

mance in foe absence -of Kemp, who

was farced to sit .our foe playoff open-

er- *fteFgH*tnjg_iu.^4 fight wifo.-Dd*'

triads Tomfiammoads in foe ’regular-'

aeason finakr. .. .

’

“

Detlef Schrempf scored 22

and Sam Perkins 17 for the

while Mitch Richmond led Sacramen-

to with 18 points on 4-of-13 shooting

^fler being held scoreless in a pivotal

opening quarter in which foe Somes

scored the game’s first nine points.

The Engs never recovered.

THURSDAY’S GAMES
Hawks 92, Pacers 80

Reggie Miller missed a playoff

.
game for foe first time in his mne-year

NBA career - and foe Pacers missed

him.

STOP HERE - New York’s Anthony Mason pnts pressure on

Dan M^jerie last night in Cleveland. (AP)

Steve Smith scored 27 points,

matching his playoff career-high, as

visiting Atlanta beat Indiana.

hvtiana didn't have a go-to scorer

in the fourth quarter and was held to

12 points in the period.

Miller, who fractured his right eye

socket late in the regular season,

watched in frustration from tne

bench. Ricky Pierce and TTOvb Best

replaced Miner, sewing 17 points on

5-of-15 shooting with no 3-pomteis.

"? run. Del Negro’s The Hawks were 11-for 23 on *

half. T

Atlanta had lost its previous 10

games in Market Square Arena.

Craig Ehlo scored all 12 of his

points on 3-pointers in the second

quarter, when the Hawks turned an

eight-point deficit into a nine-point

lead.

Christian Laettner added 14 points

for Atlanta, while Indiana was led by

Rik Smits with 19 points and Derrick

McKey with 15.

Indiana rallied in foe third period

and tied the score entering foe fourth,

but without Miller in foe lineup, foe

Pacers had no consistent outside

shooter and the Hawks steadily

nuUeflraway. Indiana went just1 -4-of-

foe field in .the. final period.

- Baskets by Laettner and Alan Hen-

derson early in the fourth quarter pnt

Atlanta ahead for good, and foe final

score was foe biggest margin of the

game.

Jazz 110, Trail Blazers 102

John Stockton had 23 assists, one

shy of his NBA playoff record, and

host Utah came back from an eight-

point- deficit in the final quarter to

defeat Portland. .

Kart Malone scored ^3 .points and

Jeff Hornacek added 27, including a

late 3-pointer foil iced foe

Utah won despite missing 19 foul

shots - including 10 by Malone m 15

attempts. .

Horuacek’s trey, his fourfo w as

many attempts, came with sec-

onds remaining and gave foe Jazz a

- 104-97 lead, capping a 37-21 nm foal

began with foe Jazz trading by eight

at the start of foe ijuarter.

Bryon Russell added 12 pomts for

foe Jazz. -
, „

Stockton had 11 points to go dong

with his 23 assists. He -iul Magic

Johnson share foe record of 24 assists

from Om

field.

Rod Strickland led Portland with

27 points, and Arvydas Sabonis had

26. Clifford Robinson scored 21

points but shot just 6of-17 from the

field.

The Trail Blazers have lost eight

consecutive games at the Delta

Center.

Rockets 87, Lakers 83

Houston began its quest for a third

consecutive title with a road win over

foe Los Angeles Lakers.

Hakeem Olajuwon led the way

with 33 points as the two-time defeod-

MACCABI Tel Aviv’s quest for

a second straight soccer title was

given a big boost yesterday when

the defending champs won 1-0 at

home against lowly Zafririm Ho-

lon, and Betar Jerusalem went

down to defeat on a sensational

long-raQge equalizer by Hapoel

Beit She'an’s Eitan Tayeb three

minutes into injury time.

Maccabi Tel Aviv now holds a

six-point lead over Maccabi Hai-

fa, which moved back Into second

place with a convincing 3-0 vic-

tory away at the Hattkva Quarter

against Bnei Yehuda. Even

though the Haifaites have a bet-

ter goal difference than the lead-

ers, it is unlikely Haifa can close a

six-point deficit at this late stage.

Prior to Tayeb 's stunner, Betar

looked to have three points in the

bag and were probably looking

ahead to next weekend’s game at

Teddy Stadium against the

leaders.

With Betar now trailing Dror

Kashtan’s men by seven points

instead of five, the Tel Avivans

will be in much more confident

mood for that meeting.

At the bottom of the standings,

Maccabi Jaffa’s home defeat at

the bands of Rishon Lezion

leaves the club with 19 points and

apparently a return straight to the

Second Division.

Betar Tel Aviv, in 15th place,

' grabbed a point hosting Hapoel

Petah Tikva to move up to 21

points.

Holon’s loss to the leaders

keeps them in an uncomfortable

position, one place above with 23

points. Draws helped Hapoel

Beersheba and Beit Sfae’an inch

themselves a little further away

from the relegation berths, while

Kfar Sava should be safe thanks

to a victory over Maccabi

Herzliya.

Hap. Beit She'an 2, Bet. Jerusalem 2

Second-placed Betar lost vital

ground on foe league leaders when

Eitan Tayeb scored a spectacular in-

jury time equalizer to see Beit She’an

substantially ease their relegation

worries.

Kixyat Eliezer seems to be a happy

hunting ground for Beit She'an, who

i?ki season beat Maccabi Haifa there

in foe last round to stay in the league

for another season.

The Betaris were by far foe more

dominant side throughout, going

ahead in foe sixth minute through an

Eli Ohana header. The Betar star

rose high ni the ares to divert Arik

OR! LEWIS

and DEREK FATTAL

ing champion Rockets spoiled Mapc

Johnson’s return to post-season .play
^

scross.^ ^ ^ omdooe^^^ for^^iVi^lav Melnikov unmototety

Houston, which extended its rOad' 'struck- back, sconng on a ghtning-

playoff winning streak to eight games.

NBA PLAYOFFS
First Round (Best-of-5)

EASTERN CONFERENCE
NY 84, Cleveland 80 (last night)

NY 106, Cleveland 83 (Tbnr.)

New York leads series 2-0

Atlanta 92, Indiana 80 (Thor.)

(Atlanta leads series 1-0)

Lost rtighv Atlanta at Indiana

Orlando 112, Detroit 92 (Friday)

(Oriando leads series 1-0)

Today: Detroit a! Oriando

Chicago 102, Miami 85 (Friday)

(Chicago leads series 1-0)

Today: Miami at Chicago

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Utah 110, Portland 102 (Thor.)

Utah leads series 1-0

Last night: Portland at Utah

Houston 87, LA Lakers S3 (Thnr.)

Houston leads series 1-0

Last night: Houston at LA Lakers

San Antonio 120, Phoenix 98 (Frida}

)

San Antonio leads series 1-0

Today: Phoenix at San Antonio

Seattle 97, Sacramento 85 (Friday)

Seattle leads series 1-0

Today: Sacramento at Seattle

fast breakaway move just one minute

later. J _ .

Betar continued to dominate the

midfield, and except for a few con-

certed efforts by the hosts, it looked

as if it would be only a matter of time

before foe Jerusalemites would be in

foe lead again.

The parity was finally broken once

again in foe 65th minute with a superb

Betar move which followed a missed

<*hance by Beit She’an.

The Jerusalmites took full advan-

tage of *e hosts’ defensive disarray

to an organized attack which

saw Ohana bead a cross down to

Yossi Abuksis who volleyed past foe

helpless ’keeper Meir Coten-

Betar should have slowed foe game

down and tried to keep possession of

the ball as much as possible, but their

tactics proved rash as. although they

managed to get into scoring positions,

foev failed to increase their lead.

Betar suffered a blow when David

Amsalem got himself sent off in foe

87th minute for a tackle off the ball on

Dannv Malkin.

Beit She'an then decided to go all

out on attack. The ploy worked three

minutes into injury time when they

finally managed to put together a co-

ordinated move. The bail fell to

Tayeb and he launched what u> Betar

must have seemed like a rocku. The

hall ended up in the luck >» li^ik

i. iinfein's nei oikj sis*. JeiusaKuin*- •

title hopes suddenly appeaitJ to h.

lying in taners as Beit She'an cele-

brated an unlikely, but well-fought

draw.

Mac. Tel Aviv I, Zafririm Holon 0

The Tel Avi-. ians dominated i*»
‘

.r.jtch from foe outset, but were un-

able to convert foeir advantage into

goals.

Holon had bad memories of foe

first round, when they decided to

switch foeir home match to Bloom-

field and were thrashed 5-0 by

Maccabi
Desperation and the knovVnge

that even at this late stage of the

season any dropping of points could

result in losing out on a second

straight league crown turned into re-

lief when Itzik Zohar scored on foe

breakaway in foe 65fo minute.

Maccabi continued to pile on foe

p:essure but were unable to increase

foe scoreline.

Alon Brumer made an emotional

return to Maccabi's lineup late in foe

second half as a substitute with all of

Bloomfield giving him a rousing

round of applause. Brumer had his

leg broken earlier this season and had

been out of action for seven months.

Bnei Yehuda 0, Mac. Haifa 3

Haifa continued to show that it has

not given up foe title chase, even

though that task looks more difficult

than ever now after Maccabi Tel

Aviv’s win over Zafririm Holon.

Unlike last week's desperate per-

formance against foe leaders, this

weekend the Haifaites were in super-

lative form, Eyal Berkowitz in partic-

ular executing to perfection some his

most dazzling passes.

Rony Levy was Haifa’s first goal

scoter in foe 13fo minute after be

received a perfect through ball from

Berkowitz.

With just a minute gone, Ofer Shr-

trit added a second goal for Haifa

when Berkowitz was involved in foe

thick of the action once again.

The league’s leading scorer, Haim

Revive, sealed foe result with a third

g.ial - his 25fo of foe season - in foe

78ih minute. „ „ _

Hap. Kfar Sava 1, Mac. Herzbya 0

Kfar Sava took a huge stride to

avoid relegation with a tight single-

goal win over Maccabi Herzliya,

which is safely
.

positioned in mid-

table.

The match, played on Friday, was a

tame affair, with neither team taking

too many risks- A draw would have

satisfied both sides, although the win

has made an enormous difference to

Kfar Sava’s situation.

Kfar Sava only came into foeir own

following the sending-off of Herz-

liya’s Tomer Azulai in foe 71st minute

for as second bookable offense.

The goal came 10 minutes later

when Kobi Refuah converted a penal-

ty after Gabi Sapir was fouled in the

area.

Friday's victory prompted Kfar

Sava chairman Eli Tabib to announce

that coach Avi Coheo would be slay-

ing on for another season.

Bet. Tel Aviv 1, Hap. PT 1

Betar Tel Aviv look like very prob-

able relegation candidates after man-

aging to escape with a point front--#

poor game against Hapoel Petah

Tikva at Bloomfield.
j

Manor Hasan struck for Petah

Tikva in foe 70th minute and Yaniy

Abargfl replied seven minutes later "to

give Betar a glimmer of hope. The

Belaris tried desperately lo secure all

three points, but Petah Tikva’s goal-

keeper, Shai Hess excelled to kap

foe visitors on level terms until fot

Final whistle.
o

Hap. Haifa 2, Hap. Tel Aviv 1 .

Ofer Talkar with a l2ib-minijLe

header and Tal Banin with a seconfl

saw foe Haifaites do just enough to

justify their victory over Tel Aviv.

The visitors replied with a goal

from Nissim Avitan five minutes be-

fore halftime, but in the second, Hai-

fa took a defensive altitude as it sat ep

foeir lead for foe whole of the secopa

half, and foe Tel Avivians failed t6

fins a way through.

Mac. Jaffa 1, (roni Rishon 2 *

,

Maccabi Jaffa can now don foeir

parachutes and prepare to jump back

into the Second Division after just

one season in the top flight.

Not even foe added coaching assis-

tance of Eli Cohen and David

Schweitzer , who were drafted to hdp

Shlomo Alkoiombra. have been able

to inject any life into foe players.
‘

Dudu Elkaslasi put Rishon ahe&el

after 10 minutes, but Jaffa was not

finished just yet.

Yuri Moroz hit a superb 25-metef

free kick which ended up m foe (jet

18th minute, but when he proceeded

to gel himself sent off in the 36*ft

minute it appeared as if it would be

only a matter of time before Rishpn

would bury foeir hosts once and Jbf

aJL
'4

The winning goal finally cameTn

the 7Isl minute when Moshe SaMfc

struck for Rishon from the edge .of

foe area.
,

.

The Jaffa camp's morale cannot to

any Iowct, as next week they travel ra

Beersheba. The Negev side are

out of danger just yet and they wil)

throw everything at foeir opponent.

Mac PT 0, Hap. Beersta*1 « 1

An uneventful game was higbhght-

ed bv foe sending off of Petah Tikws

Azeri defender Murad Megamatffiv

late in foe game.

Beersheba tried to capitalize on foe

situation, but Petah Tikva, which.

assured of a National League berth

next season, was prepared to bide

their time until foe final whistle.

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Mac. Jaffa 11)1

Moroz, iB

Mac. PT
Kfar Sava .(qi

,81 (pen.)

Hap. Harts (2)2

TaUatr, 12
Benin, 30
9ne< Yehuda —IW

Irani Rishon
BKaslaa, 10

71

Hap.1
Mae. Herzflya

Hap. Tet Avtv (1)1

N. Avitan. 40

Mac. Tat Avtv —(0)1

Zohar, 65

BeL Tel Avtv—(0)1

Atom*. 77
Hap. Belts

MonOcov. 7
. TayeD. 90

Mac. Haifa

Ft Levy. 13

Shttrif.14

Revive, 78
ZefrMm Holon

Hap. PT

-W

3

_P)0

-5)‘j

.
Hasan, 70 .

Belt Sha'an (1)2 Bet. Jemsatem .^F
-Ohana,'6
J

Abuteis, ©

Mac. Tal Aviv

Mac. Hate
Bet Jerusalem
Hap. Haifa

Hap. Tal Aviv

Mac. Peiah Tfcva

Mac. Herzfeya

Hap. Petah TKva
Rishon Lezion

Bnai Yehuda
Hap. Kfar Sava
Hap. Beit Sha'an

Hap. Baerahaba
Zafririm Holon

BeL Tel Aviv

Mac. Jaffa

Alter 27 rounds

W D L
20
17
17
17
13
12
10
7
7

7
8
5
5

6
5

5

F A Pta

55 16 65'

70 30 59'

59 27 58"

58 28 587
34 25 45j

38 31 45

12 31 31 3fi;

5 28 33 35.
14 22 36 27

«

14 41 56 27

„ 16 29 47 27

10 12 25 M:
9 13 28 35 24 #

5 16 26 46 23

6 16 26 56 ZU
4 18 21 « 1?

This week’s winning Sportoto Hne: ' j

2*1,1AI^XAV.IAJX ;

This week’s winning Toto Plus Hne.

JOWMXXUl.1 *£-
Winning Tototeko numbers:

2, 7, 8, 15, 16, 24, 27.

CLASSIFIEDS
RATES

PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS - AU rates

include VAT:

YEFE NOF, QUIET, 3 + 810^°°™:
view,- privacy. Ageml (No agents I). Tel. 08-

936-1418.

dwellings
Tel Aviv

FOR SALEVRENT - IN JAFFA! Spacious

AmK-ctuta house with view erfsea and Old

m. built- KAV+iAYAM, Tel. 03-

./

SPORTS BRIEFS

St Helens wins Ctelte^e
Cup final^

of

Marino

poblished report over£ 1998, the Tampa

annual salary of $5-97iil ranks

Tribute reported. His a^jage

third among NFL
Bledsoe and Dallas’ Troy Aikman.

’sDrew
AP

NaflaComan^™

.

Dressed in white, withstx gin
mrrir»n Bart Conner tn^^ Nadia ^ w?i ia

ss?sssssa— AP

Israeli swimmer wins

gold at Austrian Open
HEATHER CHATT

MICKEY Halika, 17, waiting in

foe wings to join the Olympic

delegation, won the gold medal

and set a new national record on

Friday in the Austrian Open

Qiampioiiships in Vienna.

Halika swam the 400-meters

individual medley in 4:25.54,

eclipsing the” previous record of

4:28.44 and setting a new tourna-

ment record.

To qualify for foe Olympics,

Halika needed to make 4:23, and

his inclusion in foe delegation is

thus still not assured.

Another gold went to Un Stiff,

who won the 100-meter breast

stroke in 1:03.5 and finished

fourth in the 200-meter breast

stroke in 2:24.85.

Yoaz Meiri captured a silver

medal in the 200-meter butterfly,

clocking 2:03.44, while Eran Gar-

umi, back from his retirement,

took foe bronze medal in the 100-

meter back stoke, in 58.16.

Also in the 100-meter back-

stroke final, Eytan Orbacb fin-

ished fourth in 58.21.

Oren Azrad finished foe 100*

meter freestyle in 52.65 to take

fifth place. He swan the 200-me-

ter freestyle in 1:55.41, taking

sixth place.

The competition continues

today.

152.10 iowortte (minimum), each edifi-

SSSSSSy,'“WEDNESDAY .nd FBI-

DAY (package) - NIS 23400 for 10 wrote

(minimum) .each additional word - NIS

WEEK RATE (6 Insertions)^S315^
for iO words (minimum), each additional

word - NIS 31 -53-
f « kiiq

FOUR FRIDAYS
409.50 for 10 wrote (minimum), each ad-

ditional wort NIS 40-95, cq
MONTHLY (24 ^rtonsljJJlSE^SO
lor 10 woreb^iramum), each addmonaJ

SALES

wort - NIS 64.

Rates are valid until 31.5.96.-

DEADLINES Offices:

and Sun^r

HAMAT AVIV GIMMEL, 5 + balcony

KSg PariVWJrar Medina. 4 * terrace

YAEL REALTOR (Maldan) Tel. 03-642-

6253.

PYCLUSIVE - SHALOM Alecheml! 3.

SSmUSSL buHflno. 5300,000.

KWHAYAM.Tet. 03-523998a

EXCLUSIVE!! QUIET NORTH ofT^

Avivtl Penthouse. 200 sq.m, on ® tewrt +

48 sq.m, on roof + au P®jr 11A
SI ,650,000. KAV-HAYAM. Tel. 03-523-

CAESAREA, NEW HOUSE, 300 eq.m.

built +
beautiful, pool, covered proto^ nfKtf S™1

course. Ready 7/96- TW- 0&SW777.

HERZLIYA PITUAH, KING David ST.

cottaae, 260sq.m., 1/2 dunam, cancel

SS '&S S790.000. Tel. 03-6487886,

00-576238.

NETANYA, PARDES HAGDUD, exeto-

sive na'Sbborhood. am^ngtogal
$750,000. Must seel REGEVINVK> I

MENTS. Tal. 09-826-826, 050-267-675.

SERVICES
General

EDUCATION

THE HEBREW CHireBforl
and Preparation tor Paychometnc*. rfr-

vata lessons. Also te your ttome.

.

tern, Tel Aviv. Haifa. Tel. 050-291460. 03-^

9627210.

SERVICES
Tel Aviv

DWELLINGS
General

WHERE TO STAY

JERUSALEM LODGES LTD-* Short

term rentals* Bed and breaktart RO-Baoc

4233, Jerusalem 91044. Tet. 02-611745.

Fax: 02-618541.

DWELLINGS

EXCLUSIVE! t ZAHALAll 1.000 sam
Dtot 160 sq.m. builL SI, 200,000. IvAV-

RaYAM. TeL ta-523-9986-

AV1V. 4 room apartment,

room, renovated, S41 0,000.

.Tal. 03-5444331.

ON KING DAVID, panlbouseapa^

menu 4 roorns. arcew to garden,

floor, with elevator and parking. Tet. 03-

6955515. -

HEALTH

FOR HEALTHY BODY & a happyrn^.

have a professional massage or shtattu.

Tet. 03-5602328.

R1T1 1ATIONS VACANT
Tel Aviv

DWELLINGS
Southern Coast

HOUSEHOLD HELP . »

lUUEDIATE JOBS AVAILABLE^

SALES
Ime Tel. 03^659937.

-Jerusalem

SALES

ih.t<-h German hooligans barred from Euro Championships
LMllCB, VJCl

Fortv-seven people were ar- viettoy, riot pofe made bate

rtn foe incident from the Dutch.

LONDON (AP) - noo^-
pA ^ the German FA/’ Kirtot

volved in violence at last, w^ek
“They have assured us that

soccer match between G«roany ^ ^ taken to Parent tire

and the Netherlands in Rott« were arrested last mgbt

dam wffl be barred from foe ^ ^ attending Eoio 96.
urnii win us nw*—

, .

rapean Championships 1

gland, officials said over the

weekend. ^
Touraameut director Glen

ton said the German

soccer associations had pronu^

to. prevent the noublemaker

from traveling to England-

“We toTreceived a foil report

Working fo conjunction wim

tiv* nolice, we will continue to

target known troublemakers,’’ he

sajdL “We do not intend to let a

Sy minority of hooligans spoil

^enjoyment of the vast majOT-

£
be attending Euro 96.

Forty-seven people

rested before and during the

match in Rotterdam on charges

Tanging from disrupting public

order to assault with a knife.

Rotterdam police spokesman

Ger de Jong said Thursday that

most of those arrested were re-

leased after paying a fine. But 14

remained in custody and six at-

tended court proceedings Thurs-

day. The rest are scheduled to

-appear in court Friday.

At the end of Germany’s 1-0

baton

charges at German fens who were

attempting to smash seals in Rot-

terdam’s Knip stadium.

Hooligans also smashed win-

dows in downtown Rotterdam

cafes.

Two fans, one German and

one Dutch, were hospitalized

with knife wounds, De Jong said.

Both teams are expected to

bring large contingents of fens to

the European Championships,

which run from June 8 to June 30.

ARNONA. BEGINNING CON5TRUC-

GERMAN COLONY, 2, qulet^ceniral.

earns

LARGEST VILLA ON Southern Medi-

i-mninn cosst Dool close lo sea/riian-

Fax

07-710362.

dwellings

forget the REST1I We are the

besl!1 The bIngest and oldest ag0ncylJ)i& Fro

ohone Au Pair Internationa]. 03-6iso«3._

Sharon Area
IMMEDIATE!!! $700 + ROOM AW-
board for race, rnataP6tet‘^

Tet Avtv. Tel. 03-524-2085.

GERMAN COLONY,
troJ.rww

mediate.

ulet, cen-
1m-

02-686571.

GILO, RARE OPPORTUNITY, 4,

wen-kept , double conveniences, Amen*

cankilchen. quiet, fantastic view,

$105,000. TeL 02-763198.

RENTALS

HERZLIYA PITUAH. FURNISHED

house. 3 bedrooms. 2 bathroom®,

$2,000. ILTAM REAL ESTATE. 09-

589811.

HERZLIYA PITUAH FOR rerrt. 4 bed-

room house b^mem^nB^ sea-

MORAN REAL ESTATE Tet. 0&-572-759.

OKEANUS. 2 BEDROOMS, Fully fur-

_ floor. Bea^ew.Jono/short

ifimt rent
"

589-611.

aMER'CAN FAMILY SEEKS South

African au pair, live-in, csrrfral Tel Av^.

NIS 200 Immediate bonus. TeL 03^

6201195. 052-452002-Jackie.
, _

OFFICE STAFF

^^teRE^ECTATE TeL 09-

INTERESTINQ WORK WITH import

and marketing company, mottWL-

longue prelsrrad. TeL 03-562-3137. ^

SALES
Jerusalem

GREAT OPPORTUNITY, WOLF-
SON. 5, Htb floro, view erf KnesMrt, stor-

^proktog, $495,000* ISRABUILD
1
, Tel.

02-666-671.

HERZLIYA PITUAH, ^XURJOUJ
house, pool, breafotafong view to sea. Tet.

09-540994, 050-231 725.

ARIE PALOGE - QUALITY CARb.
leasing, trading.

1-240977.
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Key Representative Rates

' US dollar ...NIS 3.1740 -0.19^

'Sterling NIS 4.7824 - o.43?i

NIS 2.0724 - 0.377-

New York nrarket indexes''
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Nasdaq sets record Dow ends week up 32
WALL STREET WEEK

NEW YORK (AP) - Stocks rose

Friday in quiet trading with little

earnings or economic news to

move the market Technology is-

sues resumed their rapid climb

after some early weakness, lifting

the surging Nasdaq Stock Market

further into record territory.

The Dow Jones industrial aver-

age gained about VA points. The
sluggish blue-chip index contin-

ued to trade in a narrow range,

moving little more than 20 points

in either direction during the

session.

According to preliminary cal-

culations, the Dow Jones indus-

trial average rose 1.08 to

5,567.99.

spa
JunJuue (CUEi
5PM
Jun future (C1C!
spei . _ . .....
JunJuuc [CWE,
3PM
Jjntuno iCtS!

PM
Jun tuMC iCwn
•p-a -
“fw - -

pa
ssa
apa
JuniubA
Junijtire . ....

Libor ratfig •;

C
Fubres. OpSons,
Stocks. Bo;'dS

ana ‘dutual Flogs

34 5en Yfitwca S!..

Jerusalem,

i el. C2-2449a3. 0? -o" 53o*.‘5'

Fax. 02-244376

Advancing issues outnum-
bered declines by about 13 to 9
on the New York Stock Ex-
change, with 1,386 up, 951 down
and 776 unchanged.

NYSE volume totaled 396.75

million shares at the dose vs.

462.12 million in the previous

session.

The NYSE’s composite index

rose 0.53 to 350.82, The Stan-

dard-and-Poor’s 500-stock index

gained 059 to 653.46.

The Nasdaq composite index
rose 237 to 1,18634.

At the American Slock Ex-
change, the market value index

rose 2.11 to 59337.

NEW YORK (AP)' - The Dow
industrials rose 1.08 to 5,567.99

on Friday, ending the week with a

gain of 3Z51.

The NYSE’s composite index

rose 033 to 350.82, up 4.42 for

the week. The Standard and
Poor’s 500-stock index rose 039
to 653.46. a gain of 839 on the

week.

The Nasdaq composite and the

Russell 2000 index of smaller

companies closed at record highs

for the seventh straight session.

The Nasdaq rose 2.72 to

1,186.89 on Friday, gaining 48.19

on the week, while the Russell

2000 added 139 to 34733, up
932 for the week.

The American Stock Ex-
change’s market value index rose

to its second consecutive record

close' and eighth in nine sessions,

gaining 2.11 to 59337, up 7,69 tor

the week.

The Wflshire Associates Equi-

ty Index - toe combined market

values of all NYSE, American,

and Nasdaq issues - ended toe

week at $6308 trillion, up SllS

billion from last week. A year ago

die index was at $5,036 trillion.

London ends near high
WORLD MARKET ROUNDUP

Dollar retreats before yen

CURRENCY REPORT

LONDON (Reuter) - Shares

ended higher as continuing bid

speculation and hopes for lower

interest rates pushed the FTSE
100 index within striking distance

of its all-time peak, a level that

could be breached early next

week. The FTSE 100 index ended

133 points firmer at 3,8323. 243
below its all-time closing and
trading high of 3,857.1, set on the

previous Friday.

FRANKFURT - Shares ended

a lackluster day's trade slightly

higher, with a strong dollar un-,

derpinning the market but lack-

ing any real impetus to fuel signif-

icant gains. The DAX index of 30
blue-chip German stocks ended

bourse trade at 2337.17 points,

up 4.76 points on toe day and

0.65 on last weeks close, still shy

of the psychologically-key 2340-
pcint level.

TOKYO - Shares ended flat,

consolidating their latest gains

ahead of a long weekend. Bro-

kers said indices' upside may be

Reeding between

the lines..,

you have time for

trading action

until 11 PM.
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||

limited until the end of Golden

Week - a series of national holi-

days next week - despite an un-

changed bullish outlook in the

near term. The 225-share Nikkei

average dosed up 4.93 points at

22,235.03 up 351.19 from last

Friday.

JOHANNESBURG - Gold
shares bounded up ou an ailing

rand but toppled off their best

levels towards the dose on profit

taking as investors grew wary of

the impact of the currency’s

plunge on the economy in the

long term. PARIS - Shares end-

ed the week at their highest clos-

ing level for the year, buoyed by
rising bond prices and speculative

interest in some financial stocks.

It has gained 45.91 for toe week.

ZURICH - Shares gained
strength in toe course of the day

to close at an all-time high. The

all-share SPI index soared 18.77

points, or 0.8 percent, to

2368.77, a rise of 4532 on the

week.

SYDNEY - Shares closed at

their highest level in 26 months as

positive leads from offshore equi-

ty and commodity markets gave

the local bourse enough leverage

to hurdle key resistance at the

2323 leveL
.

HONG KONG - Stocks re-

versed moderate morning gains

to end slightly easier in sleepy

trading, hamstrung by pre-week-

end torpor and toe approach ’of

. index- futures expiry, bfekers

said. The blue-chip Hang Seng

Index dipped 20.59 points to

10,732.79 a fall of 85.7 from last

weeks dose.

NEW YORK (AP) - The dollar

fell Friday after a leading Japa-

nese newspaper said the Bank of

Japan could raise interest tares as

early as May, setting off a yen

rally that held up even after the

report was officially denied. .

The coming “Golden Week”
holiday in Japan also helped

weaken the dollar. Many traders

theorized the Bank of Japan,

which frequently has entered the

market to buy dollars and sell

yen, wouldn’t intervene next

week. That would make toe dol-

lar more vulnerable to decline.

At the close in New York die

dollar cost 105.5S yen, down
from 106.70 yen Thursday. The
dollar cost 13284 marks, down
from 13340 Thursday. The Brit-

ish pound traded at $13130, up

from $13075.

Gold in London closed at

$391.90 per ounce, down from

$39435 Thursday. Silver traded

at S533 a troy ounce, down from

$537.

Patah (foreign currency deposit rates) (25.4.96)

CuTmnMnfttgr) 3 MONTHS a MONTHS 12 MONTHS
U S. Ife& fs&iboo) 4.625 4425 5.000
Pouid stating £100.0001 4.125 4.230 4500
German mark (DM 200.000) 1.750 1.750 2.000 -

Sutes bone (Sf 200.000) 0375 0375 0825
Yen (10 mBkxi yen)

(nun wy n*ynvr of low mn nicmQ cconzny 10 oopooKj

Shekel Foreign Exchange Rates* (26.496

)

CHECKS AND
TRANSFERS BANKNOTES Rap.

Currency bi
U.6. deter
German mark
Pound staring

Frandi banc
Japaneaa yw (100)

Dutch florin

Swiss franc
SwwMt buna
Norwegian krona
Danish krone
Finnish nwk
Canadian dollar

AwtrafeniMtr.
S. African rand
Belgian franc (1<5
Austrian tchfirej (10
Baton Ira (1000)
Jordanian dfrior

"Cgrptiwi pant -

Irish pux
'Spanish peeeto (100

6AMCN0TES 1teg.

Buy sai flaw*
05394

3X8 025 01740
2.02 2.12 2.0724

rrr? 4.68 4.90 4.7824

te 059
2B0
130
2£0

063
3.05
iao
2.83

14703
14872

046
047

048
OXO

rrrr-

m 052
063
227

056
067
238 pp

LMf 2.44 2S7

3£848 03272. X
44070 ‘ 4-9662 ...

24832 25233
'

1 Theee rates vary according to bark. Bank of larasL

SOURCE: BANK LEUIO
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kCM^iLKBP
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monthly

ywn%)

161.02 *068
15U33 • 226
369.74 -058
470*8 - 1.90

86.32 + 1.17

154J3 + 021
1451.87 037
10224 + 0.7S

190.13 + 0.48

11597 - 1.16

210021 + 026
124.14 + 356
127.73 -078
108.49 + 087
iota + 091

294424 + 002
10086 + 138
101 JI + 092
732223 + 1X0
17420 + 0,77
*10820 + 254
96653 -1.12
wnvt + 037
11827 -3.15

383.08 -081
115034 -2.79

205.90 + 0.77

11123 + 1.00

12123 + 1.10

1S0229 - 043
234129 + 126
1924.03
184.15

+ 0.01

- 121
61724 + 150
187.79 + 1.73
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Shares

Ata^ut fli shores
AhrayM <ml MUtt
Ahreytn shams —

Baron —

.

Boorfia shares
Bnyool —
Capital ahares
Oemical Pefcan .

DowrahShrem cenm
Dwra^Shtera team
Ends Cano!
Emda Carom ...

Emda Export —
Emda Moot
EradalUManlm
Emda Poe
Emda Shefewt
Erada Shaii _1
Epaion 36
Epsilon stares

Eah -

~ ~

Bg*r —
Evergrean shares

I?*”
BaronLnw Money Mate*
Hon paksn
Hanot Dalai
Hanoi Oundswi
Hanoi Goto
tore* Shank
Hanoi camm
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Hanot Insnca ...

llanot maol
tore* ahehakkn
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10521— 1782a— 2400*
88.77
78420— 23826
114.78
148.12

— 352325
5726
7356
8223
85.09
-74.40

75.17

^ 134227
6223

166.44

— 143421— 12524_ 127.18
7228
8427

___ 12527
240.10

899.73
119.69
10623
88.19
7728
98.43

6321
__ 213427

167527
101.71

B3322
12842
6024
6222
147.63
43.42
13944

+ 041
-456

-012
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1725
9.1

-329 - 17.11 51.8
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CRiTiC S CHOICE

THEATER

Helen Kaye

SHEINDALE by Amnbn Leyi apd.
Raioi Danon is die story of a power
struggle in a hassicBc court which
.resultsin the destruction of a young
woman's life. The Caxneri produc-
tion, starring Orna Porat as the-

redoubtable rebbetzin and Gded
Teomi as her adversary, recently
returned from a triumphant tour in

Argentina. Tonight atZOAHouse in

Tel Aviv at 8:30 (Hebrew).

CLASSICAL MUSIC
Michael Ajzenstadt

THERE are many opportunities to

enjoy piano recitals in Tel Aviv this

week. Gilad Loner plays an all-

Beethoven program tonight at the
Mann Auditorium. Also tonight at

the. Tel Aviv Museum Haim
Frieberg presents the annual Felicia

Bhwnentbal concert playing music
by Schubert, Beethoven, Chopin,
Bach and Franck. Tomorrow at the

same locale Ohad Ben-Ari, winner
of the tfaml prize in the recent Artur
Rubinstein International Master
Piano Competition, celebrates win-

ning the Ran Guralnik Competition
by presenting a free recital of music
by Liszt, Chopin, Scarlatti and Prokofiev. And
Thesday.at the very same locale the recital series of
die museum and the Artur Rubinstein Society con-
tinues with Sermon Kruchin playing music by
Beethoven and UszL All recitals at 830.

Leo Theremin and his early synthesizer (right hand for

pitch; left for rohune) are the subject of a documentary on
the Discovery Channel at 4 pan*

FILM

Adena Hoffman

TELEVISION

Ruth Kern

IT used to be a standing Cold-War joke in America
that whatever important discoveries or inventions

we attributed to Yankee ingenuity, the Soviets

claimed to have come up with first Even the game
of baseball, like many jokes, however, there was a
grain of truth at the heart ofit Television, for exam-
ple, was pioneered by a Russian scientist So was
electronic music. Today at 4 on the Discovery

Channel, Theremin: An Electronic Odyssey
explores the work of Leo Theremin, whose boxlike

instrument named after himself, was introduced in

1920.

•jNrfr THE STAR MAN - Giuseppe Toroatone’s

latest picture appears, at first glance, to be a thin

reworking of the very same uplifting themes that

filled Cinema Paradise, his Oscar-winning 1989
celebration of the movies. Set again in Sicily of the

3950s, the movie centers on a self-declared film tal-

ent scout who rides from poor town to poor town,

promising, for a small sum, to make screen tests of

the villagers. As polished entertainment. The Star

Man has more flaws than Paradiso, but its bumpi-
ness also makes it feel more genuine, less manipu-

lative in its approach. Although the movie is defi-

nitely sentimental, it has a lazier rhythm and a more
casually compelling visual quality than the earlier

film. And even more startling. The Star Man culmi-

nates in what appears to be a critical - or at least

double-edged - view of cinema. (Italian dialogue,

Hebrew and English subtitles. Parental guidance

strongly suggested.)

CRYPTIC CROSSWORD

ACROSS

1 Thought America was in

the sea (5)

4 Girl regularly found
inside? C4-4)

B Many tried (without rebel

leader) preparing
explosive (8)

9 Gently lifting up and
glorifying (8)

11 Bird found other txe« in

Malaysian capital initially

(7)

IS Beyond the scope of the

plan (3,3,3)

IS Blows normally expected

(10,5)

18 Paddy’s writing material?

(45)

21 Bore fruit having seeded,

say (7)

22 Short visit that is about
work of a muse (8)

24 One cannot see it from the

. front or the back... (4-4)

26 ...adverse aspect of the
situation for losing team

•
(8)

26 Soaked Girl Guide initially

getting in the sauce (5)

5 Generous half dozen
having a whip-round (6)

6 Weak in business (6)

7 Narcoticmade by doctor for

universal good (4)

10 Variety of rye that is nicer

he factory (

DOWN
1 Clay captain found on the

beach (10)

2 Ill-shod, insane footwear

(8)

3 A dreamer arranged -to get

some sugar (8)

4 First French person on
record as having a Grs
vehicle (4)

in the factory (8)

12 Sticky sweetmeat? (8)

14 Came to an end despite
having been successful
going over a road (6,4)

16 Sends telegram about Les-

lie’s radio receiving set (8)

1? Want to be with Heather
who is irritating (8)

19 Inexperienced animal
swallows the lot (6)

20 Pincers left, that is to say,

in pairs (6)

22 Knocked out by wintry
weather (4)

23 Girl inside loves rue (4)

SOLUTIONS

Hcaaasnaa amasss
h a Ban
aaniBsaaa aBanoaSHE S E EJ S
ssojiaa aasaanaaaaamaan

Haaaaaa asan
a. s a s a s s s
E1G3QU 0800000sasaBHHB
asHsniasa nsasoBaaaoBnQQ
aauana asaQosana a a s s
BnsEiaa 00000000

Quick Solution

Yesterdays Quick Solution -

ACROSS: 7 Torque, 8 Turkey, 10

Cobbler, 11 Teloo, IS Eden, 13

After, 17 Frew. 18 Cask, 22 Child.

23 Account, 24 Notice,» Donate.

DOWN: Z Stacked, 2 Grabbed, 3

Guile, 4 Further, 5 Skin. G Lying, 9

Craftsman, 14 Predict, IS Jocular,

18 Chatter, 18 Scent, 28 Mirth. 21

Actor.

QUICK CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1 Frail (8)

7 German dty (5)

8 Child 0)

9 Beard ofbarley (8)

10—-—stick (4)

11 Stylish (6)

13 Violin (6)

14 Accord (6)

17 Every time (6)

1$ Gamble (4)

20 Unused (3)

22Become
exhausted (3,2,4)

23 Dangerous (5)

24 Annoyingperson
(8 )

DOWN
1 Wither (3,2)

2 Lolled (7)

3 Pen (4)

4 Trifling talk (6)

5 Hebridean island
(5)

6Anonymous (7)

7 Rubbing out (7)

12 Floral (7)

13 Metal workshop
(7)

15 Shrewd (7)

16 Church song-book
(6)

17 Flooded (5)

19 Cared (anag) (5)
1

21 Stink (4)
‘

TELEVISION
grams 19:35 Tequila and Bonetli

20:30 Charlemagne 22:00 News in

English 22:25 The Fresh Prince ol

aPAir

! CHANNEL 1

6:30 News in Arabic 6:45 Exercise

Hour 7:00 Good Morning Israel

Bel-Air 22:50 Zelda (1993) - Natasha
Richardson stars as one of the most
glamorous symbols of the Roaring
1

20s. (fOO mins) 00:20 The Planets -
BBC Symphony Orchestra

I EDUCATIONAL TV
I MIDDLE EAST TV

8:00 Jerusalem - an inspiration for

artists 8:30 Social studies 8:45

Programs for young children 8:55

Reading comprehension 9:10 Nature
9:25 Pretty Butterfly 9:50 They Simply

said no 10:00 Family Relations 10:30

General History 10:55 Scientists

11:10 Candy Can Do It 11:20 Looking
at arithmetic 11SO Judaism 12:00 Life

Sciences 12:15 Mathematics 12:25

French 12:35 Soda/ Studies 13:30
Scary tales 13:45 Kitty Cat and
Tommy 14:00 The Fables of King

Babar 14:25 Cubs Tales 15:00 Pretty

Butterfly

1 CHANNEL

1

15:32 Friends of Shush 15:55 Rex
16:20 Garfield 16:50 Zap to DoveJe
16:59 A New Evening 17:34 Zap to

Click 18:15 News in English

ARABIC PROGRAMS
18:30 The Himalayas 19:00 News
HEBREW PROGRAMS
19:30 Every Evening with Merav
Michaefi 20:00 Mabat News 20:45
Second Look 21:30 Personal Story -
Yael Dan interviews 22:00 The
Cameri Quintet 2230 World Soccer
23:30 News 00:00 Stories of the

Good Land

I
nv 3 (33)

16:00 News in Arabic 16:15 Open
Studio 16:45 Arabic debate 17:15 The
Nile Still Rows 18:00 Weekly Column
- in Arabic 19:00 News in Arabic
19:30 Showcase - weekly design
magazine 20:00 Mabat news 20:45
Telekesset 21:15 Top Cops 22:05
NBA OOtfO Closedown

ETV 2 (23)

CHANNEL 2

13.-00 Genie and the Captain - Arabic
13:30 Power Rangers 14:00 Flying

Doctors 15:00 The Rintstones 15:30
Dave's World 16:00 The Bold and the

Beautiful 17:00 News magazine with

Rafi Beshef 17:30 All Together Now
18:00 Senora 19:00 Central Park
West 20:00 News 20:30 Dutiu Topaz
21:50 Gabi Gazit 23:20 A Whirlpool in

the Bathtub - Israeli comedy 00:00
News 00:05 A Small Place 00:35
Moonlight - Israeli music magazine
1:35 MoonCghting 2:50 On the Edge
of the Shelf

15:30 Hey Dad - comedy series
16:00 Mathematics for Bagrut 16:30
Great Discoveries - animated series

17:00 The World of Research 17:30
7rme Out - daily entertainment guide
18:00 A Conversation with Hadassah
Ben-lto 18:30 A New Evening (rpt

from Friday) 19:00 Zombit 19:30
Weekly magazine in Russian 20:00 A
New Evening (with subtitles in

Russian) 20:30 Family Album 21:00
La Voie Lactee (I960, French) - two
pilgrims on the road. Starring Paul
Frankeur. Laurent Terzieff and Michel

Pkxxrii

FAMILY CHANNEL (3)

I JORDAN TV

10:05 Asterix - cartoon 11:20 The
Crystal Maze 12:10 Sorry - comedy
(rpt) 12:35 The War Wagon (1067 -

‘
'

with Joaction and laughs with John Wayne
and Kirk Douglas. (101 mins.) 14:15
Clips of the Unexpected 14:40
Growing Pains 15:05 South by
Southeast 15:30 The Aurora
Encounter - a young schoolteacher
inherits her father's newspaper in

19th-century Texas 17:00 French pro-

WHERE TO GO

8:00 Falcon Crest (rpt) 9:00 One Life

to Live (rpt) 9:45 The Young and the
Restless (rpt) 10:25 Second Time
Around 10:50 WKRP in Cincinnati

11:35 Celeste (rpt) 12:15 Neighbors
(rpt) 12:40 Perry Mason - drama
13:30 Starting at 1:30 14:05 The A
Team 14:55 Falcon Crest 15:45
Melrose Place 16:40 Neighbors 17:10
Dallas 18:00 One Life to Live 18:45
The Young and the Restless 19:30
Local broadcast 20:00 Celeste 20:50
Seinfeld 21:15 Friends 21:45 E.R. -
drama 22:30 The Client 23:20 Mad
About You 23:45 Sisters D0.25
Counter Offensive 1:25 Babylon 5 -
science-fiction series

Notices in this feature are charged at
NIS2B.08 per line, including VAT.
Insertion every day of the month costs
N1S520.65 per Una, including VAT. per
month.

MOVIE CHANNEL

10:30 The Summer My Father Grew
Up (1991) (rpt) 12:05 Dedee

JERUSALEM
Conducted Tours
HEBREW UNIVERSITY. Tours of the
Mourn Scopus campus, in English, daily

Sun.-Thur.. 11 a.m. from Bronfman
Reception Centre, Sherman
Administration Bldg. Buses 4a, 9, 23, 26,
'28. For info,' caB 882819.
HADASSAH. Visfrthe Hadassah installa-

tions, Chagall Windows. TeL 02-416333.
02-778271.

rfAnvers (1947, French) - A sophisti-

cated and pessimistic tale of a roman-
tic triangle involving a bar singer, a

jealous bouncer, and his boss. (86
mins.) 13:35 Seeing Stare 14:25 To
Save a Child (1991)- when Isabella's

Child is stillborn, she suspects that her
... neighbors have been using black

magic (80 mins) 15:50Home in Rome
f

i(liH5Q) - a hotel specializing in newly
separated wives (115 mins.) 17:50 No

TEL AVIV
Museums
TEL AVIV MUSEUM. Micha UHman.
Drawings 1994-5 New Horizons:

Sculpture; Micha Bar-Am - The Last War,
Photographs; Tiranrt Barzilay, 1995;
Miriam Cabessa, PalntingsYaacov
Dorchfn - Blocked Well; Face to Face;

The Museum Collections. HELENA
RUBINSTEIN PAVILION FOR CONTEM-
PORARY ART. Sophia Calle. True
Stories. Hours: Weekdays 10 am.-6 p.m.

Tue. 10 a_m.-10 pjn. Fri 10 a.m-2 pm.
Sal 10-3 p.m. Meyerhotf Art
Education Center, Tel. 691 9 155-8.

WIZO. To visit our projects call Tel Avtv

6923819; Jerusalem 256060; Haifa

388817.

Dessert Dad Until You Mow the Lawn
(1994) - three children hypnotize their

parents (89 mins.) 19:25 Violation of

Trust (1991) - a mother tries to prove

her daughter innocent of murder
21:00 Eyes of the Beholder (1992) -
when a brain operation on a psycho-

pathic criminal fails, he visits the home
of the surgeon to play a sadistic game
of revenge (85 mins.) 22:30 Shattered

Image (1993) - after a kidnapper's car

blows up, an FBI agent isn't ready to

dose the case 00:05 Four Sacha
(1991, French)- (110 mins.)(rpt) 2:00
Long Good Friday (1980) -Two mob-
sters in Britain plan a joint project, but

become entangled with the Irish

HAIFA
WHAFS ON IN HAIFA, dial 04-374253.

GENERAL
ASSISTANCE

EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES
Jerusalem: Center Pharm, 20 Yad
Harutzlm. 731475; Balsam. Salah e-Din,

272315; Shuafat, Shuafat Road. 810108;
DarAldawa, Herod's Gate, 282058.
TteJ Avtv: Sfitorno Hamefech, 78 Shlomo
Hametech, 524-6461; Kupat Hofim Ctalit,

7-9 Amsterdam, 523-2383. Till 3 a.m.

Monday: Ben-Yehuda, 142 Ben-Yehuda.
522-3535. Till midnight: Superpharm
Ramal Aviv, 40 Einstein. 641-3730;
London Ministore Supecphaim, 4 Shaul

Hametech, 696-0115.
Ra'anana-Kfar Sava: Hagai Hayarok. 8

Haharoshet, Ra'anana. 983537.
Netanya: Artels, 2 Salomon. 617836.
Krayot area: Nfv Hafcrayot, 73 Berr-

Qurton, Kiryat Motzkin, 873-3477.

Haifa: Hands, 22 Hanita, 823-1905.
HendUya: Clal Pharm, Beit Merkazim. 6
MaskH (cnr. Sderot Hagaiim), Herzliya

Pttuah, 558472. 558407. Open 9 a.m. to

midnight.
Upper Nazareth: Clal Pharm, Lav Ha'ir

Mall, 570468. Open 9 a m. to 10 p.m.

DUTY HOSPITALS
Jerusalem: Shaare Zedek (internal,

orthopedics, obstetrics. ENT); Bikur

HoBm (surgery): Hadassah Ein Kerem
(pediatrics, ophthalmology).

Tel Aviv: Tel Aviv Medical Center Dana
Pediatric Hospital (pediatrics); Tel Aviv

Medical Center (internal, surgery).

Netanya: Laniado.

POUCE 100
FIRE 102
FIRST AID 101
Maoen David Adorn
In emergencies (Sal 1 01 (Hebrew) or 9ii

(English) in most parts of the country, in

JERUSALEM
CINEMATHEQUE Smoke 5. 10:CO *
Nixon 7 * Mouchette 9:30 G.G. GIL
Jerusalem Mall (Mama) rr 788448
Executive Decision 4:45, 7;15, 10 * 12

Monkeys • Gat Shorty •Sabrina
•Copycat 4:45, 7;15, 9:45 * Heat 6:15,

9:30 * Leaving Las Vegas 4:45. 7:15 *
Casino 6:15. 9:30 JERUSALEM THE-
ATER 20 Marcus SL v 617167 Anna 7
9:30 * Antonia'S Une 7. 9-.3Q RAV CHEN
1-7tr 792799 Credit Card Reservations^
794477 Rav-Mechex Building. 19 Ha'oman
SL. Talpiot Before and After

•DracuIaWMIgtity AphrodKeteEscape
From Rangoon 5, 7:30, 9:45 Sense and
Sensibilily 4:45. 7:15. 9:45 Toy Story

r&tgfch c&aJogue) 7:30, 9:45 * Toy Story
(Hebrew daloguel 5 * Broken Arrow 5.

7:30, 9:45
TEL AVTV
CINEMATHEQUE 2 Sprinzak SL «
5772000 Ulysses' Gaze 6. 9:15 * Nefiy et

Mr Amaud 7 * Un Coeur en Hiver 9:30
DEENGOFF Leaving Las Vegas®Anna
11 a.m.,1. 3, 5,7:45. 10 * A Man of No
Importance 11 ajn.. 3:15. 7:45 * Show
Girts 1, 5, 10 DRIVE IN Broken Arrow
10 Seat FUm 10 GAN HAIR » 5279215
71 (bn Gabirol SL Priscilla 230. 5.

730,9:45 GAT Sense and Sensibility

4.30, 7:15, 9:45 GORDON Eat Drink,

Man, Woman 5:30, 7:45. 10 G.G. HOD
1-4 » 5226226 Hod Passage, 101

Dizengafl 5l Executive Decision 2, 5.

7:30. 10 « Sabrina 2, 5, 730, 10 * Dead
Man Walking 2, 4:30, 7:15, 10 * Casino

530, 9 LEV 1-4 * 5288288 Copycat

Ashttod" S51333 War Sava" 902222
AoMiotan SS1332 Nahariyfl' 912333
Beeisheba 1 274767 Naianya" 604444

Bait Shemosh 523133 Petah TBwa"
9311111
Dan Rwpon* 5793333 Rehmrof 451333
Eflar 352444 HBtwr 9642333
Haifa

4 8512233 Sated 920333
Jerusalem- 523133 TeiAviv

-
5460111

KamwT Q985444 Tbenas' 792444
* Mobile Intensive Care Unit |M1CU) service n
the arse, around #» etodc

11:30 a.m., 2, 4:45. 7:30, 10 * Antonia's

Line 12. 2:15. 5. 7:30. 9;45 FarintriH 12

noon, 2:156. 7:30. 10 * Heat 11 a.m.. 2,

6:30, 0:45 GLG- PE'ER Copycat#i2
MonteystSabrinaftSst Shorty 5, 7:30,

10 * Heat 7, 10 RAV-CHENw 5282288

Dbengoff Center DracuCa 5. 7:30, 9.45 *
Toy Story CEngfeh tialogue) 7:30, 9:45 *
Toy Story (Hebrew dia/oguel 5 * Broken
Arrow 5. 7:30. 9:45 * Hideaway 1130
am.. 230. 5. 7:30. 9:45 * Before and
AfterOThe Usual Suspects 11:30 am

.

230, 5. 730,9:45 RAV-OB 1-5 #5102674
Opera House Escape From
RangoonSMlghty AphrodrteOStar
ManfU Postlno 5. 7:30, 9:45 *
Brevehwtf 6. 930 G.G. TAYELET 1-3 *
5177952 2 Yona Hanavi SL Executive
DedsionWJnderground 7, 10 * Mr.

HoBand's 0pus7:is, 10 G3. TELAVIV
9 5281181 65 PihSker SL Executive

Decision 430, 7:15. 10 * Get Shorty 5*
5, 7:30, 10 TEL AVIV

Medical help tor tourists (in English)

177-022-9110

The National Poison Control Center at

Rambam Hospital 04-8529205, for

emergency calls 24 hours a day, for Infor-

mation in case of poisoning.

Eran - Emotional First Aid. Jerusalem

610303, Tef Aviv 5461111 (dtfdren/youth

6961113), Haifa 8672222/3, Beereheba
281126, Netanya 625110. Katmiei
8988410. Ktar Sava 7674555, Hadera
346783.
Wlzo hotlines for battered women 02-
8514111, 03-5481133 (also in Russian },

07-376310. 08-550506 (also in Amharic).
Rape Crisis Center (24 hours). Tel Avtv

5234819, 5449191 (men), Jerusalem
255558, Hate 8530533, EJtet 31977.
Hadassah Medio) Organization -Israel

Cancer Association telephone support
service 02-247676).

12 Monli „ .

MUSEUMTe 6961297 27 Shaul Hametekh
Boulevard Before the Rain 5. 7:30, 10

CINEMA CAFE AMAMI w 325755
Casino 9 * Passover Fever 7:15 *jfc
HeUancfs Opus 7 * Seven 9'^0 ATZ-

1-5 *T 673003 ExecutiveMON
Dec»ionei2 Monkeys 4:15, 6:45. 9:15 *

Line 7:30, 9:30 .CINEMATHEQUE
ORLYp 3SJ868 Sense And SensiUlity

630. 9:15 RAV-GAT 1-2 « 674311

DroculaPOetore and After 4:45, 7, 9.15

RAV-MOR 1-7 * 416899/8 Broken
Arrow 6;45. 7. 9:15 * Brfore and Alter

7/&15 ^DrecuS
1

and Sanafbffity 4:15, 7, 930 * Hfafeeway

7, 9:30 * Escape From Rangoon 4:46. 7,

9:15 * Ace venture 4:45 RAV-OR 1-3 »

underground. With Bob Hoskins,
Eddie Constantine, and Helen Mirren.

(109 mins.)

H CHILDREN (6)

10:30 Changed Lives 11 .-00 Larry Lea
11:30 Hour of Power 12:30 Central

Message 13:00 Love Worth Finding

14:00 Benny Hinn 14:30 John Osteen
15:00 tn Touch 16:00 Light for ail

Nations 1S:30 Let there be Praise -
Sandi Patti in live concert 18:10
Beverly Hillbillies 18:40 Farm of

Dreams 19:10 48 Hours 20:00 CNN
Headline News 21:00 NBA Action
21:30 NBA Game - Charlotte vs

Milwaukee 23:30 Studio 7 23:35
Another Lite

the Bell 17:05 Encyclopedia 17:30
Hugo 18:15 Alvin and the Chipmunks
18:35 Tau Tau (rpt) 19:00 Sonic (rpt)

19:30 Three's Company 20:00
Married with Children 20:25
Roseanne 20:50 The Ren and Stimpy
Show 21:05 Big Brother Jack 21:30

Cheers

B SECOND SHOWING

22:00 Melvin and Howard (1960) -A
poor dairy farmer gives a lift to the

eccentric billionaire Howard Hughes.
After his death he claims to be the

sole true heir, and enters into a strug-

gle with the self-righteous family.

Starring Paul LeMat, Jason Robards
and Mary Steenburgen. (90 mins.)

23:35 Made For Each Other (1939) -

Classic film melodrama of a young
couple struggling with poverty, illness

and a meddling mother-in-law. With
James Stewart and Carole Lombard.
(88 mins.)

B DISCOVERY (8)

6:00 Open University 12:00
Theremin: An Electronic Odyssey (rpt)

13:30 The Next Step (rpt) 14:00 Open
University 16:00 Theremin: An
Electronic Odyssey (rpt) 17:30 The

‘lOpeiNext Step (rpt) 18:00 Open University

20:00 Rediscovering America -
Columbus 21:00 Man and Nature
22:00 Beyond 2000 22:45
Rediscovering America - Columbus
(rpt) 23:40 Open University

SUPER CHANNEL

6:00 The Selina Scott Show 7.-00

Business Week 7:30 NBC News 8:00
Only Business 8:30 Winners 9:00
Inspirations 10:00 ITN News live

10:30 Sea Combat 11:30 Russia
Today 12:00 Superehop 13:00 The
McLaughfin Group 13:30 Europe
2000 14:00 David Frost 15:00 Motor
Magazine 15:30 Horse Racing 16:00
PGA Golf Tournament 17:00 NCAA
Basketball 18:00 Meet the Press
19:00 ITN News five 19:30 Voyager
20:30 The Selina Scott Show 21:30
Peter Ustinov presents Haydn 22:30
ITN News 23:00 Baseball 00:00
Tonight with Jay Leno 1.-00 The Late
Show with Conan O'Brien 2:00
Barbary Jazz

E STAR PLUS

6:00 (ke the Cat 6:30 India Business
Week 7:30 The Road Show 8:00
Amul India Show 8:30 Family Pride

9:30 The Fall Guy 10:30 Vegas 11:30

Stay the Night - mini-series 13:30 The
Love Boat 14:30 The World Around
Us 15:30 The Road Show 16:00 Amul
India Show 16:30 The McGregor
Saga 17:30 Beverly Hills 90210 18:30
Picket Fences 19:30 Street Legal
20:30 21 Jump Street - British police

drama 21:30 Star Trek: The Next
Generation 22:30 India Business
Week 23:30 Amul India Show 00:00
Oprah Winfrey 1:00 Hard Copy 1:30

~
fllivaHome andAway 2:00 The Sullivans

[CHANNEL

5

6:30 Bodies in Motion 7:30 Basic

Training 16:00 Bodies in Motion 16:30

National Soccer League (rpt) 17:45
English Soccer League - Manchester
United vs Nottingham - live 20:30
Basketball - playoff, Bnei Herzliya vs

Maccabi Tel Aviv 22:15 Brazilian

Soccer League 23:15 English Soccer
League

B EUROSPORT

9:30 Auto Racing: Grand Prix from

CINEMA
246553 Highly Aphrodite 7. 9:15 * Star

Man 4:45. 7, 9:15 * Toy Story (EngSsh Oa-
logue) 7. 9:15 * Toy Story (Hebrew tfia-

?) 5 * Ace Venture 5towels*
AFULA
RAV CHEN Executive Decision 7, 9:30

* Copycat 9:30 * Dead Man Walking 7.

9:30 * Before and After 7
ARAD
STAR t? 950904 Before and AftertWI

PostinotaBroken Arrow 7:15, 9.45

ASHDOD
G.G.GIL Before and AftertaGet

Shorty#Sabrina 5. 7:30. 10 * Executive
Decision 4:30. 7:15. 10 Toy Story 5, 7:30

* HeatlO G.G. OR1 1-3« 711223 Twelve
1 5. 7:30. 10

ASHKELON
G.G. GIL Executive Decision 4:30, 7:15.

10 * 12 MonksysBCopycatVDead Man
VtelkfngOSabrina 5. 7:30. 10 RAV CHEN
tr 711223 Before and After •Mighty
Aphrodite • Dinette •Broken Arrow 5,

7.30. 9:45 * Sense andSonslbflfty 430.
7:15. 9:45
BAT YAM
RAV CHEN = 5531077 Broken
ArrawOBefore and AfteriKscape From
Rangoon 5. 7:30. 9:45 * Executive
Decision 4:45, 7:15. 9:45 Dracola 5.

730, 9-45 + Copycat 5, 7:15. 9:45 * 12
Monkeys 9:45 Toy Story (Hebrew dte-

ktgue) 5 w Toy Story (English rSalcgue)

7:30

BEERSHE3A
G.G. GIL Executive Decision 4JO, 7:15,

10 * Sabrina«12 Monkeys 4:45. 7:15. 10
5. 7:15 RAV-NEGEV 1-4* Copycat 4:45.

s 235278 Dracute S. 7.30, 9:45 * Broken
Arrow 9:45 * Toy Story (Hebrew ttotague.l

5 * Sense and SensfbrfKjr 4:3). 7:15, 9:45
* Before and After 5. 7:30,9:45 * Toyga^^ 7;3°

HECHAL HATARBAUT Virtuosity £

EILAT
KOLNQA EILAT Hideaway 7 30. 10 *
Heat 7. 10 * Executive Decision 7:30. 10
HADERA
LEV 1-4 Executive Decisfofl012
Monkeys 5, 7:30, 10* Copycat 7:30. 9:45
* Ace venture 5 * Hideaway 5, 7:30, S:46

HERZLIYA
COLONY CINEMA 1-2 (MANDARIN)
1 6902668 Sense arid Sensibility 5, 730.

10 + Star Man 5. 8. 10 STAR* 589068
Executive Dedston012 Monkeys 7:30. 10

* Copycat 10 * Sabrina 730 DANIEL
HOTEL Antonia's Une 7:15, 9:45

CINEMA 1-3 * 887277
Aphrodfte<BOracu(a 7. 930 * Sabrina
9:30
KFARSAVA
G.G. GIL Executive Decision 4:30, 7:1 5,

10* Toy Story54 Tew Story fEhdftsricfe-

loguo) 7:30 * Copycat 5, 7:30. 10 * 12
&fonkeys«Sabrir» 4:30, 7:15. 10 *
Leaving Las Vegas 5. 730, 10 + Dracute

5. 7:30, 10
KIRYAT BIALIK
G.G. KIRYON 1-S » 779166 Executive
Decision • Sabrina *12 Monkeys •
Copycat 0Get Shorty 4:45. 7.9:30 *
Leaving Us togas 7, 9:30 *Ace Ventura
4:45 * Heat 6:30, 9:15 * A Goofy Movie
4:45* An Indian in the CupboardOSanta
Clause 4:45 * Casino 9:15

LOD
STAR Sabrina*Copyeat 7:30, 10 * Mr.

Hollancfs^us 7, 9.45

NAHARI .

HECHAL HATAR9UT Broken Arrow

Germany - practice (rpt) 10:30 Auto
Raring: Grand Prix from Germany *-

warmups 11:00 Auto Racing from

Paris 12:00 Tractor Pulling 13:00 Auto

6:30 Cartoons 8.-00 Surprise Garden
8:35 Tau Tau (rpt) 9:00 Sonic 9:35

Sweet Valley High (rpt) 10:05 Beverly

Hills 90210 (rpt) 11:00 Chiquitilas (rpt)

12:00 Family Package (rpt) 12:30
Hugo (rpt) 13:00 Surprise Garden
13:35 Lizzie Bee 14:00 Peter Rabbit

14:35 Alice in Wonderland 15:05 Nils

Holgerson 15:35 Punkv Brewster

16:10 Loony Tunes 16:30 Saved by

Raring: Grand Prix from Germany r
practice (rpt) 14:00 Auto Racing:

Grand Prix from Germany - warmups
(rpt) 14:30 Auto Racing: Grand Prix

from Germany - race - live 17:00 Ice

Hockey: World Cup From Austria,

Russia vs Austria - live 19:30 Tee

Hockey; World Cup from Austria. Italy

vs Czech Republic 20:00 Auto Racing
- Indicar 22:00 Auto Racing: Grand
Prix from Germany ~ race (rpl) 23:00
Tennis: Open Meet at Monte Carlo,

finals 1:30 Ice Hockey*. World Cup
from Austria, Canada vs US, Finland

vs Sweden

I PRIME SPORTS

6:00 NBA Basketball: playoff - live

8:00 Cricket: New Zealand vs West
indies 12:30 American Football 13:00
Chinese Soccer League - live 15:00

rope GnAuto Raring: Europe Grand Prix - live

17:00 Cricket - New Zealand vs We:-t
Indies - live 00:30 Asian Soccer 1:30
NBA Basketball Playoff

I BBC WORLD

News on the hour 6:30 Horizon 7:20
Britain in View (rpt) 8:25 India
Business Report (rpt) 9:20 This Week
(rpt) 10:05 Correspondent 11:30 Time
Out Film '96 12:30 The Clothes Show
13:15 The Heart of the Matter (rpt)

14:20 The Brains Trust (rpt) 15:05
Rough Guide to the Americas (rpt}

16:05 Breakfast with Frost 17:30 Top
Gear (rpt) 18:05 Food and Drink (rpt)

19:30 Far Eastern Cookay (rpt) 20:20
On the Record 21:20 Window Ion

Europe (rpt) 22:05 The Big Trip 22:50
Earth Report (rpt) 23:30 One Foot' in

the Past 00:00 International Business
Report

CNN INTERNATIONAL

News throughout the day 6:05 Beth
Sides with Jesse Jackson 6:30 Evans
and Novak 7:00 World Report 7:30
Global View 8:30 Money Week 9-JO
Inside Asia 10:30 Science and
Technology 11:30 Style Magazine
12:00 World Report 13:30 World
Business Week 14:30 World Spon
15:30 CNN Computer Connection
16:00 Larry King Weekend 17:30
World Sport (rpt) 18:30 This Week in

NBA 19:30 Travel Guide 20:30
Moneyweek 21:00 World Report
23:30 Future Watch 00:00 Style
Magazine 00:30 World Sport 1:00 The
World Today 1:30 CNN Late News
Edition

RADIO
I
VOICE OF MUSIC

6:06 Morning Concert 9:05
Vivakfi/Patrick Russ: Trio 'm C tor gui-

tar. cello and hatpsichord: Bach:
Sonata no 3 in G minor (orig for viola

da gamba and harpsichord]:

>rto in A;Dittersdort Harp concerto
Mendelssohn: Symphony no 3
"Scottish;" Saint-Saens: Piano con-
certo no 5; Britten: Quartet Fantasy

for oboe and strings op ; 2;

Rossini/Respighi: La boutique farv-

tasque ballet 12:00 Light Classical -

Mozart excertps from violin concertos
13:00 Artist of the Week - pianist

Maurizio PolHni. Prokofiev: Sonata;no
7 in B fiat op 83; Boulez: Sonata no 2
[1948): Webern: Variations op 27
14:06 Encore 15:00 From the Record
Shelf 16:00 Music lor Sunday- Bach:
Cantata no 12; Verdi: Requiem 18:00
New CDs - Haydn: Quartet op 33/2;

Berio: Canticus Novissimt Testamenfi;

Haydn: Quartet op 33/5; Berio:

Symphony 20:05 From Our Concert
Halls - (1) Israel Philharmonic Grch
cond Yoef Levi, soloist Han-Na Chang
(cello). Bartok: Suite from The
Miraculous Mandarin; Haydn: Cello

concerto in C; Prokofiev: Symphony
no 5. (2) Recordings of Voice of Music
in Upper Galilee. Bach: Cantata nao
51 ; Mendelssohn: Piano trio op '49;

Brahms: 4 Serious Songs 23:00
Sounds lo End the Day

UPPER NAZARETH
G.G GIL Heat 6:15. 9:30 * II

PoslinoaExecuUve DeciskmOBefore
and After • Copycat • 12 Monkeys
Sabrina 4:30. 7, 9 30
NESS ZK3NA
G.G. GIL 1-4 w 404729 Executive
Decision 4:30, 7:15. 10 Sabrina 5. 7:30

+ 12 MonkeysOCopycat 5, 7:30. 10

NETANYA
G.G. GIL 1-5 rr 625452 Executive
Decision 4:30. 7:15. 10 * Mr. Kotland's

Opus 5. 7:30 * Sabrina®! 2
MonkeysteCopycat 5. 7:30. '.0 RAV
CHEN DracutaABefore and
AltenSEscape From Rangoon 5. 7:30.

9-45 * Sense and Senslbutty 4:30, 7-15.

9:45
OR AKIVA
RAV CHEN Dracul8*Sense end
SensiU^VOTghty Aphrodite 7. 9-30;

G.G. GIL SabrinaOCopycatdi2
Monkeys 5, 7:30. 10 * Executive
Decision 4:45. 7:15. 10
PETAH T1KVA
G.G. HECHAL Executive Decision **,30.

7:15. 10 * Copycat 5. 7:30, 10 + 12
Monkeys 5. 7:30, 10 G.G. RAM 1-3 »
9340818 SabrinaODead Men Wafting 5.

7:30. 10 * Mr. Holland’s Opus 4:30. 7:15,

10
RA'ANANA
CtN-MOFET Dead Man Walking S:3G

PARK Broken Arrow 5:30, 7:45. 1Q.15 *
Executive OecisionfSSense and
Sensibility 5, 7:30. 10:15 * H Postinc 530.
7:45. 10:15 * Dracute 5:30, 7:45. 10 15

RAMATGAN
RAV-GAN 1-4 a 6197121 Dracute

•Before and After 5. 7:30. 9:45 * Mighty

Aphrodite 9:45 * Toy Story (English Oj-

toffusl 7:30 + Sente and Sensibility 4:50.

7:15. 5:45 * Toy Story (Hebrew dialogue! 5

RAV-OASiS 1-3 » 6730667 Executive

DecistionteCopycat 5. 7:15. 9:45 *
'5, 730. 9:45

KOKHAV » 5491979 Seven 7, 9:30

REHOVOT
CHEN 1-4 = 382854 Executive Decision

7, 9:45 * Copycat 10* Toy Story fcryfch

cBafoaue) 7J30 * Antonia's Line 7:30. 9:45

RISRON lehion
GAL 1-5 « 961S669 Copycat
•DracutasLeaving Las Vegas 5. 7:30, 10

* Sabrina S. 7:30 * Heat 6:t£. 330 HAZ-

tneumw wbn-yuai j
4.30. 7:15. 10 RAV CHEN - 9670563

Dracute 5. 7:30. 9:45 * Broken Anew E.

9.45 * Sense and SensibSty 4:30. 7:15.

9:45 * Before and After 7-30, 9;45 * Toy
Story (Hebrew cSa/ogvei 5 * Toy Story

(English datoouet Tifo RCN Casino 6.3:

* Braveheart 7:15, 10 * Gei Shorty 7:30.

10 STAR H® 9619985-7 27 LishlrreKv

St Senseand Sensibility 7.15, 10 * Dead
Kan Walking#Sroken Arrow 7:30,10 *
Hideaway 10 * Mr. Holland's Opus 7-15

YEHUD
RAV-CHEN Savyonim Dracute 5. 7:r-o.

9:45 * Before 3nd After 5, 7:30, 3:45 •-

Sense and Sensibility 4:30. 7-’5. 9:45 r
Mighty Aphrodite 9:45 * Toy Story
(English dialogu6) 7:30 * Toy Story

(Hebrew dialogue) 5
Phone reservations: Tel Aviv 5252244

Phone reservations: Haifa 72887S
All times are pan. unless otherwise Indi-

cated.
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Closure
to be eased

News agencies

THE full closure of the territories

imposed before Independence

Day was to be eased before dawn
this morning, the IDF Spokesman
announced.

* The terms of the closure

imposed after the wave of suicide

bombings in March will now
resume. The IDF tightened the

closure earlier this week on the

eve of Independence Day, fearing

tenor attacks.

Meanwhile, the Palestinian

Authority has decided to close the

Gaza Strip’s Kami and Sufa
crossing points, used for transfer

of goods, for the next three days

due to the Id al-Adha (Feast of the

Sacrifice) holiday. The PA decid-

ed to declare the holiday a day of
rest and ordered the crossings shut

until Wednesday.
Building materials will be

allowed in the Sufa crossing but

will not be processed until after

the holiday.

Peres-Clinton

meet in US today
Jerusalem Post Staff

PRIME Minister Shimon Peres

left for the United States last

night, and is scheduled to meet

with Pr.-sidem Bill Clinton at the

White House today for talks,

expected to focus on upgrading

i he security relationship between

the two countries.

The two are expected to make a

“joint statement" on beginning

such talks, which may include a

possible limited defense treaty.

r n anti-terrorism agreement will

a isn be signed.

Later today, Peres is to join

Clinton in addressing the

Vmerican- Israel Public Affairs

Committee, and the two will hold

further discussions Tuesday.
Peres will also meet with

Secretary of State Warren
Christopher, with whom he is

I’kelv to discuss ways the newly
signed understandings on

Lebanon can best be monitored.

The two are also expected to try to

work out a date for resuming talks

with the Syrians at the Wye
Conference Center in Maryland.

In a meeting today at the

Pentagon. Peres and Defense
Secretary William Perry are

expected to sign an anti-missile

defense accord extending US
backing for the development of

the Arrow missile. The US would
provide some $200 million for the

project while Israel provides

S300m. over the next five years.

US support for development of

the Nautilus laser, designed to

shoot down short-range rockets

such as Katyushas, is also expect-

ed to be discussed. Peres will be

in the US for three days and will

then travel to France for talks with

President Jacques Chirac before

returning here on Thursday.

Shaath: Doubts over
charter change
are demagogic

JON IMMANUEL

PALESTINIAN Authority

Planning Minister Nabii Shaath
said yesterday that questions

raised about the Palestinian

National Council's sincere can-

cellation of the existing national

covenant are “totally demagogic."

He mentioned Likud MK Ze'ev

(Benny) Begin and a Jerusalem

Post editorial Friday which ques-

tioned the honesty of the derision

actually taken.

The * questions were raised

because the 504-54 vote tor change

on Wednesday did not specify

exactly which of the 33 articles of
the covenant will be amended and

indicated that an order was given to

caned them in the future by a PNC
legal committee.

“The PNC has made a decision

to change the covenant by cancel-

ing it. What is left to the future is

to create a new covenant." Shaath

told the Post.

This means there exists no
covenant until a new one is estab-

lished, he said.

The legal committee does not

have the power to decide what to

cancel. It can only do what the

PNC has ordered and it has

ordered cancellation, he said.

The issue, he said, is not so

much which articles of the old

charter will be removed but which
articles of the old charter will be

put into a new one.

Shaath said Wednesday's pro-

posal “was much more sweeping"

than if it had mentioned specific

articles.

The covenant has nine articles

which are specifically anti-Israel

and a 10th which is tainted but the

number of offensive articles in the

opinions of different sources ranges

from four to 25. Many Palestinians

say there are seven. “My feeling is

that there are 16 articles which are

canceled" said Shaath.

The operative words of the PNC
derision are lhaL “The charter

will be amended by canceling the

articles contradicting the letters of
recognition between the PLO and
State of Israel." In a preamble it

states that the PNC accepts all the

agreements made by Israel and
the PLO from Madrid to Oslo 2,

as well as the PNC decision in

Algiers in 19SS declaring a

Palestinian state and UN resolu-

tions 242 and 33S.

In a further tightening of PLO
Chairman Yasser Arafat’s grip over

all PLO bodies, several PLO exec-

utive committee members who
were opposed or lukewarm to the

Oslo accords have been replaced

with Arafat loyalists. New mem-
bers include Faisal Husseini,

Zakaria AI-Agha. Emil Jaijoua.

Ghassan Shakaa and Mohammed
Nashashibi. all Arafat loyalists, and
Assad Abdel-Rahman.
They replace, among others,

Mahmoud Darwish and Shafik al-

Hout. who suspended their mem-
bership after Oslo.

Lesley Gaon Sally Undermaru Francesca Harris, and Israel arid Jacky Ovits, participantsim tire Jewish RationalFW of Great

Britain’s third annual ‘Walk for Water,' warm op In Jerusalem for todays first tap of their foor-d^r adrentnre is,,

tunnels Lid flowers of the Jodean foothills. The So-kOometer walk aimed at raising money forJNF water reserves culminate at

David’s Tower on Wednesday. -.
- .pogMafcoto)-

Priest found dead in Holy Sepulchre church Ife

POLICE said they were investi-

gating the death of a Mexican
priest found yesterday in his room
in the Church of the Holy
Sepulchre.

“He was found lying on the

floor, with blood that had issued

from his nose," said police

spokesman Shmulik Ben-Ruby.

Channel 1 reported police suspect

he was murdered.
Claudio Mateo Medina, 34, a

Mexican citizen, was a member of

the Franciscan Order in Jerusalem

until last year, when he left for a

trip to Europe, an oiticial of the

order said.

Medina returned late on Friday

and asked to be put up in the

church. The official, who declined

to be identified, said the order was
checking reports he was murdered.

“Given his age, a death from
natural causes seems unlikely. We

are investigating if the death was.
from some sort of fait or from
criminal violence,”.. Ben-Ruby
told Reuters.

The priest's- body was sent to

the Abu Kabir Forensics Institute

for an autopsy; Ben-Ruby said. -

(Reuter)
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British rabbinate helping Orthodox woman
in bid to get husband to agree to ‘get’

LONDON (AP) - In David vs. David,

Rachel wears power suits and sells high-

tech medical equipment; Moses is a com-
puter programmer.
Theirs is a 1990s divorce, but with an

ancient twist: their most potent weapons
have been plucked from the age-old pages

of Jewish law.

Mrs. David, acting through the British

rabbinate, won a rare order against her

recalcitrant husband: Until be grants her a

religious writ of divorce, or get, no obser-
vant Jew may speak to him or come within

six meters of him.
The order, called a nidui, could have an

impact throughout the Jewish world, where
women's groups are increasingly pressur-

ing religious authorities to do more to help

women like Mrs. David.

“This sends out an important message for

other recalcitrant husbands," said Blu
Greenberg, an American feminist cam-

paigner for women's rights within Jewish
law, speaking from New York.

Rabbi Berel Berkovits, the religious

judge behind the nidui, said: “It’s having a
powerful effect It's depriving him of his

social freedom, and he’s sensitive to that"
David, contacted recently by phone, said

only that be was outraged by tire order but
would not comment further: His reaction

pleases Mrs. David, who said that since the

nidui, her husband has taken action to

renew negotiations that might lead to a set-

tlement including a divorce. “This is hurt-

ing him. He’s the sort of person who likes

to be welcomed into people’s tomes,” she
said ....
The nidui was a response in kind fo the

punishment that David imposed on his

wife. Although he initiated their civil

divorce after she left him, he refused to

grant a gel
The Davids married in 1983 when she

was 17 and he was 30, then, separated in
1991. Mrs. David cited abuse and took thear

three children. David was connoted of

assaulting his wife after the separation and
.

was given a suspended sentence in 1994.

“Violence is a sense of controL" Mis. 1

David said “Now, fre
r
s frying to stretch his.

control out"
The religious judge who originally han-

dled their case, Pinctos Toledano, admits

be did little for Mrs. David, arguing that

Jewish law left him no choice. He derides

Mis. David as an “actress'’ for going to the

news media.
Like thoosands-of otherwomen in the the ;

same position, Mrs. David faced aft uncom-
fortable choice: Abandon prospects . of
remarriage, or abandon Judaism.

“Judaism ismy life," sbesaid "! observe.

all the commandments, f keep Shabbat and
eat kosher food, and ft’s important that my
children do, too. I won’t run away just

NEW^NBRIEF
Body found in Nahal Ayalon
The body of an unidentified man in his forties was found Friday in

Nahal Ayalon, near the Halacha interchange in Tel Aviv. The body
was found by a man riding a water scooter wbo alerted police.

Police said the body had been in the water a few days. The body
was sent to the Abu Kabir Forensics Institute for an autopsy /torn

Boy badly burned in fire
A six-year-old boy was seriously burned in a fire that broke out

yesterday morning in his Beetsheba apartment, apparently caused

by him playing with matches. Lorian Bajrov’s parents noticed fire

coming from his room in their sixth-floor apartment. They alerted

firefighters, who brought the fire under control.. The boy’s mother
suffered smoke inhalation and was brought to Soroka Hospital- The
boy was put into intensive care at Soroka, Itim

Beduin hold protest over land
Hundreds of Negev Beduin took part Friday in a solidarity protest

with the Tarabin Zana tribe, which is being forced off land to make
way for the expansion of Omer. near Beersbeba. Omer residents

also took part in the protest, calling on the authorities to stop
taking land from the tribe. The rally was held in response to an
incident last week in which a car with tribe members deliberately

smashed into a police car, injuring three detectives. A policeman
shot back and a 15-year-old Beduin boy was seriously injured in

the head. Itim

Likud to unveil

campaign jingle
SARAH HONIG

because l.have probtemi*y
v

Mis.David sought a: shunning order after

heaxing that rabbis Hrinngmg to small bare-

tfi sects in New York had used the niduL

Rebuffed by Tokfkmo, die approached
Beikov its, wbo tatrigfretin the^hierarchy.

Already under pressure from Jewish

women’s groups to find,creative solutions

to the dwtirce dflemma^e^enrits saW the

nidui as' ait answec ^The" mainstream
Orthodox rabbi persoadedhtacoBeagucs to

issue- the order zaJanuary. “Wb knew it

would- have repercussions throughout the

conflttnnfty? he said.
’

Operates on
precedent, and other Orthodox commum-
tres Wffl take notieeeftfae order to shun a

recalcitrant hwrfumd. The ' director of
Israel’s rabbinical courts, Rabbi Eli -Ben*

Dalian, saftf to welcomed the British iab~

bis’actito,ahtoogfi hesaidexistmgiawsra
Israel saffioeiodoJ withthe problem. /

Jerusalem
celebration

canceled
in LA

AFTER Labor, tire Third Why,
Yisrael Ba’aliya and Shas have

already revealed their new cam-
paign jingles, it will be the

Likud’s turn this afternoon.

The jingle will be unveiled at

the recording studio in south Tel

Aviv where it was produced under

tire strictest security. - -

- The musical debut will be fol-

lowed by a. presentation of the

campaign line and strategy by
information drive, head, MK
Timor Livnat
The Likud’s official campaign

kickoff rally will take place at the

Jerusalem International

Convention Center tomorrow

Get into the exciting world of multi-media !!! History,

maps, charts, contemporary affairs, and much more -ail

screen through the ultimate interactive learning experience
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Jerusalem's spatoal hortaga Meet ' -fc&jf
the pereonafifieswha shaperfand
changed the city's destiny. With :v E3f&.
period music from across the ;

•*? •«

centuries. Includes "QuesT - to- ;

Weracdve game for children '

,
' L I

searchmgforaholyrQfcByS6wm^!>^J®'/
:V':

& Schuster Interarave. ,.• •

‘

JP Price NIS 95 .
r.'

Avaitable for PC-Windows or Mac

Sy^aiBcSfiiie >toty
tory. Join the tasdnaSwi <1

night. The party activists will be
addressed by Likud leader

Binyamiu Netanyahu, Tsomet
leader Rafael Hitan and Gestor’s
David Levy. The Likud’s popular
campaign chief, Maj.-Gen. .(res.)

Yitzhak Mordechai will also
speak, as will Jerusalem Mayor
Ehud OlmeiL MKs ;• Tzahi

,

Han^bi and Livnat will to the

emcees. ••

The attractions will indude a
laser light display, tire premiere,

public renditipu-eff the campaign
jingle, and for the first time.soine

of the video dips which Will be
featured onthe LikutTsTV broad-
casts. •

Lotto winner
is NIS

20,000,000
richer

The sole winner in Last week’s
.

Lotto lottery game w01 come'
away with a check of 'NIS
20,000,000
Nine people will share second,

prize, with each receiving - NIS
48,808. Another 642 people '-wQl .-

divide the. third prize, receiving-
NTS 1,710 each: Fourth, fifth and

'

LOS ANGELES (AF) - Strife in

the Middle East and telephone

threats have prompted organizers

to cancel a ^-studded event com-
memorating the 3,000th anniver-

sary ctfJeriisalem’s founding.
aA . Musical

_
Salute to

Jerusadera,” schodnledfor May 29
at Mire Universal Amphitheatre,
.was to have featured comedians
Bill Cosby and Sid Caesar and
jazz virtuoso Lionel Hampton.
Babbi Baruch Kupfer, executive

director
.
of the Maimonides

Academy in Los Angeles, told

Universal Amphitheatre in a letter

that organizers had called off the
event because it “carries serious
security worries."

“As you are aware, the difficult

conditions in the Middle -East
appear to be escalating, and the

tension increases on a dailv
basis," Kupfer wrote. “All of the

bloodshed and warfare on. both
sides ofthe Israel-Lebanon border
has caused great concerns in our
oomnumity:"
"To keep' going under such a

tenuous situation we felt would to
. very, very risky ” Kupfer said in

an mterview. “Given the circum-
stances we had to cancel or post-
pone,"

-

Kupfer ^confirmed that “some-
one

_

involved, in the event had
received a couple" of unspecified
t«deptoue:threms..

“I’d like to think it was nothing

more than crank calls,” he
****^' g™® wll be stored

-

by , “toitbertahdyhdghtensttotra^
some 900,000 peopl
won sums ranging ft

to NIS 8. . .

The mmihnrm first

upcoming Lotto is N

-who have
aft NIS 570

THE B«YTH OF THE TEN LOST
: TRIBES
. . Based on an exhibfSon at Betti

Hatofutsoth, this program includes

JERUSALEM 3000
An extraordinary new computer
program combining text with video,

photographs, narration, animation

THE DEAD SEA SCROLLS REVEALED 1

The most important archaeological find of

. To: MuWmedia Collection. The Jerusalem Post, POB 81, Jerusalem 91000
I Please send me the foOnwinnnumu kmu-

and music - equivalwt of a 7
encyclopaedia on Jerusalem. '

artifacts, people, histoncal sites, 3D
550 texts, 900 photographs, 20 animated computer reconstructions,
videos, official schedule of events for interviews with leading scholars and
Jerusalem's 3000th year celebrations, much more.
TrimHienium Trivia game. Art Gallery. Parallel, on-screen English translation
Hall of Fame, and much more of selected manuscriots. Qeveinnmi

animation foe 20th century— now on your screen! »

of a 700-page Color images of the ancient manuscripts. I

across the world. Journey beyond
R toe boundaries of written history,
o beyond the Sambalyon - join the
u&at Inr fatej i

nan ui raiac, aim muui mure

JP Price MIS 139 AH rtnrvua iiw>liu4A WAT

Please send me the hallowing CD-ROM titles-

PC/Mac

Endosed is my check payable toThe JerusaJari Post, or otKflt card eteMa
j V1SA Q ISRACARD OINERS

of selected manuscripts. Developed
by Pixel Multimedia
JP Price NIS 149

All prices include VAT and mailing in Israel

. Muuress
|

.
Cft> Code, ID No. I

J
TeL iday) Signature |

—
1

The minimum nrst prEc for the
upcoming Lotto is NIS 4 mlfliou.

Hadassah medical
debates arrive

NEARLY 200 delegates .from
around tto woridhave arrival m
Jerusalem to attend the lQtb con-
gress

. of the
. Hadassah-

fetero^onalMedial Relief
Association, which, opens' tiiis

evening;. The congress pre-
sent dmissfooson medidne and
rotatedsubjects ovear tto nextfour
.days. •

.
- -.

' Judy Siegel

'’sSchl"^

.'f^upfer said tk±et-holders will
getrefonds.

'•
• Vir^tim Wfckes, who "was rep*

.

xesea&ig Hanyjton for tire event,
said tickets had sold well even
before an advertising campaign
scheduled fix* this week.

‘

“They weren't afraid of not sell-

ing out,” she toid. .

Wickcs said Hampton was sad-
denedby foe cancellation.

wasjustdtoiaiififit;" Wk*es
.

said, *fHe warns tortfo |the concert]
when that warfare ceases."

. Oiganizfirsalso canceled a mardi
" b£ 3,~000 caojfe-bearirig r4itfrireh

Ae n^bt before the Universal
Amphitheatre event. Parents had

drec’s safrty.^kessaid


